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Abstract

The canMEDS 2000 Projeet identified seven essential roles for contemporary

physicians: collaborato¡ communicator, Health Advocate, Manager, Medical Expert,

Professional, and scholar. The introduction in Anesthesiology Training programs ofnew

canMEDS 2000 training objectives based on these seven roles represents a significant

addition to current challenges faced by residents-in-training and program administrators

across canada. To facilitate the integration of these new training objectives into the

cur¡ent education environment, this study investigated the perceptions ofthe members of

a Canadian Anesthesiology Department about the importance, teachability, and

evaluation ofthe canMEDS 2000 roles. using a descriptive, cross-sectional survey

methodology, data were collected using a specifically designed questionnaire. The results

demonshated the relative importance and teaching priority for each of the seven roles,

and indicated variable degrees of preparedness to assume canMEDS ¡oles. Methods to

effectively leam, teach, and evaluate these roles were also assessed. Based on the

research findings, recommendations were made to the Royal college ofphysicians and

surgeons Training Program at the site of the sh-rdy for how to successfully implement the

CanMEDS 2000 objectives in the cunent education environment.
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Chapter One

Introduction

ln the latter part ofthe twentieth century the exponential growth in medical

knowledge and procedures, together with increased access to and sharing of information,

forced the emergence ofnew movements calling for evidence- and outcome-based

practice guidelines (Pedersen & Moller, 2001). While medical practitioners and educators

were working feverishly to contemplate and incorporate such new approaches within the

context oftheir practice and teaching environments, the turn of the twenty-first century is

bringing even greater challenges to these professionals (Lenis, 2000).

Professional educators in medical schools anticipate a new paradigm shift not

only on the level ofwhat and how they teach their professional knowledge, skills, and

values, but also on the level oftheir traditionally enjoyed autonomy (Hensel & Dickey,

1998). The latter is considered, particularly by sociologists and philosophers, as a

hallmark ofbeing a profession. Medicine, by possessing a compiex integration ofvalues,

science, technology, and skills, has enjoyed a level of autonomy that characterizes it as a

prime example of being a "profession" (Southon & Braithwaite, 1998). This high degree

of autonomy is recognized by other fields as evidenced by the frequent comparisons of

similarities made by other emerging or struggling professional or paraprofessional groups

in the process ofgaining formal recognition ofbeing professions (Freidson, 1970).

'With autonomy comes responsibility. A longstanding characteristic feature of

medical practice and teaching is its preparedness to deal with ambiguities and

uncertainties as normally occurring events. Nevertheless, the degree of uncertainty in

what constitutes an acceptable minimum standard of professionalism is posing a
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challenge even to the most experienced professionals. This is evident by the many

ongoing national and intemational initiatives developed in order to reach a "normative

definition" of professionalism in medicine (Swick, 2000).

Despite the consensus on the need to have clearly delineated limits and definitions

for professionalism in medicine, the reasons for this renewed interest are variable. These

are largely influenced by a number ofglobal, and at times very specific regional, social,

political, or personal factors, Among the world-wide phenomena that are creating such

interest are factors such as the increasing corporate control, particularly in the United

States, over the health care system funding, which potentially threaten the essence ofthe

doctor-patient relationship (Finkel & Adams, 1999; Sullivan, 2000). This direct

relationship was, for many centuries, the single determinant ofthe nature, the type of

interactions, and the conduct between the patient and doctor. Nowadays, this relationship

is altered by influential extemal factors like compensation (fee-per-service, versus

salaries) and accessibility (insured versus non-insured) issues, which occupy centre-stage

in some of the patient-health care providers' interaction debates (McArthur & Moore,

19e7),

To givejust one example from Anesthesiology practice in the United States, the

issue ofwhether epidural analgesia during childbirth is a right or a privilege for patients

is a cunent debate, not only in society-at-large, but also within members ofthe profession

(Chestnut, 1999). Given the globalization taking place in contemporary society, these

issues will not only be representative ofthe debates at that particular location, but will

extend to the various parts of the "meta-community" that we live in today (Burbules &

Tones,2000). The ultimate risk ofsuch changes is the transformation of medical care,
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and subsequently medical teaching, becoming a mere commodity. Because these trends

are so pervasive, they are creating a press for change in medical education (Swick, 2001).

North American Medical Education Reform

Since the early 1900s, many medical education reform movements have taken

place, usually ending with calls to return to more socially oriented medicine and medical

education. Some ofthese movements, and in particular the Flexner Reports (Fischer,

1999; Fox, 1999; Regan-Smith, 1998), succeeded in achieving major positive changes,

but many other projects ended with echoing a listing of recommendations that may or

may not have been acted upon (Christakis, 1995). In contrast to all ofthese other

movements, two particular projects, both started in the early 1990s, are creating a

snowball effect and initiating this paradigm shift in the medical practice and education

arenas. These are "Project Professionalism" by the American Board of Intemal Medicine

(ABIM) (American Board of Intemal Medicine, 1995) and the "Educating Future

Physicians for Ontario" (EFPO) project (Neufeld et al., 1998). These two projects

represent examples ofthe regional and sociopolitical factors that have necessitated an

effort to create and to implement explicit definitions of the competencies taught to future

medical professionals. More importantly, these projects were directed at "implementing"

a vision, rather than "recommending" a proposed change.

For example, Ontario's EFPO project was initiated after a significant gap between

"The [medical] profession's view of itself and the expectations ofthe public" (Neufeld et

al., 1998, p. 1134) had became evident to health care professionals, This evidence was

clear to medical professionals only when the public did not support their strike in 1987,

which was mainly related to the issue of "extra billing." Nevertheless, the awakening
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effects ofthat failed worþaction by the physicians promoted a progressive initiative to

re-examine issues ofthe nature ofideal relationships between the public and medical

education institutions in a collaborative and highly supportive atmosphere. This

successful and innovative project concluded its second phase in 1998, with a large

number oflong-lasting positive changes in the medical education arena (Maudsley et al.,

2000). Among these positives changes is the introduction of the CanMEDS 2000 Project

by the Royal College ofPhysicians and Surgeons ofCanada (RCPSC), which provides a

standard framework for educating and certifiing future medical specialists in this

country. The RCPSC is the only accrediting and certifying agency for medical specialists

in Canada and, as such, is the leading force for any meaningful medical education

reforms,

In addition to defining the roles of the physician as including Medical Expert, a

Decision Maker, and a Scholar, the RCPSC's CanMEDS 2000 Project's objectives place

particular emphasis on the need for specialist physicians to demonstrate competency as

Communicato¡s, Collaborators, Managers, Health Advocates, and Professionals. In the

past, many medical doctors have assumed and displayed some ofthese roles at one or

more points in their practice. Nevertheless, it is the premise of the CanMEDS 2000

Project's objectives to prepare all future medical specialists during their residency

haining years to assume minimum levels of competence in all of these functional roles or

areas, and to demonshate these competencies on a more consistent basis.

Statement of the Problem

The increasing societal demands for accountability from professional medical

organizations and self-regulating agencies are not occurring in isolation, but are
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combined with progressive increases in the amount and the rate of growth ofknowledge,

and the time required for residents to acquire and reliably demonstrate the attainment of

these needed competencies. These increasing expectations have precipitated more careful

evaluation of the required modifications and changes without increasing the already

prolonged duration of specialty medical haining (Langer, 2001). While various medical

specialties require a different set of competencies to practice safely, the CanMEDS

Project provides a general framework of desirable "generic" competencies. However, it

does not address the particular and variable needs for different competencies ofeach

individual medical specialty. Hence, there is a need to research and develop a specialty-

specific articulation of standard competencies and complementary competency-based

evaluation methods for each branch of medicine (Long, 2000).

The success ofany new objectives to achieve a desired change in an educational

setting is dependent on a clear understanding by the potential users ofthese objectives

(Canfreld, A.A. 1968) cited in (Girard, 1992).The development of the CanMEDS 2000

Project's objectives represented a significant shift in priorities and breadth in key areas of

teaching, assessing, and subsequently, licensing of medical specialists. The newly

inhoduced objectives ofhaining in Anesthesia training programs represent a number of

significant challenges for program directors and teaching faculty in these programs with

respect to some ofthese roles. Moreover, a significant degree of confusion is expressed

about the relevance, the ability to teach, and the effective methods to document and

assess some ofthese competencies by teaching faculty and residents alike (personal

communication, Dr. M. Lampe, Chair, Royal College Specialty Committee on

Anesthesia).
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Purpose of the Study

To address these emerging concems in Anesthesiology education, the questions

that will frame this research project include:

(l) What is the perceived importance of each role/competency identified in the

CanMEDS 2000 Project to the practice of Anesthesiology?

(2) What is the perceived importance of each role/competency identified in the

CanMEDS 2000 Project for the teaching of Anesthesiology?

(3) Does the current program structure, as viewed by the staff and residents,

satisry the various components of the proposed seven categories (or roles) in

the CanMEDS 2000 Project?

(4) Do patterns ofresponses to these questions vary between:

A) Staff Anesthesiologists and residents?

B) Different levels of resident seniority (PGYI-5)?

C) Staff Anesthesiologists practicing at different practice settings?

(5) What are the effective methods to formally teach and objectively assess

CanMEDS 2000 competencies in the Anesthesiology program?

Imoortance

The successful integration of the objectives of the CanMEDS 2000 Project into

the cunent Anesthesiology training program requires clear definitions of terms,

awareness of implications for cuniculum revision, and careful consideration of faculty

development needs. The proposed study was designed to identifu curriculum and faculty

development issues in Anesthesiology, and to assess the level ofacceptance of¡esidents

and staff with respect to the CanMEDS 2000 objectives.
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Undoubtedly, the teaching of medicine to students or hainees can not be

conducted in isolation from the direct influence of changing medical practice (Epstein,

1999). Medical teaching and medical practice have always been closely linked

(Puschmann &.Harc,1966; Relman, 1998). Thus, this study assessed the extent to which

the CanMEDS 2000 Project's objectives are represented in the current Anesthesiology

practice, and identified how the Anesthesiology training program curriculum can be

adjusted and shengthened to meet the CanMEDS 2000 Project's objectives, providing an

important step in the full implementation of the CanMEDS new vision.

A¡other benefit ofsuch a project is to sensitize program participants about the

new goals expected by the RCPSC for the Specialty Training Programs, as well as to

provide an opportunity to express their points ofview regarding how these goals can be

met in a systematic manner. It was anticipated that this research project would help to

explore, based on a wide pool ofopinions from both Anesthesiology faculty and

residents-in-training, the relative importance ofeach ofthese roles and the optimal

methods for assessing these competencies. By engaging department members in

exploring their own practice, this study may enhance the "knowledge creating capacity of

[a] professional practitioner" (Coles, 1997, p. 488). Also, the department members'

involvement, at a relatively early stage of implementing this new proposed curriculum,

will enhance their sense of ownership of the change process. This sense of ownership, on

its own, and with other motivations, is an important step in facilitating the acceptance by

the faculty of the proposed changes, which will be crucial during the subsequent

implementation process (Bland et al., 2000).
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This project was hoped to give some insight into whether the newly formulated

objectives for the Anesthesiology training programs by the Aresthesia Specialty

Committee of the RCPSC were considered, by the community-hospital practitioners,

teaching-hospital staff, and residents, as relevant to their day{o-day practice of

Anesthesiology. It has been previously shown that these two groups ofpractitioners may

have different perceptions about the relative importance of some of these roles,

particularly during their years ofAnesthesia residency education (Girard, 1992).

Conceptual Framework

The literature review for this project focused on four main areas. First, a number

of contemporary perspectives related to the term "professionalism" from the points of

view of sociologists, philosophers, educators, and medical experts are presented and

analyzed. The special emphasis on the essence ofprofessionalism stems from its

centrality to most of the recent North American education reform movements. Analyses

of the key characteristics that surround ongoing societal recognition ofthe medical

profession and its self-govemance will be highlighted. Second, the linkage between

medical practice, medical education, and the changing enrolment and teaching

philosophies during the last century will be reviewed. This will be followed by an

overview of the North American (USA and Canadian) initiatives as they relate to reforms

within the current medical education curricula and their potential impact on the practice

and teaching ofphysicians, including the CanMEDS 2000 Project, Third, evaluation and

the setting ofstandards within the medical educational context are presented, particularly

as they relate to the assessment ofnon-cognitive skills, classically know as "attitude" or
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"soft social" skills. Finally, the limited related resources available on Anesthesiology

haining and evaluation will be outlined.

Methodology

Because not a lot is known yet about the impact of the CanMEDS 2000 objectives

on the current Anesthesiology training programs, this project followed an exploratory

design. The main data collection instrument was a descriptive cross-sectional, self-report

survey design, which elicited both qualitative and quantitative data. Anesthesia

department members, faculty (n=73, including fellows), other City of Winnipeg

community hospitals' practitioners (n=34), and residents (n=24) in the RCPSC Training

Program of Anesthesiology, at the Faculty of Medicine, The University of Manitoba,

Wiruripeg, MB, Canada, represent the target population. A comprehensive sampling

approach using a developed instrument was planned. The questionnaire was developed

based on the published general and Anesthesiology specialty-specific objectives ofthe

CanMEDS 2000 Project. In addition to structured responses, participants were given

selected opportunities to enter qualitative comments to explain their rankings. The

structured responses (rankings) facilitated data analysis and provided an objective and

efficient scoring option, while the unstructured format provided freedom for the

participants to explain their choices, and to provide data that en¡iched the interpretation

process. The clarity and effectiveness of this questionnaire was assessed in a

multidisciplinary focus group conducted at the Bannatyne campus, as well as using a

pilot pre{est to refine and fine-tune the survey instrument.

The survey length was limited to approximately 30-45 minutes to ensure a high

participation rate. The data from the survey were entered into a database, and were
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analyzed with parametric and non-parametric techniques as appropriate, using a NCSS

(Number Cruncher Statistical System) and /or SAS package. A formal consultation with a

bio-statistician, Mrs. Mary Cheang (M. Math) was arranged during the plaruring stages of

the instrument, and after collection ofthe data for analysis. The qualitative data were

systematically tabulated and analyzed to identi$ themes and issues. The conditions for

using either parametric or nonparametric tests, for comparisons or correlation tests, and

for the limitations of the current study design and strategies used to address and minimize

their effects will be detailed in chapters th¡ee and five ofthis study report.

Summary

A recently introduced "skills for the new millennium" document by the Royal

College ofPhysicians and Surgeons ofCanada, as an initial step in implementing the

CanMEDS 2000 Project, is a reflection of the changing societal expectåtions from health

care professionals. This project has interesting and far-reaching consequences for each

and every practicing physician, for medical institutions, and particularly, for medical

educators and program directors. These have to do with every aspect of medical school:

mission statements, program design and goals, planning and implementing of curriculum,

evaluation and certification as well as maintenance of certification, of all health care

providers.

In o¡der to optimally incorporate these new benchmark competencies into

everyday practice and teaching, within the context of Anesthesiology training programs,

grounded inquiry ofthe evolving relationships between these changing societal

expectâtions and the current status ofprofessional education is needed. This study aimed
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to facilitate the integration and subsequent implementation of this new CanMEDS 2000

project's vision in contemporary professional Anesthesiology training programs, by

exploring: the nature ofprofessionalism, in general, and specifically in medicine; the

changing themes within medical schools curricula; the evolving assessment methods of

non-cognitive aspects of medicine; and, then, deflrning Anesthesiology teachers' and

learners' perspectives toward these roles.
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Chapter Two

Conceptual Framework (Literature Review)

Over the last thirty years there have been increasing indications of erosion to the

meaning of "professionalism" in medicine (Frenk & Dur'an-Arenas, 1993). While

sociologists, educators, and philosophers were conceptualizing professionalism in their

own fields, based on models from medicine, North American medical institutions,

themselves, had embarked on a movement to redefine professionalism in medical

practice. Spanning the 1980s and 1990s, these efforts were led by the American Board of

Intemal Medicine (ABIM) in Project Professionalism in the United States. ln the

Canadian context, the redefinition movement started with the EPFO project in the

province of Ontario and culminated in the CanMEDS 2000 Project by the Royal College

of Physicians and Surgeons ofCanada. In each ofthese two countries, the motives for

this renewed interest are different but many ofthe results have been similar, particularly

with respect to changes in the process of medical education at the undergraduate and

postgraduate levels. The impact ofthese reforms will be felt at many levels, but their

shongest impact is likely to be in the evaluation and certification of all specialists in

medicine, as well as maintenance of accreditation and certification for both Academic

Medical Centers and individual practitioners.

Because of its centrality to medical education and practice, the development of

contemporary thinking about the meaning of professionalism in medicine forms the

conceptual framework for this investigation and the extent to which the contemporary

definitions of professionalism, as they relate to the CanMEDS 2000 Project, are reflected
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in teaching, leaming, and evaluation in a Canadian Anesthesiology training program. In

order to provide a comprehensive foundation for this research project, a literature search

was conducted to identiff published relevant citations. The resources of MEDLINE,

ERIC, PSYCHLIT, BISON, Web of Science, Sociology, Dissertation Abshact databases

and EBCOHOST databases were used initially. Combinations using the following terms

were initially utilized to identifu related publications: "medical education," "A¡resthesia

education," "medical profession," "evaluation," "curriculum," and "certification," These

searches generated possible-related references: abshacts and keywords were then used to

fìne-tune the search for relevant sources. Subsequently, selected literature was located

from earlier identified articles, as well as from manual searches in recent thematic issues

of Academic Medicine.

These resources were critically reviewed and will be discussed following an

outline that builds the conceptual framework for the investigation of the CanMEDS

Project and its application to an Anesthesiology-haining program. First, the development

of professionalism in general terms and specifically in medicine will be discussed as it

relates to curriculum. This section includes an introduction, definitions of terms, and the

conceptual characteristics that shape professions and professionalism. Building on this

general foundation, contemporary perspectives on medical professionalism will be

outlined and discussed.

Second, the general education ofphysicians will be reviewed. This section

includes a brief review of the "Full Circle" of medical students' general education over

the last century, and of the emerging dual role ofhealer and professional, as an

altemative model for contemporary medical education and haining.
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Third, the recent developments in terms of national projects dealing with medical

educational issues in the USA and Canada will be highlighted. ln this section, current

points ofview on how to shape medical school curricula to achieve both professional and

societal expectations from medical school graduates and specialists will be reviewed.

These views mainly will include Project Professionalism, Educating Future Physician for

Ontario, and the CanMEDS 2000 Project. For each ofthe three projects, a short account

oftheir history and the most important contributions, as they relate to the present

research, will be discussed. Fourth, issues around assessment of medical hainees'

competence will be reviewed, particularly assessment ofnon-cognitive attributes needed

for the practice of medicine. The final section of this literature review will explore the

available literature on Aresthesia training programs in Canada, which demonstrates the

need fo¡ this research project.

The Develooment of Professionalism in "General" and in "Medicine"

as it Relates to Curriculum

Historically, the word 'þrofession" and its derivatives, professionalism and

professionalization, has occupied a center stage position in many discussions among

vocational, occupational and scientific communities (e.g. social workers, educators,

nurses,judges, and pharmacists). Many ofthese discussions were intended to shed light

on what it means to be recognized as a "professional" by defining terms, stating rights,

and in most instances, gaining certain privileges (Freidson, 1986). These initiatives were

sincere and centered on bringing about a common good to society by encouraging and

maintaining a higher degree of service standards. Nevefheless, many circumstantial

reasons precluded public acceptânce ofthe findings ofthese initiatives. Some reasons for
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this rejection by the public may have to do with the prevailing sense of self-serving

potential ofthese initiatives on one hand and, on the other, the anticipated loss of

rewards, monetary and otherwise, associated with granting such status to a given group

over other competitive groups (Goode, 1960).

The lack of acceptance of the general concept of professionalization might not be

particularly difficult to explain, since this kind ofdialogue is common when one group is

claiming ultimate control over particular areas of expert services to society, in order to

provide and maintain higher standards ofpractice to the public. This conhol is justified

by the application of more stringent licensing criteria and comprehensive guidelines for

the services provided (Freidson, 1986). In response, other competing groups might opt

either to fi.¡lfill these criteria by basically joining the group seeking conhol, or to utilize

altemative approaches to obtain similar recognition, thereby maintaining the existing

balance (Wolinsky, 1993). Public willingness and support may contribute to the final say

on gauging the privileges each of the groups will receive, based on the demand-supply

scenario (Huag & Sussman, 1968). A classic example of such relationships exists

between mainstream medical practice and alternative medicine, such as homeopathy, and

chiropractor practice.

These controi tensions are not restricted to the situations between groups, but may

well occur, at times, within a given discipline, in cases of the emergence of a

subspecialized or special-interest gtoup, that makes claim to an even higher degree of

technical and/or scientific competence. Such claims will undoubtedly make certain

members of the group look less compstent with the applications ofthese new and

"additional" criteria (Goode, i960).
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Historically, medicine and its practitioners enjoyed a longstanding privilege of

being considered the prime exampie ofwhat constitutes a "profession" and

"professionals" (Frenk et al.,1993). From the tum of twentieth century to the iate 1980s,

most conceptualizations and discussions ofthe status of professionalism in medicine

were initiated by groups, other than physicians, in order to gain insights on what and why

medicine had such a status (e.g. Nursing and Pharmacy). Subsequently, these authors

applied and contrasted the findings oftheir analyses to their particular situations, in order

to gain similar recognition for being a professional group. Notably, most ofthese

analyses were undertaken by educators, philosophers, ethicists, and sociologists. While

the focus ofthese analyses was medicine, its practitioners and the nature and

characteristics of doctor-patient relationships, physicians and their medical organizations,

either were not interested or were defensive toward some of the more critical writings by

these authors. Cruess and Cruess argue that the interest ofphysicians, as a community

with respect to the issues of professionalism and professionalization, only started as a

new wave in the iast two or three decades ofthe twentieth century (Cruess & Cruess,

1997a).In contrast, other authors had suggested that such erosions started earlier in the

1950s, when medicine became affected with a confusion of identity: Is medicine a

profession or a business? (Kassirer, 1993). This state ofconflision was compounded (or

exacerbated) by the invasion ofthe megacorporations, private and public, into the "new

medical-industrial complex" (Reed & Evans, 1987, p. 3279), making the need to define

the terms clearly and to refine the boundaries between these conflicting forces a mere

necessity and not merely an option. With such longstanding issues sunounding the nature

of professionalism in medicine remaining unanswered, a critical evaluation of
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professionalism, as the basis fo¡ medical education, seems long overdue (Cruess, Cruess,

& Johnston, 1999).

Definitions of Terms

The growing interest in the topic of "medical professionalism," though

widespread, is hampered by the lack of a clear definition of the term. For instance,

professional development and continuing education have been used interchangeabiy to

describe both the maintenance ofskills and the dissemination ofcutting edge discipline

knowledge, including new research findings and consensus-building related to emerging

and changing practice issues. Because of the variable perceptions regarding the meaning

and the connotation of the term professionalism, there is a press to reach "toward a

normative definition of medical professionalism" through grounded inquiry, and to reach

a certain degree ofconsensus sufficient to enable medical education leaders and licensing

bodies to base further discussions on such vital issues in the future (Swick, 2000).

Extensive background information is not found in medicine, but rather in other

disciplines, where most ofthe discussion took place during a good part of the twentieth

century. Hence, the conceptual characteristics that shape professions, professionalism,

and professionalization processes will be presented from the following four perspectives.

The Sociological Perspective

Goode (1960), a sociologist from Columbia University, in a seminal presidential

address at ths annual meeting of the Eastem Sociological Society, presented the notion

that various occupations exist on different points along a 'þrofessional continuum."

Goode highlighted the relationships of the three professions of sociology, psychoiogy,

and medicine (psychiatry), and their competition over the right to provide and to conhol
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services to the public as they relate to the practice ofclinical psychology. He separated

the defining characteristics ofprofessionals into two main subgroups: two "core," and ten

"derived characteristics" (see Table 1) (Goode, 1960).

Table I

Summarv of Goode's Professional Characteristics

CoÌe

l.
2.

Prolonged specialized baining in a body ofabstract knovledge.
Collectivitv or service orientation.

Der¡ved

l.
2.

3.
4.

6.

'1.

8.
9.

The protèssion determine its own standards ofeducation and training.
The student professional goes through a more far-reaching adult socialization experience
than the leamers in other occupations.
Professional practice is offen legally recognized by some form oflicensure.
Liçensing and admission boards are ... [staffed] by members ofthe profession.
The profession shapes most legislation concemed with the profession.
The occupation gains in income, powe¡ and prestige ranking, and can demand higher caliber
students.
The practitioner is relatively Êee oflay evaluation and control.
The no¡ms ofpractice enforced by the profession aÍe more stri¡gent than legal controls.
Members are mor€ strongly identified and affiliated with the profession than are members of
other occupations with their professions or occupations.
The profession is more likely to be a terminal occupation, Members do not care to leave it,
and a higher proportion asse¡t that ifthey had it to do over again, they woùld choosç that
type ofwork again.

Source: (Goode, 1960).

Goode asserted that these ten derived features are caused by the two core, or

essential, characteristics. Further, an important analysis of the interaction between these

factors, professionals, society, and the state is elegantly presented by Goode;

Consequently, an importânt part of the process by which an occupation becomes a

profession is the gradual institutionalization ofvarious role relationships between

itself and other parts of the society. These clients or agencies, or the society

generally, will concede autonomy to the profession only ifits members are able

and wiliing to police themselves; will grant higher fees or prestige only when both
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its competence and its area of competence seem to merit them; or will grant an

effective monopoly to the profession through licensure that it is the sole master of

its social craft, and that its decisions are not to be reviewed by other p¡ofessions

(Goode, 1960, p. 903).

Therefore, from Goode's viewpoint, the pivotal creation and possession ofnew

and specialized knowledge represent a basic foundation of professionalism.

Subsequently, this knowledge enables professionals to solve specific human problems

and to provide specialized services to the public, who will, in tum, grant them certain

priviieges in terms ofpower, income, and prestige (Goode, 1960). This particular

perspective prevailed throughout the next four decades among many of the definitions

and concepfualizations of the term profession and remains a defining feature of

professionalism in contemporary literature.

Freidson's orofessional dominance perspective. An altemative perspective on the

nature ofprofessionalism was initially described by Freidson (1970), and provocatively

propagated over the next three decades (Freidson, 1986, 1993). In his arguments he

refuted "causal" relationships between the two "core" characteristics and the ten

"derived" characte¡istics suggested by Goode. Freidson stressed that five out often of

Goode's derived characteristics-" professional self-determination of its own stândards

ofeducation and haining; professional practice legal recognition by some form of

licensure; licensing and admission boards are .... [staffed] by members of the profession;

profession shapes most legislation concemed with the profession; and practitioner

relatively fteedom of lay evaluation and control" þ. 77)-are tbe essential ingredients in

creating a state of "functional" and "professional autonomy." ln tum, such autonomy
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distinguishes professional groups from other occupational affiliations. In particular, he

argued that autonomy represents the basic underpiruring of defining professions

(Freidson, 1970). He used examples from a number of different aspiring allied health

fìelds, like pharmacy and nursing, as prime examples where the core characteristics of

prolonged, abstract, and specialized training, and the collective service commitments did

not necessarily grant them the autonomy they deserved. Freidson viewed the politically

driven and instihrtionally persistent lobbying process of professionalization as an

essentially persuasive process to attain autonomy and ultimate control for full dominance

over other competing groups.

In concluding his discussion on the formal characteristics ofthe professions,

Freidson reminds us ofyet another essential proviso to professional autonomy, when he

stated, "Just as autonomy is the test ofprofessional status, so is self-regulation the test of

professional autonomy" (p. 84). In other words, to earn professional status, the

professionalizing group should pay the expected cost, by being accountable to individuals

and society-atJarge, an issue that will be revisited in a later section on the contemporary

definition of professionalism in medicine.

It is impofant to notice how influential and provocative Freidson's writings have

been, Although his writings at times have been houblesome to the medical profession, his

sustained work in this field has been cenhal to discussions on this topic since the

publication of his book in 1970. His writings influenced the North American medical

social sciences literature, particularly in the following decades (Hafferty & McKinlay,

1993b). Meanwhile, other authors presented theoretical bases for the notion of

deprofessionalization (Haug, 1973, 1988) and proletarianization (McKinlay, 1973) of
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medicine ftom the sociological perspectives, but their conclusions were neither based on

testable hypotheses nor supported by data (Wolinsþ, 1993). Nevertheless, some degree

ofnoticeabie decline in professional autonomy, the hallmark for Freidson's perspective,

is agreed upon even by Friedson, although implicitly, in his more recent publications;

Before we even pretend to be able to determine whether professions are powerful

or powerless, we must examine[d] the entire range ofprofessional institutions and

their connections with the ultimate souroes ofpo\¡/er: the state and capital. Should

we do that scrupulously, and examine the workings of the state and of corporate

capital rather than merely their formal structure, and the actual professional labor

process rather than the formal administrative procedures said to control it, we

would avoid much ofthe sterile debate that has exercised us for long and instead

collect and exchange new, richer information that will be considerably more

enlightening, even ifnot so shiking or entertaining. (Freidson, 1993,p.66)

Strict application ofFreidson's professional dominance perspective in the

Canadian context has been discussed by Cobum (1993). The increasing public demands

for cost effectiveness from medical professions, as well as the inhoduction ofstate

regulation in the provisions ofhealth services, may have been signals that a certain

degree of "deprofessionalization" of medicine is taking place. On the other hand, the

strong persistence of internal self-regulation by medicine is viewed as maintenance of

autonomy, a ñrndament¿l condition for being a profession (Cobum, 1993).

Thus, from the sociological perspective, the degree of self-regulation is

considered one of the major determinants ofbeing a profession. Obtaining such status

resuits from creating and displaying specialized kinds ofknowledge and services, which
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determine other characteristics of professionalism. Regular internal reviews and audits

ensure the provision ofhigher standards of performance and reinforce accountability of

the profèssion to society. The specific application ofthese critical principles, self-

regulation, maintenance ofhigher standards, and accountability, will become more

relevant to this presentation when the contemporary concepts in medical professionalism

are discussed.

The Educational Perspective

Educators have also struggled with the concept of professionalism. Houle (1980),

in Continuing Learníng in the Professions, provided an interesting commentary as a

definition of professionals:

The lives of some men and women are structurally shaped by the fact that they are

deeply versed in advanced and subtle bodies ofknowledge, which they apply with

dedication in solving complex practical problems. They leam by study,

apprenticeship, and experience, both by expanding their comprehension of formal

disciplines and by finding new ways to use them to achieve specific end,

constantly moving forward and backward from theory to practice so that each

enriches the other. Such people protect one another and are sometimes extended

special protection by society far beyond that granted to other citizens. The price of

protection is vigilance against poor performance and unethical behavior, and that

the privileged person exercises vigilance, by others of similar specialization, and

by society. These people are called professionals. (Houle, 1980, p. 1).
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The above definition was crucial to Houle's subsequent presentations and

discussions related to the nature of education, socialization, certification, induction, and

the continuing education ofprofessionals, and to the professional obligation, individually

and collectively, in maintaining the acclaimed high standards to society by members of

the profession. It was not the intention of Houle to specifically discuss the education of

teachers, but that discussion was necessary in order to help readers understand the

professional obligation of educators to society. Despite its emphasis on teaching, his

definition included most ofthe recurring themes that underpin being a professional in the

contemporary medical perspective. Moreover, Houle elaborated on fourteen

characteristics that he considered necessary prerequisites to the dynamic

professionalization process. These characteristics are listed and summarized in Table. 2.

Table2

Houle's Professional Characteristics

As many membels as possiblç ofthe profèssionalizing gloup should bc concemed with clanfy¡ng its
defining ñ¡nction or functions

Performance Characteristics
2
3
4

Mastery of theoretical knowledgc
Capacity to solve p¡oblems
Use ofpractical knowledge

6
't
8

Sell:É
Formal training
Credentialing
Creation ofa subculture; with distinctive traditions, role differentiation, and relationshþs

Set ofResulatioD to Ensure
9-
t0-
I ¡-
12-
13.
t4-

Legal reinforcement
Public acceptance
Ethical practice
Penalties
Relations to other vocations
Relâtions to users of services

Source: (Houle, 1980).
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The similarities between Houle's and Goode's views are the focus on the

possession ofthe distinctive and special performance parameters, the provision of service

components, and the elements of self-govemance by the profession. A key feature of

professional dominance that was stressed in Friedson's sociological perspective was

replaced in Houle's framework as an arangement of relationships, without any

hierarchical structure, among a given profession and other co-existing professional or

vocational goups. Important additions by the educational perspective to the

contemporary framework of medical professionalism are the constant linkage between

the actual practice ofproblem solving activities and the scholarly inquiries by the

profession; and the self-direction to maintain the practical competence throughout one's

professional career. The diagram in Appendix A, suggested by Houle, represents this key

feature of his modei. As shown in the figure, the formal training and socialization into the

profession enable the leamer to be inducted as a recognized professional, but the active

process of maintaining such status is by continuing to be a self-directed leamer, and in so

doing, achieving positive advancement in the chosen field of specializafion, Later in this

section, these key additions from the educational perspective will be further elaborated

upon within the context of,the contemporary medical perspective of professionalism.
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The Philosophical Persoective

Philosophers also have examined the concept of professionalism. Sullivan (1995),

in lVork and Integrity: The Crisis and the Promise of Professionalism in America

suggested yet another variant on the definition ofprofessions:

Typically as occupations characterized by tbree features: specialized training in a

field of codified knowledge usually acquired by formal education and

apprenticeship, public recognition of a certain âutonomy on the part ofthe

community ofpractitioners to regulate their own standards ofpractice, and a

commitment to provide service to the public which goes beyond the economic

welfare of the practitioners. (Sullivan, 1995b, p. 2)

The first two features included in Sullivan's definition resemble those of Goode's

and Freidson's professional dominance sociological perspectives, respectively. The

distinctive feature in Sullivan's view, which is typical for the philosophical perspective,

is the altruistic dimension which represents an anchor (or a central pillar) for

professionalism from the moral and ethical point of view. This was recently echoed by

Hensel and Dickey (1998) and Sullivan (2000) when they argued that neither specialized

knowledge nor clinicai expertise, though essential, would justifu maintaining the

traditional position of autonomy and self-regulation for medicine (Hensel et al., 1998;

Sullivan,2000).

In part, the emergence ofa broader definition of professionalism is caused by

increasingly conflicting and complex social demands on the medical profession (Sullivan,

2000). Calls for universal availability and increased access to care, coupled with optimal

cost effectiveness in the face ofreduced health care funding and increased technological
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costs, are contributing to a complex state of affairs that provides an inviting medium for

corporate encroachment in the provision of health care services (Wolinsþ, 1993). Face.d

with such a progressive invasion by a corporate model ofhealth services delivery, as in

the United States, medical professionals may find themselves in the a situation of an

"epic clash of cultures between commercial and professional traditions" (McArthur et al.,

1997, p. 98s).

The philosophical literature adds an important dimension to the emerging

conceptualization of professionalism. The focus on the ethical aspects of professionalism

is concemed, more with the one-to-one patient-heale¡ relationship (Cruess etal.,I997a;

Sullivan, 1995b). In contrast, the sociological perspective is more inclined to elaborate on

the political relations between society, as clients or consumers, and the professions as

institutionalized bodies ofknowledge, through which dominance is re-enforced

(Freidson, 1986). Furthermore, physicians, as masters ofknowledge, and technical and

highly skilled experts are trusted to provide impartial advices and service both to the

public and to the health administrators. This shift away from physicians directly

conholling health care spending has been seen by some authors (e.g. Cruess et al., 1999)

as providing a renewed opportunity for medicine to reestablish its professional status in

the westem world. Hence, the focus is shifted again to be on "the importance of the

individual physician as healer in both society's view of medicine and medicine's itself'

(Cruess et al., 1999, p. 878).

These distinctions constitute important pillars for the professionalization of

medicine, as Sullivan commented (Sullivan, 2000); "What is missing from these ways of

responding to contemporary challenges is precisely the moral core of professionalism: the
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contract between professional and society in which physician and patient are bound

together within a larger 'body politic"' (Sullivan, 2000,p.673). Having these similarities

and differences among the sociological, educational, and philosophical perspectives

delineated is an essential task in order to understand contemporary definitions of

professionalism in medicine. These definitions will be discussed in the next section.

Contemporary Medical Perspective

Definitions of medical professionalism are not only constantly changíng, but the

complex individual and cultural perceptions about its meaning may vary greatly

according to many social, economic, and political interactions in different parts of the

world (Hafferty et al., 1993b). Hence, it is probably more effective to develop a list of the

key features that shape medical professionalism according to the complexity of a given

society (Cruess et al., 1997 a).

As discussed earlier, medical professionalism can be best viewed as a contract

between an individual patient or society and the physician or the medical associations.

The specific duties or characteristics that physicians should maintain, individually and

collectively, in order to maintain certain privileges granted to them by society, or the

state, for the overall best interest ofboth, were recently summarized by Swick (2000).

Swick highlighted nine key elements to be considered in order to reach "a normative

definition of medical professionalism" (Swick, 2000) (See Table 3).
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Table 3
Attributes of Professionalism in Medicine

l.
)
J,
4,

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Subordinate their own interests to the interest ofothe¡s
Adhere to high ethical and moral standa¡ds
Respond to societal needs and ¡eflect a social contract with the communities served
Evince core humanistic values, including

honesty and integrity
caring and compassion
alhuism and empathy
respect for others and trustworthiness

Exe¡cise accountability for themselves and for their colleagues
Demonstrate a continuing conmitment to excellence
Ex¡ibit a commitment to scholarship and to advancing their field
Deal with high levels ofcomplexities and uncertainty
Reflect upon their actions and decisions

Source: (Swick,2000; 2001, p. i57).

The analysis and discussion within the following subsections link the above listed

nins elements with our developing ftamework,

1) Physicians subordinate their own best interests to meet the needs of their

patients and communities. This altruistic view is considered to be one of the most

essential elements ofprofessionalism in medicine, as evidenced by its inclusion in many

reports related to the issue of medical professionalism (e.g. Project Professionalism,

EFPO, and the CanMEDS 2000 Project). Racy (1990) asserts that ir order to define

medical professionalism precisely, human altruism should be the centerpiece component

(Racy, 1990). Racy argues that when self-serving approaches are taken while neglecting

self-discipline, the end result is loss ofprofessional status. His argument is captured in

the famous Thomas Browne's quote; "I desire rather to cure his infirmities than my own

necessity" quoted in (Racy, 1990, p. 138).
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The specific appligation ofsuch a fundamental feafure depends on the nature and

scope of a particular physician or a practice group. At times, the conflicting demands can

be between the private and the public health care systems, and in other situations they can

be between the patient's interests and the scholarly interests of the medical profession or

the professionai. The ability ofthe medical prâctitioners and organizations to act as

patient advocates enable them to ñrlly and effectively discharge these conflicting duties

in a rational and altruistic manner, and in tum, continue to be trusted as a self-regulated

vocational group (Emanuel, 1997; Swick, 2000).

The importance of this characteristic is not limited only to the practice of

medicine. It is also fundamental to teaching in the medical residency training programs

(Racy, i990). Hence, one ofeight elements of the "transformative model ofresidency

education," suggested by Johnson (2000), calls for medical residents to acquire the

"ability to balance and choose among conflicting priorities and at some point transcend

self-interest" during their residency haining years (Johnson, 2000). It follows that it is the

responsibility of medical educators to ensure that such ability is integrated as a main

component ofresidency education, and to develop and adapt reliabie measures to assess

the acquisition of this capability by residents before their final qualification as

independent medical professionals (Munay, Gruppen, Catton, Hays, & Woolliscroft,

2000).

2) Ethics and moral asoect. Although it is difficult to assess adherence to ethical

and moral standards in one's personal and professional life, this aspect is an essential

element of professionalism in medicine. Such a vit¿l and important idealistic motive is

complicated, even at the basic level ofservice provision in today's practice settings,
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where accessibility and cost-effectiveness, both in the hand of corporations in some

regions (e.g. United States of America), or the state in other countries (e.g. Canada), is

beyond the direct influence of the medical profession (Reed et al., 1987). While higher

ethical standards are being adopted by professional medical organizations to maintain the

professional oath and to provide equal healing opportunities for the rich and poor, actual

implementation of service provision may be inaccessible to direct influence of these

organizations (Sullivan, 1995b). Such an argument reflects and highlights a key benefit to

the public from direct involvement ofprofessional healers in the health policy decision-

making process. Unless this role is taken seriously by physicians, this loss of the one-on-

one trustful healer-patient relationship will result in the demise of the profession, as a

consequence of the "industrialization of medicine" (Relman, 1998; Swick, 2000).

3) Feeling the oublic (societv) pulse. Professional medical practitione¡s should

demonshate appropriate responsiveness to the needs of the society they serve. Again, this

element calls upon medical professionals to retum to the basic dedication ofthe

prevention and heatment of illness in society, while simultaneously accommodating the

quickly changing the progressively enlightened society (Swick, 2000). The once

acceptable authoritarian approach to the provision ofcodified technical knowledge is no

longer an option (Mechanic, 1985). Medical p¡ofessionals and their organizations,

individually and collectively, must be systemically prepared to respond to these changes.

Such responses include identiffing the needs and the expectations ofboth society and all

health care providers, and more importantly, incorporating such findings into day-to-day

clinical practice and teaching. Incorporating these needs in teaching implies evaluating

and certi$ing future practitioners according to these identified needs and expectations.
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This is the focus of the notion of"social leadership by the professions" or the "civic

professionalism" which was addressed and defined by Sullivan:

Professionals and their aspirations would be central to progressivism. In the

ensuing debates and struggles, some influential membe¡s of the new professional

class would develop a conception of professionalism opposed to the narrowing

implicit in its technical form, a professionalism designed to complement and

strengthen a new civic politics. We will call this civic professionalism (Sullivan,

199sb, p. 61).

4) Maintaining the humanistic attributes of the healing art. Sullivan's position is

supported by Blumenthal (1994), who presented the notion that unless organized

medicine reintegrates these qualities into its routine, "the profession's autonomy will

become a moot point." Further, he asserts a new view on the relationship between

autonomy and the professional status. He stated that medical professionalism is not only a

measure of autonomy, rather it is the public's trust in medicine that will re-establish

medicine's autonomous position in the face of the dynamic health care reform

movements (Blumenthal, 1994). For medical practitioners to proclaim professionalism,

they should embrace "co¡e humanistic values, including honesty and integrity, caring and

compassion, altruism and empathy, ..., and trustworthiness " (Swick, 2000, p. 614). This

characteristic of professionalism suggests that physicians need to make themselves

accessible, affordable, and compassionate towards their patients, patient's families,

colleagues, and others and to consider these values as vital obligations. By dedicating

their knowledge and expertise to the "ministry of medicine," physicians can resume their

status and may not be subjected to extemal enforcement initiatives, w.hich will be
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requested by the public and/or the state (Spivey, 1990). Ofcourse, not a single, or even a

$oup ofattributes would necessarily free the profession from society's enforcement

attempts, unless coupled by maintaining transparency and accountability to the

profession's internal processes.

5) Self- and peer-accountabililv. Medical professionals need to maintain a higher

degree of self-accountability, as well as accountability to"¡/ard their co-wo¡kers. The

maintenance of this accountability should be evident in specifring high standards of

accountability in practice, training, credentialing, and licensing to the membsrs ofthe

profession. Blumenthal's view above, was echoed recently by many other authors like

Sullivan (2000) and Swick et al. (2000) who argued that this accountability is the main

source of the public's willingness to $ant medicine, and to the same extent t law, the

privilege of autonomy. Any significant erosion in such trust mechanisms, either by

entrepreneurial, personal, or colporate interests, orjust by the lack of the needed

proactive initiative by professionals, may eventually lead to the creation ofan extemal

authority to regulate \ryhat was once a self-regulated guild. An example ofsuch an

emerging tension can be seen in the British medical system, where lack of a proactive

approach by the RCPS (uK), to maintain the public trust by responding, in a timely

manner, to the calls for accountability, had led the state to demand an end to historically

maintained self-regulation by the profession, even at the accreditation levels by these

colleges (Severs & Crane, 2000).

6) Self-direction to maintenance of competence. Medical professionals maintain an

ongoing and "continuing commitment to excellence" (Swick, 2000, p. 615).

Professionalism has been considered, from the sociological perspective, as fundamentally
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based on the power gained through the possession and the generation ofspecialized

knowledge resulting in a particular position to provide highly sophisticated technical

skills (Freidson, 1970; Goode, 1960). Even more important is the continuing leaming

process after being inducted into the profession. This feature, ofbeing self-directed and

intrinsically motivated to achieve excellence, is expected from all medical students,

residents, and practicing physicians. Means to foster and prove the acquisition,

development, and maintenance of such attributes become a pre-requisite for maintaining

accountability by the profession to the public. This feature ofprofessionalism is

highlighted in all of the major projects dealing with medical education reform.

7) Scientific contribution and advancement ofa bodv ofknowledge. Medical

practitioners, in addition to maintaining an intemal focus on excellence, should work in a

cooperative and collaborative marì¡er to ensure the advances in the cunent body of

medical knowledge, as well as discovering new facts externally. This must be applied at

both the individual patient and the community levels. Practically, this is done by

incorporating principles of Evidence-Based Medicine in order to either generate general

consensus statements or develop and update current practice guidelines fo¡ the care of

coÍrmon clinical conditions. Pedersen (2001) recently discussed this aspect from the

practice of Anesthesia's point of view (Pedersen et al.,200I). Another needed

commitment is toward the advancement ofboth basic science and clinical research; such

roles are clearly emphasized in the CanMEDS 2000 Project (see below).

8) Dealing with ambiguitv and uncertaintv. Southon and Braithwaite (1998)

suggested yet another approach to articulating medical professionalism in orde¡ to

optimize its central role in developing a collaborative working climate within the
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emerging organizationâl structure. They pointed out that medical professionalism is

explained preferably as "primarily a task-related phenomenon," rather than tbrough the

prevailing social dominance perspective. With tasks that are characteristically uncerüain

and complex, as in the practice of medicine, health care reform movements tend to

address such issues in a simplified manner. This approach downgrades the role of

professionalism and frequently leads to inconsistencies, conflicts, and contradictions

(Southon et al., 1998). Examples ofsuch issues are evident in many health care systems

around the world, the closest of which is the health care reform in the United States of

America. The intent of that movement was to provide improved access to care to all and

to improve the quality of services provided. While the advances in technology and

bioscientific knowledge ensured the quality improvement in services, the corporate

culture and cost issues reduced access to even greater sections ofsociety (Hafferfy &

McKinlay, 1993a). Even the most critical authors, Friedson, and Hafferty and McKinlay,

warn against this simplistic approach to the complex phenomenon of medical

professionalism (Hafferty et al., 1993a).

9) Self-reflection. Self-reflection in both professional and personal domains is a

powerful tool that medical professionals can utilize to advance their commitment to both

internal and external accountability. It empowers individuais to apply critical and

deductive reasoning, particularly in the complex situations that are typical in medical

practice and training settings (Epstein, 1999). On the contrary, total lack ofself-doubt or

arrogance ofknowledge are not traits ofsuperior physicians or scientists, who frequently

¡eview their decisions accordingly, given a particular context (Ingelfinger, 1980).
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In summary, basic components that constitute and underlie the connotation of medical

professionalism can be traced to a variety ofsociological, educational, and philosophical

perspectives. These elements have been presented and critically analyzed in this section

of the developing framework. At times, some of the modem medical perspectives on

professionalism in medicine might be perceived to be too idealistic or exhemely

nebulous, and at other times too difficult to contemplate each component in isolation of

other elements. Regardless ofhow complicated, intermingled, and controversial some of

the above concepts are, they should be hanslated into actions that are aimed to renew

motives in reversing the perceived trend of de-professionalization of medicine (Cruess &

Cruess, 1997b; Ludmerer, 1999). Such rejuvenation needs changes within medical school

teaching curricula at both undergraduate and postgaduate levels.

General Education for Doctors

Given the contentious issues and conflicts related to cunent medical practice,

which have direct impact on the teaching of medicine, a careful examination of the

evolution of medical education is warranted. This review will include the trend to restore

the balance between conflicting demands on the medicai education process to get it back

"on hack" in fulfilling its mission to humanity (society).

A Brief Review of Medical Education History

Historically, friture healers (medical students) were pre-screened before being

accepted into medical apprenticeship to ensure that they possessed basic social skills.

This pre-selection happened years before students came in contact 'ffith actual patients.

Further, medieval universities screened candidates by prescribing a Liberal Arts degree

(three years) as a prerequisite for errolment in medical school program ofstudies. With
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fe\¡/ exceptions, this practice changed with the German-based basic sciences revolution,

after which bio-scientiflrc competency became the benchmark in accepting applicants, in

educating students, and in preparing doctors for professional practice (Puschmann et al.,

t966).

Since this medical scientific revolution became the new order ofdoing things in

medical education an interesting dichotomy existed for decades. This trend was

manifested by the overwhelming emphasis on the academic achievements of students,

prior to their admission into the course ofstudy in the medical college. Once admitted,

under the "scientiflrc healer" model, they were assumed to be in need of more of the same

bio-scientific knowledge, in order to become competent practitioners, (Hunt, Scott,

Phillips, Yergan, & Greig, 1987; Phelan, Obenshain, & Galey, 1993). On the other hand,

candidates were expected to become "professionals" without explicit instruction to this

effect, as they progressed thorough their medical training. Implicitly, they were expected

to become socialized to medical ethical practices and other professional attributes by

simply observing the "outstanding role models." Consequently, although assessment and

evaluation of these elements were needed, they were not implemented during the first

eight decades ofthe last century. No other kind of medical knowledge was expected to be

acquired in this way. As an analogy, surgical residents do not observe surgeons

performing a certain number of complex surgeries and then complete "a written test"

which, ifpassed, could qualiff them to practice these procedures independently. Such an

analogy illustrates how contemporary society might view past educational practices with

respect to the development of important aspects of medical knowledge.
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To support this analysis, there is ample evidence about the disproportional

development of medical students' and residents' skills and knowledge areas across their

years oftraining. While technical and scientific knowledge grov/ continually, their

professional, behavioural, and moral reasoning decline or fail to grow at a similar rate as

their age-matched controls (Feudtner, Christakis, & Christakis, 1994; Wolf, Balson,

Faucett, & Randall, 1989).

What, then, is the relationship between these emerging concerns and the clinical

practice of medicine? Do these concems translate into issues in practice situations? The

answers to these questions might not come as huge surprises. Most of the complaints

against physicians are not because ofinadequate technical skills or the lack of medical

knowledge, but are due to either unprofessional conduct or deficiency in interpersonal

skills (Ginsburg et al., 2000; Papadakis, Osbom, Cooke, &Healy,1999). These are not

particularly new developments, since the same trend has been noted and reported in the

1970s. Pickering (1973), in a survey sponsored by the Ontario Medical Association, has

shown that one of the two main areas with deficits in medical profession, as seen by the

patients, was related to poor "human relations" by physicians (the other was access to

care) cited in (Neufeld et al., 1985).

Dual Role of Toda)¡'s Ph)¡sician. an Altemative Model

These trends indicate that there is a distinction to be made, between two

complementary roles for each medical doctor: those of "healer" and "professional."

Cruess and Cruses, argued that both roles have different historical origins and

developmental stages that make them separate from each other (Cruess et al., 1997a),

They contended that both roles should be presented and explicitly taught to all
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undergraduate and postgraduate medical leamers, as well as should become a part of

ongoing continuing medical education. The authors cautioned medical educators about

ignoring the explicit teaching of professionalism as such, which would make future

medical practitioners vulnerable to repeating the mistakes oftheir predecessors. They

also pointed out that "medicine's self-perception differs from society's view of the

profession, We create a mystique around ourselves, which we then come to believe."

(p. 408). Thus, it is essential to assume a critical and realistic perspective ofboth roles

when formulating academic plans to educate and prepare all physicians for their future

professional duties.

Unfortunately, Cruess and Cruess (1997) did not stress the role of medical

educators in testing and evaluating these attributes or in ensuring the existence ofsuch

knowledge in each and every graduating medical practitioner. Hence, a 'l,lew

Curriculum" emerged four decades ago in the western world to bring back a balance

between bio-scientific knowledge and these professional attributes, once considered

"soft" social skilis, as dual comerstones for educating all men and women in medicine.

As stated by Ginsburg and Regeher (2000), "for the future of medicine, attention to the

teaching and evaluation ofprofessionalism is vital" (Ginsburg et al.,2000). The calls for

a new curriculum stimulated the introduction of many revitalizing projects in medical

education in North America, These projects constitute the focus of the next section of this

review.
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Recent North American Medical Education Reforms

Overview and Backg¡ound

This section will focus mainly on two important projects in North American

professional medical education during the last decade. Project Professionalism, by the

American Board of Intemal Medicine (ABIM), and Educating Future Physicians for

Ontario (EFPO) have provided much needed momentum and interest in the field, and

subsequently have fueled the ongoing CanMEDS 2000 Project by the Royal College of

Physicians and Surgeons ofCanada (RCPSC).

Proiect Professionalism

Project Professionalism was initiated by the American Board of Internal Medicine

(ABIM) in response to the perceived ongoing erosion in professional standards. The main

sources for such erosion, as viewed by many American authors, were progressive

changes in the physicians' payment plans; invasion by competitive business companies to

provide the most cost-effective care, regardless of many other compelling professional

values; and increasing levels of competition between different medical professional

groups (Spivey, 1990). Corporate structures, at many times, are contradictory to the

professional humanistic qualities of"integrity, respect, and compassion" (Blumenthal,

1994; McArthur et al.,1997; Wolinsky, 1993). Beginning in the early 1990s, Project

Professionalism was a movement to revive and maintain professionalism as a

fundamental component ofthe art ând science of medicine, through the process of

education and certification ofspecialists and sub-specialists in Intemal Medicine.

Within Project Professionalism, the emphasis was on the dual role of attending to

patient's needs as the focal point ofcare, while holding high regard for maintaining a
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unique professional relationship within and between health care professional groups.

Hence, the ABIM defines medical professionalism, as it relates to this framework, as an

aspiration "to altruism, accountability, excellence, duty, service, honor, integrity, and

respect for others" (Stobo & Blank, 1994). The finai project report provided further

information and explicit definitions ofeach ofthese components; signs and symptoms of

their loss with examples such as abuse ofpower, anogance, greed, misrepresentation,

impairment, lack of conscientiousness, and many more manifestations of loss of

professional values; listings and example ofaids and barriers to being professional during

the years oftraining; together with strategies to assess and evaluate professionalism in

intemal medicine residents during the years of training. Appendices B, C, D, and E

contain forms that were developed, as part of the project, to be used by faculty and/or

other residents to assess different aspects ofprofessional athibutes during residency

education (American Board of Intemal Medicine, 1995).

Sociallv Relevant Medical Education: Educating Future Physicians for Ontario (EFPO)

Pro,iect

The EFPO project also was initiated in the early 1990s as a collaborative effort

between five independent medical schools in the province of Ontario, Canada. These

were McMaster University Faculty of Health Science, University of Ottawa Faculty of

Medicine, Queen's University Faculty of Health Sciences, University of Toronto Faculty

of Medicine, and University of ¡ffestem Ontario Faculty of Medicine and Dentistry. It is

interesting to note the initial stimulus for this important initiative. This project came into

existence after the failed Ontario's physicians strike over the "exha billing" issue in

1987, The failure ofthat shike raised the awareness ofthe medical profession about the
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increasing gap between the profession's self-image and the perceptions of society-at-

large (Neufeld et al., 1998). This is similar to the notion of "medicine identity confrrsion"

that was suggested by Kassirer (Kassirer, 1993).

The EFPO project consisted of two closely related, but independent, stages. The

first stage took place between January 1990 to December 1994, while the second

extended from January 1995 to December 1999 (Maudsley et a1.,2000; Neufeld et al.,

1998). The first stage focused on actions required to establish a new vision for society's

needs for a responsive medical education, mainly at the undergraduate level, beginning

with developing a method for gathering the public's expectations for physicians,

This phase resulted in defining eight descriptive roles for current and ftrture,

practicing physicians. These were "medical expert-clinical decision maker,

communicator, collaborator, health advocate, [resource] manager, leamer, scientist-

scholar, and person" (Maudsley et al., 2000, p. 114). The follow-up action steps were to

create educational objectives that stem from these expectations, to prepare competent

medical educators, to construct valid evaluation tools to ascertain the acquisition ofthese

competencies, and finally to ensure the sustenance ofthe transformation by developing a

committed and stable leadership for the desired projeot vision (Maudsley et al., 2000).

The second stage ofthe project placed more emphasis on extending the eight

identiflred roles to residency education programs, and focusing on four competencies,

communicator, collaborator, health advocate, and resource manager. An extensive review

ofvarious aspects ofthese two stages of the project has been published recently, giving a

detailed account ofparticular areas like the history, the implementation stages, together
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with analysis ofthe project's success and long term plans (Maudsley et al., 2000; Neufeld

et a1., 1998).

It is crucial to recognize that the extensive number ofnational and intemational

reports calling for reform in the medical education field from the early 1900s up to 1993

have resulted in few major changes, despite the recurrent themes for the need to change.

These reports called consistently for greater emphasis on "the social nature of the medical

profession and self-regulation of the profession" (Christakis, Í995, p. 706), but made few

recommendations for implementing these changes. One feature that distinguishes the

Educating Future Physicians for Ontario (EFPO) project, from every other initiative in

the field ofreform in the medical education arena, is its focus on the implementation of

the change, rather than onjust developing a list of recommendations (Cbristakis, 1995).

The implementation focus is flirther translated through the adoption ofthe EFPO vision

into actions by the Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of Canada in its CanMEDS

2000 Project. This project provides a national model for educating, evaluating, certiffing,

and maintaining the certification ofall specialists, and the accreditation ofall specialist

haining programs across Canada.

CanMEDS 2000 Proiect

The Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of Canada (RCPSC) undertook the

CanMEDS 2000 Project as a logical extension and ampiification of the EFPO project, in

part, to deal with the paradigm shift in the scope and priorities that are needed to achieve

the best training environment for future medical specialists in Canada. The Report of the

Societal Needs Working Group, which constituted the foundations for the CanMEDS

2000 Project, was presented to the RCPSC Council in 1996. The major reason cited as an
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impetus for the project was to "assist future specialists in responding to innumerable

challenges as health-care providers - challenges that will require them to fi¡nction in a

health-care system in a constant state offlux and facing increasing fiscal conshaints -
while providing the best specialty care" (The Royal College ofPhysicians and Surgeons

ofCanada: Canadian Education for Specialists 2000 Project, 1996, p. 1). The project

sought wide-based and active participation fiom as many stakeholders as possible in a

collaborative effort to articulate the required roles for future Royal College fellows. In

addition to the public, other participants in this project included nu¡ses and other allied

health professionals; medical resident and intern associations; provincial medical

colleges, licensing, and health authorities; and the College of Family Physicians of

Canada. The findings and recommendations ofthis report were shared with all concemed,

particularly the sixteen medical schools across Canada, where the actual implementation

ofthese new "guidelines" will take place.

The main outcome of this project was the development of the additional six

competencies for all specialists, in addition to being Medical Experts and Clinical

Decision-Makers. The report stated that the future specialist should also be "a

Communicator, a Collaborator, a Manager, a Health Advocate, a Scholar and a

Professional." Complete and detailed descriptions ofthese roles/ competencies were

included in the report, together with specific objectives for each ofthese seven roles.

Appendices F, G, and H contain summarized tables of the essential CanMEDS roles and

key competencies, an overview ofthe educational strategies designed to implement these

roles, and suggested evaluation strategies to assess the various competencies (The Royal
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College ofPhysicians and Surgeons ofCanada: Canadian Education for Specialists 2000

Project, 1996),

The potential challenges to implementing the CanMEDS 2000 Project are

numerous. First, these roles might be applicable more to medical than surgical specialty

programs, a limitation mentioned briefly in the report itself. Specialties providing a wider

range ofvariable clinical services that bridge medical and surgical areas, like

Anesthesiology or surgical-medical intensive care, might present even greater challenges

in that they would require composite versions ofthese general roles applied to them.

Hence, the need for further articulation of specialty-specific roles became apparent and

was the focus ofa follow up task force, the Specialty Physician Resources Working

Group. The reports of the new training program objectives for different specialties were

published in 2000.

The second limitation is the lack of a cohesive national implementation policy as

an integrated portion ofthe CanMEDS 2000 Project. The report gave broad directions

for: leaming during the years ofresidency, general evaluation strategies, and, in

particular, encouraged a cornmitment to faculty deveiopment in best implementing these

new roles, On the other hand, it is understandable that given the wide variability between

various postgraduate specialty prog¡ams at different institutions, trying to uniformly

implement and enforce such roles might not be practical. Such issues are compounded by

decreasing resources and increasingly complex bio-scientific curriculum content (Langer,

2001).

It might be argued that the external accreditation reviews ofresidency haining

programs and the certification and re-certification of specialists may well become the
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mechanisms to enforce these recommendations at both organizational and individual

levels. These processes, particularly accreditâtion and certifìcation, have stood the test of

time and are largely responsible for many positive changes in the field ofpostgraduate

medical training programs in Canada since the 1970s. This observation provided further

evidence that candidates' performance assessments can be an influential tool in

promoting the change. This view has been explicitly expressed by Neufeld (1985),

"Generations of medical students had discovered that the 'bottom line' ofgetting through

the medical school involves understanding the evaluation system and complying with the

behavior pattem that it demands. It is the evaluation system that the 'real' objectives of

any program are displayed, and the truly important values become apparent" (Neufeld et

al., 1985a, p. 7). For that reason, the following section will deal with an overview of

physician competence evaluation and assessment, with particular emphasis on non-

cognitive aspects of haining.

Assessments. Evaluations. and Settins of Standards in Medicine

In197l, a classical and simple definition ofeducational evaluation as a

"systematic collection and analysis of information for the purpose of making decisions"

was suggested (Stufflebeam, Foly, Gephart, eI al., l97l) cited in (Gordon, 1997). But the

question ofvalidity and reliabilify as a means for assessing physician competence to

practice medicine has focused for decades on assessing cognitive and psychomotor skills.

This focus is evident ffom the pattern ofassessment methods predominantly used by

Ínost of the medical national and intemational board certification and re-certification

processes. Until recently, the methods used extensively in most specialty and

subspecialty exams, were the multiple-choice questions (MCQ) and oral or clinical
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exams. While the former is an exclusively medical knowledge-based assessment tool

with many advantages, it is significantly limited in its ability to reflect on many other

crucial aspects of physician practice.

Clinical and/o¡ oral exams, on the other hand, add many other dimensions to the

assessment process such as, the assessment of oral communications and interpersonal

skills with patients and colleagues; the formulation ofproblem lists and the setting of

priorities; breadth and depth ofknowledge; and performance under stress and situations

ofuncertainties. Hence, the oral examination has achieved status as the "rite ofpassage"

step to the certification in areas of specialization in medicine. That being said, the utility

ofclinical and oral exams as tools for certification is highly questionable and has long

been shown to be unreliable, despite apparent high face-validity (Hubbard, 197I, p. 7l)

cited in (Muzzin & Hart, 1985).

Assessment of Ph]¡sicians' Competencies

Competency-based medical training. Long (2000) recently reviewed the

limitations of the cunent postgraduate training programs, both in terms of the fixed

training time requirement and the lack ofaccurate evaluation shategies. He argued that,

in order to achieve effective competency-based residency haining, individual leamer

abilities should be taken into consideration when developing effective and efficient

means for assessment that are both sensitive and specific to each specialty of medicine.

He described the experience with this approach in the Neurosurgery Residency Training

Program at John Hopkins University School of Medicine, Baltimore, Maryland. The

results from their pilot project showed a marked reduction in the time requirement to

attain competence, when this approach to evaluation was used. One of the criticisms of
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this argument, addressed partially in his discussion, is that accurate methods of evaluation

ofthese specialty-specific competencies should be in place before introducing any

significant alterations in the duration of the required length oftraining (Long,2000).

What comoetencies are important? A comprehensive account of the existing

methods of assessing clinical competence from a North American and, particularly, a

Canadian perspective was provided by Neufeld and Norman (1985). Together with

contributing authors, they reviewed a variety of methods that could be used to test the

ability of medical students, residents, and physicians to perform the needed medical

competencies. The methods presented included: direct observation; oral examinations;

various written examinations (Essay, MCQs, and Modified Essay Questions); global

rating scales (e.g., Final ln-Training Evaluation Report, FITER); medical record review

(both the traditional Source-Oriented Record, SOR, and the P¡oblem-Oriented Medical

Record, POMR); both linear and branching patient management problems (PMPs);

computer simulations (including computer-aided instruction and diagnosis); and

simulated patients. The authors reviewed the relevant literafure and presented their

opinions as field experts of the measurement properties fo¡ each ofthe methods

discussed, These properties included: credibility, comprehensiveness, precision,

quantitative validity (concurrent, predictive, and construct validity), feasibility, and

educational considerations such as appropriateness, user awareness of findings about the

strengths and the limitations of the method, and side effects of the method itself (Neufeld,

1985a).

This comprehensive review included many applications in terms ofevaluating and

assessing different aspects ofrequired competencies ofphysicians, including assessment
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oftechnical skills, the use of diagnostic tests, and the evaluation of doctor-patient

relationships. Education, research, and health care, as well as licensure and certification

implications ofusing these evaluation strategies, also were assessed. Although the

authors conceptualized different competencies to be evaluated in physicians, there was a

striking absence ofany explicit linkages between the necessity of maintaining such

efforts in training programs and the collective professional accountability with respect to

setting and ensuring high standards to the served society. Indirect evidence about the lack

ofa comprehensive approach to evaluation can be abshacted from the lack of wide-

spread applications of many ofthe alternative methods suggested by the authors as an

altemative to traditional ways of evaluation. This is more noticeable in some

postgraduate training programs, where the reliance on MCQs, oral examinations, and

Final In-Training Evaluations reports by the program directors are still the main methods

used.

Many of the research questions posed by Neufeld and Norman in 1985 have been

answered over the last two decades, and other new methods ofevaluations like Objective-

Structured Clinical Examinations (OSCE) have been introduced. In addition, a number of

factors related to changing practice conditions and changing social values have created

increasing pressures on professional medical organizations and medical educators. These

changes have resulted from thorough reconsideration of why, what, how, when, and who

is responsible to assess, document, process, present, and act upon the result ofthese

evaluations in each branch of medicine. The CanMEDS 2000 Project by the RCPSC of

Canada is a landmark step in that direction,
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In 1991, the Evaluation ôommittee of the RCPSC and The Mcl-auglin Centre for

Evaluation appointed a special task force to "study the examination system of the Royal

College and to make recommendations to the Evaluation Committee" (p. 1). This

initiative was promoted by the progressive changes in the flreld of evaluation, the wide

variations ofpractice of different specialty examination boards, and the escalating costs

ofthese examinations. This task force utilized a variety ofmeans to gather stakeholders'

views about the process and the impact ofevolving evaluation methods. The task force

provided a list of25 recommendations to the RCPSC Council representing the evident

commonalities regarding the issue ofassessing the clinical competence ofresidents (Task

Force of the Evaluation Committee: The Royal College ofPhysicians and Surgeons of

Canada, 1993). The majority of these recommendations have been implemented, at least

in part, since,1993.

One of the important aspects of the task force mandate was, on one hand, to

identif, challenges created by competing specialty-specific issues and the subsequent

need to maintain each specialty uniqueness; and on the other hand, the need to have a

widely acceptable standard for the evaluation process. A questionnaire was developed

and subsequently answered by 84 educators (61% response rate) from various Canadian

medical schools and various committees and task forces who have an intimate

involvement in the RCPCS examination and certification process. Areas that had the

strongest agreement among the respondents were as follows: the Royal College

examination should be concemed with determining the minimum acceptable standard of

performance, rather than excellence; the reliability and validity ofeach assessment and

examination method should be measurable and demonstrable; some skills should be
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tested by the Royal College, recognizing the need for specialty-specific exams; and

similarly, not al1 skills are amenable to a final test by the College and assessments of

these should be delegated to the training programs. In tum, these programs should work

to improve their Final ln-Training Evaluation Report (FITER) development and

documentation methods. It is notable that this last recommendation is still in the process

of being realized as a result of another review within the CanMEDS 2000 Project with an

implementation date set by the end of2002.

Other features of this report were the inclusion of information about the evolving

role of OSCE station-style examinations in the Royal College exams to assess

competencies other than cognitive and psychomotor skílls, as well as to call for more

relevant examination strategies that had proven records for long-term predictability for

actual clinical performance,

Tools for Assessing Professionalism

As stated previously, for decades the majority ofthe published medical education

literature had focused on the principles ofteaching and evaluating areas that were

considered the most valued skills for physicians: problem solving, critical thinking, and

psychomotor skills. Interpersonal and communication skills were increasingly recognized

as core critical areas, and needed to be assessed duúng the 1970s, the'80s, and beyond.

In contrast, the interest in explicitly teaching and objectively assessing and evaluating

these professional skills in a comprehensive and explicit manner is relatively new. Project

Professionalism in the US, and EFPO and the CanMEDS Projects in Canada, can be

credited with this new emerging wave ofinterest during the 1990s, or these projects can

simply be a reflection ofthis emerging societal need.
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A number ofassessment tools are being used by different medical schools to

assess medical trainee professional attributes. Sugar, Catton, Tallett, and Rothman (2000)

recently revie\¡/ed some of the tools used by program directors to guide them in

developing professional behaviour evaluation systems according to the objectives ofboth

Project Professionalism and the CanMEDS 2000 Project. They also highlighted diiemmas

faced by medical educators in using the results ofeven well-structured, patient-based,

Objective Structured Clinical Examinations (OSCE) as a reflection of attainment of

professional values by residents. Mainly this was due to the fact that being in an

examination process is likely to encourage candidate to "behave courteously," which may

not be predictive oftheir behaviou¡s when not observed in a clinical encounter. ln such

circumstances, the test process will show the leamer's "knowledge of the importance of

manifesting this behaviour, rather than the desired level of iiving up to that standard,"

which is the aim of this whole process of revisiting the haining programs (Sugar, Catton,

Tallett, & Rothman, 2000).

Using questionnaires. As an alternative to OSCB, Amold (1998) used a

mutlicenter study (n=5) to develop and test a scale to measure professionalism in the

medical environment, The instrument was a l2-item questionnaire, based on different

components of professionalism as defined by the American Board of lntemal Medicine.

Factor analysis of the 529 responses showed th¡ee factors, "excellence,"

"honor/integrity," and "altruism/respect" to be responsible for 519io of the total variance

(Arnold, Blank, Race, & Cippanone, 1998). Further subscale analyses showed a need to

modifu the latter two subscales to achieve higher intemal reliabilify (i.e. higher

Cronbach's Alpha values). The authors, in their discussion regarding this attempt to
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develop such short and practical instrument in the future, highlighted that an underlying

shategy is needed which "encourages individual and collective thinking by the profession

about its core values, a healthy exercise that can [re-energize] physicians about their

responsibility to patients [society] and their accountability to the medical profession at a

time when rigor is critical" (p. 1121).

Self-evaluation. Another approach in assessing professionalism is self-evaluation.

While being a self-directed leamer and practitioner is a goal cited in most modern

medical schools' mission statements, many medical educators may voice uneasiness

when it comes to giving the residents opportunities and responsibilities for the

identificatíon and remediation oftheir weaknesses (Gordon, 1997). In response to these

concerns, Gordon (1997) suggested an alternative dual model ofevaluation ofresidents

intended to provide the advantage ofabolishing the need for evaluators to ascertain high

degrees of 'þsychometric precision, objectivity, and the statistical processing of forms"

which sometimes precludes the most effective use of assessment information to guide the

leaming process. This evaluation model is based on an effective " air-tight" separation

between two main areas:

1. Minimal standards-monitoring prerogatives of the faculty, which are controlled

by a faculty-dominated professional standards committee. This committee

provides a quality-control ñ¡nction.

2. P¡ofessional-development prerogatives of the residents, that are under the

directive of a resident-dominated professional development committee. This

committee provides guidance, support, and empowerment for resident

professional development.
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The premise of this separation is to provide increased motivation to medical

trainees to participate in self-assessment and refleotion, to enhance their clinical

performance, to increase their self-direction, and to improve communications among

medical educators and medical residents and students.

Context-dependent evaluation of professionaiism. These altemative approaches

identiff the role ofcontext in assessing professionalism. Yet, another question becomes

essential in reducing the ambiguity ofsuch a socially constructed dimension (construct)

as professionalism. W}rat are the acceptable sources, or reference points, for these ethical

and moral values? Sullivan (1995) provided useful viewpoints to circumvent such "moral

ambiguity" in "the struggle for professional ethics" (Sullivan , 1995a), His suggested

approach includes adhering to the "highest ethical achievement" which he defined as:

"The 'practical wisdom,' the phronesis which Aristotle wrote about, meaning the ability

to act well in context. Practical wisdom, .... , demands the ability to balance the

complexity of situations while maintaining consistent moral aims." (Sullivan, 1995a,

p,200).

Ginsburg et al. (2000) recently presented and discussed many of the practical

challenges faced by the current medical education paradigms when it comes to evaluating

this particular competency. They suggested that self-evaluation is helpful in gaining

insights into the process used to reach a decision or to adopt certain behaviour. This is

particularly important when it comes to situations that a¡e conflict-laden or contextually

situated, which are commonplace in medical practice. The authors also shessed the

importance ofpeer evaluation as an additional means to assess professional behaviours,
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which should be the focus ofsuch evaluation, rather than relying on vague âssessments of

both personal character and behavioural traits (Ginsburg et al.,2000).

Evaluation challenges. While the importance of establishing tools for the effective

assessment of professionalism is getting wide-spread agreement among different

stakeholders, there are a number ofpotential obstacles to developing such tools. The most

important are:

1. Lack ofclear standards, because the connotation of professionalism is a value-

laden identity formed by a socially constructed process, which becomes even

more difficult and complex in multicultural societies such as Canada and the

United States, The diversity within the population of medical teachers and

practitioners, leamers, and the public makes the process of developing across-

the-board standards an even more challenging task. Diversity in this context

includes, but is not limited to, racial, ideological, cultural, or life-style related

factors.

2. Whether it is more important to assess personality traits, attitudes, behaviours,

or the thought process leading to a given behaviour has not been determined.

Many ofthe practiced methods and published reports focused on observing

single or a combination ofvariables, such as personality haits which might not

be predictive of an individual's future behaviour (Garfinkel, Bagby, Vr'aring, &

Dorian, 1997); and/or attitudes which are vaguely described and difficult to

assess. Medical practice is characteristically ambiguous and full ofconflicting

considerations when it comes to setting priorities in dealing with issues of

patient care. The ability to test a leamer's particular behaviour becomes
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secondary to the full understanding of"the process that led to the behaviour"

which will be more telling about the leamer's perception of the wide range of

concepts involved, rather than a "right or wrong" approach (Ginsburg et al.,

2000, p. 6).

3. Faculty are reluctant to fully participate in the identification and documentation

of unprofessional behaviour among residents. ln assessing the naturally

unstable doctor-patient relationship, (i.e. trainees' humanistic qualities), the

effectiveness of direct observation of students and residents is dependent on the

participation of at least 20 to 50 faculty members per leamer to achieve

acceptable validity (Woolliscroft, Howell, Patel, & Swanson, 1994). This

number might be impractical to achieve given the degree ofreluctance among

faculty to participate in such a process. Burack, Irby, Carline, Root, & Larson

(1999) published the results ofan observational study of attending staff

responses to obvious unprofessional behaviours (hostility, rudeness or

disrespect for patients) by.their hainees. Their findings suggested that, in most

cases, faculty did not intervene during these disturbing actions and if they did

intervene, used implicit nonverbal gestures, such as remaining silent, not

smiling, or maintaining a rigid posture. Moreover, faculty avoided discussing

attitudes, professional, or moral issues in an explicit manne¡ and were rarely

observed in providing trainees with any behaviour-specific assessments. There

were numerous reasons listed by faculty to explain their "lack ofaction" and

subsequently missing these "teaching opportunities." These include

considerations of the shess ofbeing in training, questionable effectiveness of
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potential intervention, inadequate opportunities to observe trainees, and "lack

ofprofessional reward for giving negative feedback" (Burack et al., 1999,

p. 4s).

4. Providing negative feedback, with respect to professionalism, is a high-stakes

intervention for both faculty and residents. The perceived risk to faculty of

placing the label of "unprofessional" on a given medical trainee's behaviour

forces faculty either to be very cautious to leave "room for face-saving

reinterpretations (Burack et al., 1999) or to avoid identi$ring problems,

because of the fear ofpotential litigation against them (Irby & Milam, 1989).

Irby and Milam (1989) identified three cases heard by the Supreme Court of

the United States regarding medical school academic dismissal appeals.

Though the authors had reassured faculty that such "academic" dismissals

would withstand judicial review ifgrounded professional judgment processes

have been used, they cautíoned that "disciplinary" dismissals may require more

scrutiny, in terms of formal notices, due process, and documented hearing

procedures (Burack et al., 1999: Irby et al., 1989). Obviously, these

requirements negatively influence the likelihood ofany formal faculty

involvement,

Anesthesiolo gv-Related Literature

Compared to other disciplines in medicine, Anesthesiology is a relatively new

field that was recogrized as a distinct specialty of medicine oniy in the 1940s and 1950s

in North America, though occasional full-time Anesthesiologists had practiced in these

regions even before the twentieth century (Shephard, 1990), The history ofCanadian
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Anesthesiology, and in particular, the history of the Canadian Anesthesiologists Society

from 1943 to 1993, has been reviewed by Shephard (1993). The author refiected in some

detail on the specific regional practice and organizational challenges that Anesthesia

practitioners, represented by their professional association, then the Canadian

A¡raesthetists Society (CAS), went through in order to establish today's unique

prestigious image of this professional community in this part of the world. The current

positive image of Anesthesiology, as a speciaity in Canada, is quite different than in most

of the major Europeans countries, where Anesthesiology is very much underestimated

and regarded as a second class specialty (Dercq, Smets, Somer, & Desantoine, 1998;

Swinhoe & Groves 1994). The monograph by Shephard included a chapter that dealt with

the training and continuing education in Anaesthesia in an overall and general fashion

from the early 1900s, through the 1970s and '80s. The author reviewed the process of

establishing today's single standard of credentialing in Anesthesia by the Royal College

ofPhysicians and Surgeons in the Canada in the 1970s, to replace the double standard of

certification and fellowship that existed before that time, in which certification and

fellowship components existed as independent categories.

It is important to recognize that since Shephard's monograph, entitled llatching

Closely Those who Sleep was written, many significant changes have occuned in the

practice of Anesthesiology, Relatively few patients actually "go to sleep" during the

course of their surgeries when they are under the care of A¡resthesiologists. Many have

either non-surgical treafinents or minimally invasive surgical procedures requiring only

sedation and/o¡ local Anesthesia. Consequently, the functions oftoday's Anesthesiologist

include many other roles. Anesthesiology deparfments are transforming into either
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preoperative medicine departments, with or \ryithout acute and chronic pain services, and

intensive care units. Moreover, because ofthe nafure ofthe work they do, an increasing

number of Anesthesiologists are asked to be in charge ofvarious resources management

duties, within both the ambulatory and inpatient surgical facilities (Thoms, McHugh,

Pollard, & Moore, 1999). In order to be able to carry out these new roles, the current

training program structure needs to change to accommodate such new demands (Lenis,

2000), that coincidently, parallel roles outlined in the CanMEDS 2000 Project.

Professionalism in Anesthesiology

Some earlier writings on Alesthesiology identified the need for understanding the

field in broad professional terms.

While Plato wished to rise to a knowledge of the supreme idea through the

rcalizationof the lower ideas, and showed that these contain the essence ofthings,

he pointed out that it is the object ofscience completely to disclose the attributes

of all entities, the idea ofgood being the keystone ofall rational investigation,.,

Anyone contemplating a surgical operation is subject to some degree offear, from

mild apprehension to extreme dread. Out of it may come excruciating

phantasmagoria during the period ofgoing under an anaesthetic, and such spectres

are so realistic that severe shock may ensue, the end-result of which nobody can

foretell.. . In conclusion, while regretting the posÞonement ofPlato's Republic,

let us so cultivate our science that we may have Anaesthesia fit for this Republic,

so desperately needed, so woefully forgotten. (Dr. Wesley Boume, a pioneer

Canadian Anesthesiologist, 1938) cited in (Bevan & Pacelli, 1996).
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Perhaps the best articulated notion of Anesthesiology as a profession was offered

by Vandam (1973), who suggested the following definition for professionalism in

Anesthesia: "a calling in which one professes to have acquired some special knowledge

used by way of instructing, guiding, or advising others or of serving them in some art." In

addition to mere specialization, he added "professionalism in any field entails study with

consequent progress, the teaching and recruitment of others, integration with other

branches of medicine, and devotion to the kind of investigation that solves its own

problem" (Vandam, 1973,p.265). The broad perspective taken in this definition was

shaped by the pioneers in the field of Anesthesiology, but they also reflect the status of

professionalism as it was developing in other disciplines, as demonstrated in the earlier

sections of this review.

More recently, citing the organizational changes in the westem world, Myerson

(1998) wamed that professionalism in Anesthesiology is not immune to the current

negative trends toward "the role of [the] professional that are [becoming] common to a

range ofprofessions" (Myerson, 1998b, p. 1039). Further, citing the British Audit

Commission inquiry into: "Who should give anaesthetics?," Myerson stated that;

Our professionalism as . . . [Anesthesiologists] is not something we can take for

granted; it is not something that is súatic and unchanging. It is constantly in need

of development, ofnurhiring, ifour specialty [is] to survive. The way to ensure

that this happens is to instill professional habits in our trainees, using assessment

techniques not only [to] measure professional behavior but help to encourage and

build it too. Professionalism should not be regarded as a 'second-1eve1' activity to
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be mastered after basic skills, but should be integrated ftom the beginning of

training (Myerson, 1998b, p. 1039).

Myerson concluded his editorial by calling upon the medical professionals in

Anesthesiology to developed more rigorous approaches for assessing trainees' abilities,

based on promoting self-assessments as an essential component in maintaining the

professionalism in Anesthesiology.

Anesthesiologv Curriculum and the CanMEDS 2000 Proiect Objectives

Despite the progressive growth, in scope and complexity ofpractice, of

Anesthesiology as a specialty over the last thirty years, there are a limited number of

studies dealing with Anesthesia t¡aining, evaluation, and credentialing processes

(Klemola & Nonos, 1997). Relevant published reports will be explored in the following

sections, which will be followed by the final summary of this iiterature review.

Anesthesiology curriculum. In 1974, Green et al. were the first to propose an

"[inter]-national curriculum in Anaesthesia." In addition to the authors' expert opinions,

they reviewed and included published cunicula from a number ofleading training

postgraduate Anesthesia programs, on which they based their recommendations regarding

the cÕntent that candidates need to know during their training. The sources ofthese data

came from four Canadian and four British institutions (Green et al., 1974). This work

had, and still has, very important merits as a landmark step in highlighting the knowledge

and technical skill areas needed in Anesthesia and internal medicine to safely practice

Anesthesiology. These recommendations were considered the essential requirements at

that time, given the quick and tremendous growth ofthe specialty over a short period of

time. Strikingly missing, though not surprising, was any mention of either the required
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professional attributes or specific interpersonal skills. There is no clear answer to explain

this omission, but the following thres reasons might be argued as possible explanations,

though none can be empirically supported. First, these omission may just reflect the

dominant view which did not give due consideration to these issues in medical education

in the 1970s and 1980s, even though these issues were being discussed in othe¡ fields,

such as sociology, education, and philosophy (Cruess et a1., 1997a). Second, this

omission may reflect the view that these issues of interpersonal skills and professional

attributes are a given, and are taken for granted by residents, medical educators, and

certiffing bodies. A third explanation is founded in the prevalent effolment pattem at that

time, whereby medicai graduates worked for a number ofyears as independent

practitioners, beforejoining a postgraduate specialty training program. Older medical

trainees usually possess advanced coping skills, particularly toward the

professionalization process (Kay & Bl¡'the, 1984). These re-entry residents came to the

training programs environment with rich life experiences and prior professional

knowledge (Tweed & Donen, 1994). Consequently, the cuniculum outlined by G¡een et

al. might have considered these professional and interpersonal qualities as entry criteria,

rather than as leaming objectives.

Behavioral obiectives. These broad curriculum guidelines translate into the

learning objectives observed in Anesthesiology training programs. Gîard, (1992)

compared the responses of two groups of Anesthesiology practitioners in a questionnaire

that consisted of288 behavioural objectives (Girard,1992). The questionnaire contained

about 300 objectives related to the Anesthesia and Intemal Medicine rotation components

of training. The first group consisted of members of an education committee in a large
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academic Anesthesia program at the University of Montreal, Quebec (n=6), and the other

group was represented by the non-teaching, practicing Anesthesiologists in community

hospitals in the same city (n=24). The behavioural objectives in the questionnaire were

derived from an education committee list which included both the RCPSC standards of

trainíng, as well as six intemal medicine rotations objectives (Critical Care, Hematology,

Cardiology, Respiratory Medicine, Nephrology, and Endocrinology). The author

demonstrated a high degree of agreement between the two groups with respect to acute

care issues, while a lesser degree of agreement was noted on issues related to chronic care

areas of the intemal medicine rotations' objectives. Interestingiy, issues other than pure

medical knowledge were not given particular importance either at the level ofthe drafted

objectives, or in the subsequent questionnaire. On the other hand, in the open-ended

sections of the retumed survey from the non-teaching hospital practitioners, it was

suggested that issues of ethical, interpersonal, collaborative, and administrative

importance be added to the critical câre component of the objectives list. Though this

aspect was not ernphasized in the paper, it was suggested, based on the community

hospital practitioners' perspectives on the relative importance ofthese traditionally non-

acknowledged attributes for Anesthesiology residency.

ln 1994, Tweed and Donen proposed yet another curriculum model for future

education specialists in Anesthesia. They introduced the experiential curriculum that is

both an evidence-based and leamer- þroblem) based approach. In their proposed

altemate cuniculum, the main emphasis was to produce seif-directed and self-evaiuating

learners with an inte$ated cuniculum, to respond to any newly introduced competencies

that might be expected from future Anesthesiology practitioners (Tweed et al., 1994). In
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such an academic plan, as suggested by Ende and Atkins (1992) and Stark and Lattuca

(1997), content-oriented approaches to cuniculum do not remain the only focus of

education during the years ofresidency training. Rather, it is a comprehensive and

congruent framework that addresses: student needs; desired outcomes; approaches

achieved by instruction, tutoring, mentoring, or role-modeling; and the evaluation of

methods used to judge the attainment of these desired cognitive, psychomotor, and

attitudinal skills required for safe Anesthesia practice (Ende & Atkins 1992; Stark &

Lattrca 1997).

To compare the situation in Canada to A¡esthesiology training programs in other

western countries, Strang and Ball, in 1996, briefly reviewed the structure and the

dynamics of Anesthesia training programs in the United States. The authors provided an

overview of ths various components oftraining programs in the US, as regulated by the

American Board of Anesthesiology (ABA), and in particular, focused on those features

that are significantly different than the existing programs in the UK under the umbrella of

the Royal College of Anaesthetists of the UK. While there are many differences between

programs in the two counhies with ¡espect to the timelines of enrolment and duration of

haining, the collegial and supportive working environment in the American progmms

was highlighted in the paper as a distinctive feature in the lattsr. Still, strikingly absent

from all these programs was any specific training in management or administration skills

(Strang&Ball, 1996).

In the Canadian context, and as a result ofthe CanMEDS 2000 Project, the

RCPSC Specialfy Committee on Anesthesia developed a new list of Anesthesiology

haining objectives based on the CanMEDS 2000 roles (available online, please see
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references) (Education Committee of the RCPSC, 2001). While many of the training

objectives included within the introduced objectives are not different than previously

used by Anesthesia programs, some of the objectives ofthese roles might be relatively

ne\¡r' to many educators in these programs. "New" here does not meân that these aspects

are not recognized as part of the practice, rather it is the nature of citing the objectives as

explicit training objectives that need to be incorporated into the actual instruction,

assessment, and then certification ofresidents. Thus, once leaming objectives are set, the

next challenge becomes how to assess whether the leaming objectives have been met.

Previousiy used methods in assessment and evaluation ofAnesthesia residents, as well as

recently suggested improvement in these techniques, will be discussed next.

Assessment and Evaluation

The following section will briefly review the various means of evaluating leaming

as they relate to the context of contemporary Anesthesia education and practice. Most of

the literature in this section draws from other medical and surgical subspecialty program

experiences. Only a few sources are from publications dealing directly with Anesthesia

practice in western countries.

Oral exams and cognitive tests. During the Royal College certification process,

the utility oforal examination in the assessment ofAnesthesia residents' cognitive

knowledge, problem solving skills, and communication abilities has been described by

Eagle, Martineau, and Hamílton (1993). They also presented briefly the advantages and

the major limitations of the other components of the final examinations in A¡esthesia: the

Final In-Training Evaluation Report (FITER) and the Multþle Choice Questions
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(MCQs). F¡om the authors' perspective, the process of the oral examination in A¡esthesia

has the potential for low face validi(y and limited comprehensiveness, with no specific

predictive validity for the future independent practice ofAnesthesia. It is important to

note that the process ofthe oral examination has been changing since their analyses. The

training of new examiners, the implementation of clear marking policies with higher

number of independent marks (total of 24 marks by six to twelve examiners per

candidate), and the utilization of standardized, peer-reviewed questions which are

uniformly scattered to cover twelve specific knowledge-grid areas, will potentially

improve the serious limitations outlined in Eagle's critique (Eagle, Martineau, &

Hamilton, 1993), That being said, the effectiveness ofthese new strategies to reduce the

perceived subjectivity of the oral exam process will still need to be proven.

Direct observation. Doung and Havel (1992) estimated the minimum number of

cardiac Anesthesia cases that residents need to manage before achieving an acceptable

level of skill to be about 20 for basic cases, and 30 cases for more complicated types of

management. They utilized a performance-based case evaluation, through direct

observation, and concluded that this method was the best means in dealing with the great

interpersonal variability ofdifferent residents in achieving the required skills (Duong &

Havel, 1992). Ufilizing such a mode of assessment to ascertain competence, in isolation

ofother means, may provide a false sense of security that a resident is ready to perform

the t¿sk. Inasmuch, it fails to examine deeper levels ofperformances under adverse

conditions ofuncertainty and/or rapidly changing circumstances, which is one of the

major criticisms of using this method widely (Greaves, 1997). Nevertheless,

supplementing direct observation by integrating it with other assessment techniques to
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evaluate critical performance qualities has been recognized and advocated (Forster, 1998;

Myerson, i 998a).

Assessment ofnon-coeritive characteristics. The importance ofassessing the non-

cognitive skills in Anesthesia was shown by Rhoton, Bames, Flashburg, Ronai, and

Springman (1991). In this study, the authors reported the results of a clinical assessment

of37 Anesthesia residents in five US universities over a period of24 months. Faculty

(n=163) observed residents' clinical performance, noted the occurrence ofcritical

incidents, and recorded their comments on CASE (Clinical Anesthesia System of

Evaluation) cards, which were subsequently assigned to either positive (n=13) or negative

(n=15) categories.

These categories included cognitive (e.g. "Critical lncidents, Management,

Efficiency/Organization, Leaming Rate/Intelligence, and PreÆostoperative Care") and

non-cognitive (e.g. "Confidence, Composure, Conscientiousness, Eagerness to Leam,

Interpersonal Skills, Willingness to Take Instruction, and Unprofessional Behaviour")

attributes (p. 360). It was shown clearly that conscientiousness was a strong predictor of

both critical incidents, as well as overall performance. While knowledge accounted for

most of the management scores, which in combination with conscientiousness, and

composure contributed significantly to total critical incidents scores. The authors

concluded their report by highlighting the importance ofplacing more emphasis on

assessing these alternate competencies during Anesthesia residency. As stated by Rhoton

et al., "medical educators must... broaden the dimension ofclinical evaluation methods,

Iand]...reconsider the lack of emphasis historically placed on the non-cognitive aspects of

performance" (Rhoton, Bames, Flashburg, Ronai, & Springman, 1991).
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In a follow-up and similarly-designed study, Rhoton (1994) specifically examined

the relationship between the reported unprofessional behaviour and clinical excellence

assessment among 71 Anesthesiology residents, over a 24 months observation period. He

reaffirmed many ofthe findings from the previous study regarding the relationship

between the cognitive and non-cognitive parameters. Furthermore, the additional analysis

of these reports showed that, 1% of the total negative comments (n=27) werc reported as

a lack ofprofessional behaviour in 15 residents (21%). These behaviours included:

unacceptâble behaviour; abdication of responsibility outside, or inside, the operating

room; fabrication; refusing or disregarding direct orders; and breaking protocols. A¡other

important pattem was also recognized - the fact that "clinical excellence and

unprofessional behavior rarely coexist" (Rhoton, 199a, p. 313).

Based on the above work and findings, the Departments of Clinical Education and

Anesthesiology, Medical College of Wisconsin, USA, developed minimum criteria for

clinical competence of Anesthesiology residents, containing both cognitive and non-

cognitive categories. These criteria were developed to be used in evaluating residents at 6

months, first, and third year of their training. The facuity Clinical Competence

Committee was assigned the responsibility of residents' promotion from one to another

stage of training. This committee used a cut-of-threshold point that was placed at what

they called an "Essential Character Athibutes" limit. These attributes were listed on their

finai reports as "honesty and ethics; reliability, conscientiousness, and responsibility; the

ability to learn from experience; appropriate reaction to stressful situations; and freedom

from chemical dependence" (p. 663). The lack ofany one of the proceeding personal

characteristics was considered a "basis ofan automatic unsatisfactory report from
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the...Committee" (Madsen, Woehlck, Cheng, Kampine, &. Lauel 1994, p. 663). This is

certainly encouraging progress in the field of assessment and evaluation, but

unfortunately, cunently there is no evidence to support the effectiveness ofsuch systems,

particularly the day-to-day application in education and practice. Nevertheless, this work

is still an important advancement in this area.

The importance of the work by Madsen et al. stems from the fact that they

developed explicit criteria to assess trainees' performance, based on their respective

stages oftraining. On the other hand, an important question emerges: What are the

acceptable means of gathering and generating the necessary input to facilitate the

fr¡nction of the Clinical Competence Committee decision-making process? A recent work

by Greaves & Grant (2000) provided some ans\ryers to this question (Greaves & G¡ant,

2000).

Using a qualitative research methodology (a multiple focus group interview

technique), Greaves & Grant systematically analyzed 16 Anesthesiologists' (4 trainees

and 12 consultants) views regarding the importance and attributes necessary in achieving

reliable assessment ofclinical competence by direct observation ofAnesthesiology

trainees. Five questions represented the starting points ofdiscussion. These were, "(a)

How do consultants... [Anesthesiologists] currently assess trainees by practice

observation?; (b) Can practice observation form the basis ofa valid judgment ofhainees'

competence?; (c) What methods are used by consultants...[Anesthesiologists] to

recognize competent behaviour?; (d) Can observation ofpractice be standardized?; and

(e) Is it possible to recognize levels ofprofessional competence appropriate to a
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particular stage oftraining?" (Greaves & Grant, 2000,p.526). Among the most

important findings and conhibutions from thís study are the development of:

l. A list ofqualities that emerged, based on congruent opinions, as essential for a

competent A¡esthesia practice. Again, features other than just cognitive skills

resurfaced as integral for such a practice. For example, good manners; good

communication and fluency; organization, anticipation, and fl exibility;

vigilance, responsiveness, and perception, vr'ere some ofthese enlisted

characteristics.

2. An inventory of the above characteristics, with specific descriptors for each of

the tfuee grid areas, in terms of: lack of, appropriate, or over-expression of the

quality of behaviour.

It is important to note the difference in the practice settings between the UK,

where the above study took place, and what is cunently practiced in Canada. This has to

do with consultant (faculty) to resident ratios. In the UK, usually two or three trainees

(intems orjunior residents) work under the "direct" supervision of a consultant. At other

times, senior house officers (called senior registrars) might be in the middle of the

practice-observation pyramid, i.e. observing and supervising more junior trainees while

being supervised by the consultant. In the Canadian training programs, there is a one-to-

one supervising faculty to trainee ratio, with only very rare exceptions. It is not clear

whether these practice pattem differences would alter the perception ofresident and

faculty, in the Canadian context, to the reported findings from the above study.

Nevertheless, this developed list and this inventory represent important progress in the

application ofdirect observation, but are still in need ofadded refinement through further
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educational research and prospective application to an actual Íaining environment, to

enhance its construct reliability as a valid assessment tool.

Computer and realistic simulation. The use ofan anesthesia screen-based

computer stimulator-recorder systems has been proposed as both an educational and an

evaluation tool in Anesthesiology (Schwid & O'Don¡ell, 1990). The use of this modality

for these purposes is gaining more acceptance within Anesthesiology, as well as many

other medical and surgical specialties (Issenberg et al., 1999; Larbuisson, Pendeville,

Nyssen, Janssens, & Mayne, 1999; Sica, Banon, Blum, Frenna, & Raemer, 1999). One of

the main reasons for such imovations is the similarities between the complex clinical

practice ofA¡esthesia (in terms ofthe need to quickly formulate an action plan to

diagnose and compact system failu¡es or life-tkeatening incidents) and other high-risk

industries, like space operation and aviation, has been recognized (Gaba, Maxwell, &

DeAnda, 1987). Another reason for the use ofsuch technology is the characteristically

high degree of unpredictability, uniqueness, and uncertainty in everyday Anesthesiology

practice (Klemola et al., 1997). Hence, the advent of a more complex stimulated

environment, by incorporating an interactive manxequin thât can respond in a

physiological- and pharmacological-correct manner, provides another attractive medium

for rich interaction, teaching, and evaluating serious, but clinically rare, incidents in a

completely controlled environment (Hartmannsgruber, Good, Carovano, Lampotang, &

Gravenstein, 1993), without subjecting patients to any risks (Larbuisson et al., 1999).

Recently, the intemal consistency and the construct validity ofusing such

stimulated-environments has been shown by Devitt et al. (1998). This group of

investigators showed that simple modiftcations in the simulation protocol could result in
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achieving relatively higher intemal consistency scores (up to Cronbach alpha value of

0.66) in the assessment modules, both for resident and faculty. Further, more experienced

practitioners were able to demonstrate better perfonnance than Anesthesiology residents,

reinforcing the discriminate validity of this modality of assessment (Devitt et al., 1998).

A Virtual Anesthesia Training Simulation System ru (VATSS) has been

developed in the Department ofA¡aesthesia, University of Toronto (Canadian

Simulation Cenhe for Human Performance and Crisis Management Training Sunnybrook

and Women's College Health Science Centre,2001). The implementation of an

innovative Crisis Management Program (CMP) for Anesthesia residents, using a full-

sized marurequin with clinically detectable physical signs concurrent with video úaping of

the training sessions, has been briefly described by Byrick et al. (1998). Their program is

mainly geared for educational rather than assessment or evaluation purposes. Each

simulation session is followed by a debriefing meeting in which events, emotions, actions

by the residents, as well as processes used to reach given decisions are reviewed,

analyzed, and discussed. The program was rated very highly by 95% of the participating

residents, particularly the component of immediate videotaping-related feedback. The

significant obstacle for such a program is its labor-intensiveness for faculty, which is

clearly outweighed by the educationai value for the residents involved. Another serious

limitation to this innovation is the associated start-up and maintenance costs for such

projects, which limits the widespread use of this in¡ovative approach (Byrick, Cleave-

Hogg, & McKdght, 1998).
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Validity of Cunent Assessments

Despite the fact that many decades have passed since the introduction of the

fellowship and board certification examinations in Anesthesia in Canada and the US,

there were only two references that dealt specifically with the validity ofthese

examinations. ln 1994, Slogoffet al. assessed, indirectly, the construct validity of the

American Board of Anesthesiology (ABA) certification exam. They compared the actual

residents pass rates in the examination with their program directors' willingness to

receive one, or more, ofthree increasingly complex anesthetics from the same residents

whom they supervised during the residency training. The proportion ofactual pass rates

during the final examination were conelated with the personal willingness of the

supervising faculty members to be actual patients fo¡ these residents. In addition, faculty

were asked to select any number of characteristics from a list of26 personal

characteristics that they thought each particular resident would be ranked with a less than

average score. Ninety-three residents (7%), ofthose who were allowed to sit for the final

examinations, would not have been rated as acceptable in giving any "personal"

anesthetic procedures to their programs directors. About half of these residents had

passed the final ABA examinations. On the other hand, 63% (828 residents) were

considered to have achieved acceptable clinical skills to administer the three anesthetic

procedures on their supervising program directors, including the most complex one, for a

sitting posterior fossa craniotomy to remove a brain tumor. This group had the highest

pass rates in the ABA exam at 74.6%o. The other two groups who would have been

considered acceptable in giving intermediate complex anesthetic, laparotomy for acute

bowel obstruction (20% ofall residents), or only the least complex anesthetic, elective
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gall bladder surgery Q0% ofall residents), had, a 54%o and,45Yo pass râte in the final

exam, respectively. In addition to the attributes related to the amount and applications of

knowledge, other personal qualities included "motivation, clinical judgment, manual

dexterity, industriousness, reliability, responsibility, response to criticism, [and] all three

characteristics related to handling of stress (ability to prioritize multifaceted problems,

smoothness of daily activities, and responses to life threatening situations)" (e. 743),

were shown to be important for the Anesthesia practice as, indicated by higher clinical

skill ratings by the faculty in this study (Stogoff, Hughes, Hug, Jr., Longnecker, &

Saidman, 1994). The authors conside¡ed these findings as being supportive of the validity

of the ABA examination process.

According to Slogoffet al., amid the personal qualities that were not shown to

have any significant conelation with either the faculty ratings, or the future practice of

Anesthesia, were, "intellectual honesty and curiosity; interpersonal, doctor-patient, and

doctor-doctor relationships;. .., treatment plan, [and] record keeping.." (p. 743). This

represents yet another stimulus for this maste¡'s thesis project; to compare these findings

from the American context in the 1990s, to the perception ofthe importance ofthese

qualities by faculty and residents in a Canadian context in the 2000s.

The other study that reviewed the validity ofthe Anesthesia examinations in the

Canadian context was published in the Canadian Journal of Anesthesia in September,

2000. In a retrospective manner, Kearney et al, obtained the results of 165 resident

performances from nine (out of 13) English speaking Canadian Anesthesiology haining

programs in the in-training American Board of Anesthesiology-American Society of

Anesthesiologists (ABA-ASA) exams during the 1995 academic year. These were
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compared to the same residents' performance in the final RCSPC exams in Anesthesia

(both the written and the oral exam components). A weak to moderate positive

correlation (r =0.28 - 0.51) was found between the scores. This study, in addition to

having a relatively small number of observations, had other problems in design that

preclude any meaningful interpetation of the data. The most important of these problems

was the lack ofactual exam scores from both examinations; instead the authors correlated

the percentile performance results from the ABA-ASA exam to the pass-fail marks in the

Canadian exam, and as such, complicated the subsequent interpetation of the study's

findings. This critical limitation was only partially addressed in the paper. Of course, it is

not a huge surprise that a resident with an outstanding score in one exam (ABA score

>55% during the intemship year) will have a good chance ofpassing the other Royal

College exam (90%) after four or five years ofintensive A¡esthesia training. Also, this

does not really address the relative validity ofthe exams, because each of them is testing

different attributes, with a number of overlapping areas. The ABA-ASA exam is mainly a

clinically-oriented, multiple-choice question exam, which tests cognitive knowledge

recall and some problem solving "deductive" skills, with no oral component included. In

contrast, the Canadian final exam results include both written and oral components,

which provide additional means of assessing verbal communication skills and responses

to emergency, stressful, and quickly changing simulated clinical scenario (Kearney,

Sullivan, & Skakun, 2000).

Summary

Despite the progressive growth of the specialty of Anesthesiology, it is clear from

the literature review conducted to support this study, that there is ¡oom to improve
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education and evaluation practices in Anesthesiology through "cross pollination" from

higher education, as well as other medical education literature. The integration ofsuch

teaching and evaluation strategies that have proven to be effective in other fields support

the recommendations of the CanMEDS 2000 report and might fi.rrther enhance the

implementation of the new CanMEDS 2000 program objectives within the context of

Anesthesiology training programs in Canada.
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Chapter Three

Methodology

The objective ofthis research was to provide evidence for the Anesthesia training

program directors and adminishators to be able to utilize and implement the new

curriculum objectives outlined in the CanMEDS 2000 report. The kinds ofevidence that

represented the focus of the research included: a clear understanding by the residents and

faculty of the importance ofthese roles; the implications surrounding these various roles

from both the practice and the educational points of view; the Anesthesiology

Department members' preparedness to assume these roles; and their perceived opinions

regarding the ability to teach and evaluate all ofthese roles and competencies.

Consequently, the research methodology that was used in this project followed a

descriptive research approach. This involved "collecting data in order to ... answer

questions conceming the current status ofthe subject ofthe study" (Gay, 1987, p. 11).

This particular method of inquiry was chosen because not a lot is known yet about

either the perceptions ofphysicians or residents conceming the relative importance of

each of the different roles outlined in the CanMEDS document, or the impact of the

CanMEDS 2000 objectives on the Anesthesia training programs. Thus, this project

followed an exploratory design to assess opinions about the relevance and the

applicability of the CanMEDS 2000 roles in Anesthesia. These descriptive data were

collected using a survey format. Data pertaining to the above various aspects were sought

and collected from all Anesthesia faculty, practitioners, and residents at a Canadian

Anesthesia residency-training program, The main data collection instrument was a
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descriptive cross-sectional, self-report questionnaire, which elicited both qualitative and

quantitative responses from participants.

The following sections of this chapter will discuss the rationale for using this

particular research approach through the presentation of the advantages and

disadvantages of the survey inquiry, the different stages and parts ofthe developed

(appended) survey instrument, the procedure fo¡ data collection and analyses, limitations

of the project and ways to address them, and the ethical considerations ofthe research

process utilized.

Research Desien

Sample survey research was defined by Rea & Parker (1997) as: a process of

"soliciting self-reported ....information from people about themselves" þ. 2). The

possibility ofgathering data from only a representative "sample" to yield meaningful and

generalizable resuits to an entire, or larger, population, is responsible for the wide use of

this scientific research method in a variety ofpublic, corporate, and academic

investigations (Dillman, 2000; Rea & Parker, 1997). This study protocol followed a

modiflred Dillman's Tailored Design Methodology (TDM), which is based on four

contacts with the potential survey participants. Conceptually, this approach is founded on

the "Social Exchange Theory" as a means to explain, predict, and enlance people

perception regarding self-administered surveys. Dilfman's TDM predicts that rewards,

costs, and trust are the three critical elements determining individual's actions. As stated

by Dillrnan, "rewards are what one expects to gain from a particular activily, costs are

what one gives up or spends to obtain the rewards, and lrasl is the expectation that in the

long run the rewards of doing something will outweigh the costs." (Dillman, 2000, p. 14).
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The procedure followed in this study has been shaped by this approach through the

shengthening ofthe matrix between rewards, cost, and trust. The advantages and

disadvantages ofusing this research design in this study will be discussed in the

following subsections.

Advantages

Compared to altemative methods of descriptive data collection - interview and

observation - the use of a sample survey has many advantages. These include the

potential for: (a) generalizing the findings to the larger group ofpracticing

Anesthesiologists and residents-in-training in Canada, without the need to survey all of

them, resulting in the added benefits of time and cost efficiency; (b) obtaining a snapshot

about the prevailing opinions regarding the new CanMEDS 2000 roles, that can be

followed up in the ñrture to track the changes in the sampie population's perception of

the importance ofthese roles, as well as; (c) assessing their personal preparedness to

assume these roles; and (d) determining their ability to teach and to evaluate these new

competencies. This research design also helps generate data that can be standardized and

readily assessed with advanced computer analysis packages. Inherently, this method ofa

self-administered or mail-in survey provides the respondents with anonymity and time

convenience in terms ofwhen, exactly, they choose to complete the questionnaire. The

skuctured nature ofthe survey also reduces the researcher/ interviewer-introduced bias

which is a well-known disadvantage with personal phone and direct-interviewing or other

observational methodologies (Rea et al., 1997).
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Disadvantages

Because many of the questions related to this project in this particular specialty

have not been specifically asked before in the field of Anesthesiology training, a new

survey instrument needed to be developed, piloted, and then used. This new instrument

may have the potential of reduced validity and reliability, which may have a detrimental

impact on the applicability and usefulness of the study findings beyond the sample group.

Additional resources to develop such an instrument were needed. Also, the possibility of

a lower response rate, compâred to other in-person types ofdata collection, may lead to

difficulties in generating valid conclusions. Other disadvantages related to this method

are self-selection of the respondents; the lack of interviewer involvement, which limit the

opporhrnity for explanations ofunclear portions ofthe instrument; and the lack of

opportunity for the recording ofspontaneously volunteered reactions (Gay, 1987; Rea et

al, 1997). Primary investigator contact numbers were made available to all potential

participants to address any such further inquires. Other approaches used to minimize the

potential negative effects ofthese factors will be addressed in the final chapter (see

Limitations section).

The Ouestionnaire

As mentioned above, the lack ofpreviously developed acceptable instruments to

achieve the aims of this project resulted in the need to develop a specifically designed

well-structured questionnaire to collect the required data for the purpose of the research.

The appended questiormaire (Appendix K) was developed and used for data collection. A

description of the stages of the instrument development and of the instrument, itself, is

presented in the following subheadings.
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The Development of the Instrument

Initially, a draft questionnaire based on an earlier survey by Brownell þersonal

communication, Brownell, 2000) was constructed. This draft was based on the published

general objectives of the CanMEDS 2000 Project, as well as on the revised Anesthesia

subspecialty training objectives, as approved by the Royal College Specialty Committee

on Anesthesia in September 2000 (Royal College ofPhysicians and Surgeons ofCanada,

i995; Education Committee of the RCPSC,2001). The clarity and effectiveness of this

questionnaire were assessed in a special six-member focus group among members of the

medical education joumal club group at the Faculty of Medicine, the University of

Manitoba, where the research was to be conducted. Additionally, copies of this draft were

circulated to an additional six-member group f¡om the Anesthesia Department of the

same university. The latter group included a chiefresident, two recent graduates from the

program, and th¡ee senior department members. Their comments were sought specifically

regarding the following aspects: the length and the complexity ofthe questionnaire; the

clarity of the directions and the instructions in various parts ofthe instrument; the amount

ofpersonal ínformation requested; the adequacy of the information requested; the

consistency of the scales used and whether they were easily understood; the balance

between quantitative and qualitative portions; and the need to add more or remove some

specific options regarding preparing, teaching, and evaluating each of the seven roles of

the CanMEDS 2000 in section B of the instrument (i.e. last three subheadings). Finally,

the participants were asked if they had any other ideas or areas that they might suggest

adding to the instrument. The responses were collated in a systemic manner and

incorporated into the subsequent drafts of the instrument.
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The Parts ofthe Ouestionnaire

Section A. In this section ofthe survey, each participant was asked to rate, on a

seven-point Likert scale, 27 randomly-sequenced items derived from general

competencies, as suggested by the Royal College Report to the Council and the proposed

Final In-Training Evaluation Report (FITER) forms. The participants were asked to rank

each competency according to its importance to the day-to-day Anesthesia practice, as

well as to the teaching of Anesthesiology during the years ofresidency. The main aim of

this part ofthe questioruraire is to provide a data source for factors analysis, as many of

the CanMEDS' generic roles might not be easily distinguishable from each other. For

example, the distinction between the Medical Expert and Manager roles might be evident.

However, the situation might not be as distinct for other roles, such as Communicator and

Collaborator, because since it is essential to be a good communicator to be able to

achieve effective collabo¡ation with other health care team members. Thus, by randomly

arranging these general competencies, without specific linkage to any ofthe specific

seven CanMEDS 2000 roles, an alternative organization for these competencies might be

suggested based on the responses from this sample population. Such findings can be

subsequently tested in other programs and/or other disciplines in order to arrive at a

specialty-specific composition of these general competencies. Special attention was given

to the use single-inference items (or statements), as much as possible, to enlance the

subsequent factor analysis procedures.

Section B. This is the longest part of the survey instrument. In this section, each

of the seven roles of the A¡esthesia training program objectives, as approved by the

Royal College Specialty Committee on Anesthesia, was provided at the top of the left-
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sided page of the two opposing pages ofresponses for each ofthe seven roles. The two

pages for each role had five main subheadings dealing with each participant's own point

ofview (in contrast to section A, which asks about the practice ofAnesthesia, in general):

the relevance ofthe role to the practice ofAlesthesia; the teaching ofAnesthesia

residents; the participant's preparedness to teach the role and rvhat they view as the most

effective v/ays to achieve this preparedness; the perceived ease ofteaching of the roles

and the most effective methods to achieve that; and finally, the feasibility of evaluating

and the ways to achieve the most effective evaluation strategy for each particular role.

Participants were given selected opporhrnities to enter qualitative cornments to

explain their rankings. For each role, structured responses representing selected methods

for facilitating preparedness in assuming the roles, and methods ofteaching and

evaluating were obtained from a combination of sources. These included published

reports by the Royal College (The Royal College ofPhysicians and Surgeons ofCanada:

Canadian Education for Specialists 2000 Project, 1996), as well as from the reviewed

published literature. In addition, each respondent was given an opportunity to include

other choices as they saw fit.

The structured responses (ranking) facilitated data analysis and provided an

objective and efficient scoring option, whereas the unstructured format provided freedom

for the participants to explain their choices and to provide data that was used to enrich the

interpretation process (Gay & Airasian, 2000).

Section C. In this section, each respondent was asked again to rank the seven roles

according to their own perception from the day-to-day practice ofAnesthesia. Using

ranking from one, as lowest, to seven, as highest, participants were asked to use each
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rank only once. This section represents a confirmatory step in validating the findings

from the previous two sections, with having the seven roles rânked and compared to each

other.

Section D. The final section of the instrument consists of two parts. The first part

of this section consists ofa number ofgeneral questions asking the participants about

their previous knowledge about the CanMEDS 2000 Project, whether they were involved

in drafting new program objectives to fit the new CanMEDS' format, and soliciting any

other general comments that they might have related to the project at hand.

In the second part ofsection D, participants were asked to provide basic

demographic information about their age group, gender, and their previous education and

training in order to provide data to facilitate comparative analyses. Faculty were asked

about their affiliations with tertiary (teaching) versus community hospitals; their

subspecialty interests, and their current or past involvement in the Anesthesia education

activities; basic sciences or clinical research; and departmentai, faculty, national, or other

administrative positions. Further, residents were asked about their level ofhaining, as

well as their special future practice interests regarding particular subspecialties of

Anesthesia, A¡esthesia education, research, or other administrative aspects of the

practice. Each of the above categories ofpersonal information was needed and was

collected to better understand the composition of the responding population, as well as to

explore possible linkages and relationships among previous, current, or fi.rture practice-

related factors on the perceived importance of some, or all, ofthese roles or competencies

from individuai and group perspectives.
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Procedure

Samole (Target Population)

The potential participants in this project were all of the Anesthesia Department

members at the University of Manitoba affiiiated hospiüals. Anesthesiologists (including

fellows) and residents at the RCPSC Training Program in Anesthesiology at the Faculty

of Medicine, the University of Manitoba, 'ûr'innipeg, MB, Canada were asked to

participate in the project. A smaller group of certified or board eligible Anesthesiologists

practicing within the Wiruripeg Regional Health Authority (WRHA) hospitals were also

approached to participate in the study.

Administration of the survey

Data collection was done after obtaining the necessary approvals from the

University of Manitoba Research Bthics Board, the University of Manitoba

Anesthesiology Department Head, and the Anesthesia Program Director ofthe lVinnipeg

Regional Health Authority (WRHA-Director) (Appendix I). A comprehensive

recruitment approach was utilized following the multiple contact approach as suggested

by Dillman (2000). As an inhoduction for the project, a pre-notice letter was sent a few

days before dishibuting the survey packages to all participants. The pre-notice and

survey's cover letters were meant to highlight the importance of the response from all of

the facuity and residents, in order to achieve an effective response rate, (Gay et al., 2000,

p. 287). The study was also endorsed by the Head ofthe Anesthesia Department, the

WRHA-director, and the Program Director during a Faculty Council meeting. This

endorsement is a recommended shategy to establish credibility of the study with

participants (Rea et al., 1997 , p. 2l).
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A variety ofoptions were utilized to deliver and administer the survey to ensue

the highest possible response rate. On November 16,2001, packages containing a cover

letter, the survey, together with a stamped self-addressed envelope, were distributed to

the hospital mailboxes of all department members at the WRHA Hospitals. During the

following two weeks, a reminder was sent through the department e-mail list to

encourage completion ofthe questionnaire. Well-developed and operational e-mail lists

were available and were accessible by all department members at most of the locations.

Similar announcements were made at residents' semina¡s during their academic day

activities, by the chiefresident, to further enhance the response rate. As a token of

appreciation, a draw for three gift certificates was arranged. The draw was based on the

codes ofthe retumed completed surveys from each group ofparticipants, faculty and

residents. As with other aspects ofhandling the original survey forms, the University

Teaching Services (UTS) staff member handled this draw.

Three weeks after the initial dishibution of the survey, on December 10, 2001, a

fotlow-up, second mailing of the suwey packages to participants who had not yet

responded was conducted with a reminder to encourage prompt response (Appendix L).

Participants were thanked and asked to ignore this ¡eminder ifthey already had

responded (Heberlein & Baumgartner, 1981). Five days before the closing date ofthe

study, January 5,2002, a lhank you and reminder note was sent via e-mail, asking

participants to mail in their completed suryeys.

Confidential tracking ofresponses. Each package included a self-addressed

envelope for the respondents to retum the completed coded surveys. The codes on the

returned questionnaires were removed by the UTS Office Staff member, who had signed
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a statement of confidentiality (appendix J). This procedure was chosen for two reasons.

First, tracking previous respondents ìvas helpful to best direct the second mailing and

reduce costs. Second, the office UTS staff membe¡ used the codes to enter the name of

the respondents into the draw for the financial incentive as a token of appreciation for the

Department Members' participation. Again, both of these steps were completed through

the UTS office to separate the submission of the survey from the data processing. The

UTS staff member was not to be involved at any in processing the completed surveys, to

flrrther protect the confidentiality ofthe responses.

Length of the ouestionnaire. The length ofthe survey was estimated to be

approximately 30-45 minutes to ensure a high rate ofparticipation. This estimation was

established during the constructing and piloting phases of the instrument.

Piloting. Once a draft ofthe developed questionnaire was formatted, it was pre-

tested on 5% of fhe target population (residents, fellows, and faculty). This step was

meant to examine: the clarity of the wording used in the instructions, questions, and

directions; the sequencing ofthe questions; and the confirmation of the length of time

needed to complete the survey. The information and feedback were used to fine-tune the

survey, as per the current appended format (Rea et a1.,1997).

Data Analysis

Data from the survey ',vere coded and entered in a database and were analyzed

using parametric and nonparametic techniques, as appropriate, using a NCSS (Number

Cruncher Statistical System Inc, 2000) and a SAS (System for elementary Statistical

Analysis, SAS Institute Inc.) statistical package. The Statistical analysis was done with a

formal consultation with bio-statistician, Mrs. Mary Cheang, who was invoived in the
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project during the planning stage of the proposal, the piloting of the project, and after

collection ofthe data. She assisted in the analysis and the interyretâtion processes.

Descriptive statistics were used to summarize the data collected in sections A, C,

and D of the instrument. Subsequently, the non-parametric test chi square statistics were

used to investigate differences (compare) between frequency counts, percentages, as well

as proportions for variables with at least two exclusively mutual responses (Schefler,

1984). On the other hand, parametric tests, t-test, and analysis of variance (ANOVA),

were used for compa¡isons between the means of two or more groups' ratio or interval

dependent variables, respectively. These tests were used ifthe groups' data were

normally distributed and with equal variance among the $oups. A p value of or less than

0.05 was considered significant for all ofthese tests. If multiple tests were performed, the

statistical significant levels were adjusted accordingly (Hassard, 1991).

In section A, factor analysis was used to investigate the correlational relationships

between the various general competencies of the CanMEDS 2000, regardless of their

initial specific roles. The use ofthis analysis was aimed to "produce a manageable

number offactor variables to deal with and [subsequently to] analyze" (Gay et al., 2000,

p. 336). These analyses may result in a regrouping ofthese numerous variables into a

smaller condensed number of factors, or roles, from the Anesthesia practitioners'

perspective.

The analysis was done at two independent levels - the relevance ofthese general

competencies, as they relate either to the practice or to the teaching ofAnesthesia.

Initially, principal component analysis was performed to determine the factors'

eigenvalues. Scree plots of eigenvalues were then generated and used to determine the
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number of factors to be extracted. Factors were then rotated using Varimax (orthogonal

rotation), to produce an optimal factor loadings on the factors identified (I(line, 1994).

The intemal consistency between variables (items), within each factor was

assessed by Cronbach's Coefficient alpha (Cronbach alpha) determination. Subsequently,

intemal consistency ofeach subscale was improved by performing a series of Cronbach

alpha coefficient calculations for all of the involved variables, and then with each one of

the variables in tum removed. Ifthe conelation coefficient was "optimized" with the

removal ofan item (variable),then that item was deleted from the final factor's variable

listing.

In addition, in each pad of section A, the Cronbach alpha coefficient was used to

assess the intemal consistency of all the items listed, that were drafted from CanMBDS

general competencies. This step represented one ofthe means ofassessing this part of the

instrument's reliability profile.

Qualitative data entries from respondents in the structured response sections (e.g.

elaboration ofthe quantitative responses, explanations for extreme responses, and "other"

quantitative data) were categorized and then analyzed to identify themes and issues.

These qualitative data were used to enhance and/or confirm findings ftom other sections

of the instrument, to enrich the discussion section of the final report ofthis project, as

well as to provide some in-depth explanations fo¡ the observed trends in the collected

responses (Rea et al., i997).

Ethical Considerations

Guidelines for dealing with the ethics ofusing human participants in non-

therapeutic investigations were adhered to during all stages of this project, including
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participant recruitment, data collections and entry, data analysis, and subsequent

presentation and/or reporting of the results. Specific issues related to informed consent;

privacy and conflrdentiality; risks and benefits to individual participants, the medical

profession and society; remuneration to study participants; and issues related to

vulnerable populations were observed as per the recently published Guidelines on Ethics

of Clinical Research in Anesthesia (Guidelines on the ethics ofclinical research in

anesthesia, 2000). These guidelines are adapted from the Tri-Council Policy Statement,

particularly the Ethical Conduct for Research Invoiving Humans (The Tri-Council

(MRC), 2001). Respect for human dignity is the fundamental principle of all these

regulations, which was adhered to during this project, A summary of this research

proposal, together with the insfrument for data collection, was reviewed and approved by

the University of Manitoba Research Ethics Committee, before the project initiation.

Voluntary Participation & Informed Consent

All of the Anesthesia deparlment members were invited to participate

anonymously in this relatively non-intrusive, self-administered survey research project.

The pre-notice and the cover letter (Appendix K) provided the study participants with

some briefgeneral introductory information about the project's background, its aims, the

potential benefits, as weli as highlighted the importance oftheir participation in the

project. A list of non-respondents to the first survey was maintained by the UTS staff

member. As stated befo¡e, this staff member had signed a confidentiality pledge and was

independent from the study team. This list was used for the purpose of the second mailing

of the material. All potential respondents had the option ofdeclining to participate by

simply discarding the survey packages.
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Privacy & Confidentially

Despite the fact that this is an anonymous questionnaire study, the use ofa

particular population, as defined in this project, may subject participants, even with the

use ofas few as two or th¡ee elements ofpersonal information, to the potential for easy

identification by applying simple exclusion criteria. This was a recognized potential risk.

Potentially revealing, essential personal information asked in the demographic section of

the survey was kept to a minimum. Personal information required for subsequent analysis

as dictated by the project aims as outlined in the purpose of the study, had been identified

from the preliminary literature review and prior consultations with various experts. Thus,

only factors that v/ere deemed potentially important were solicited. The retumed forms

were assigned codes, for the purpose offacilitating the process ofhacking records during

analysis, as explained above. These codes were not be linked to any specified name

listings or any other identification mechanisms, except temporarily by the UTS staff

member,

Subsequently, data was entered into a personal computer Excel workbook sheet

by the principal investigator. Raw data were only available to the project investigato¡s,

the involved bio-statistician, and the University of Manitoba Research Ethics Committee,

on a need-to-know basis. The original completed survey forms will be kept in the

department safe, for up to ten years, befo¡e destruction as per the University Ethics policy

(2001). All participants were assu¡ed that their privacy and confidentiality would be

respected. Participants' responses, identities and personal information were protected at

all times. The analysis, results and findings of the study are presented in group format,

rather than individually.
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Potential Benefits and Risks

The anticipated benefits of the project as, outlined in Chapter One, were

summarized for the participants. Issues related to privacy are addressed above. There was

no partícular physical or mental risk anticipated from participating in this task.

Vulnerable Populations and Justice

Residents and fellows-in-haining can be viewed as potentially vulnerable

participants in research projects. In this particular project, the opinions of this group were

solicited, as were all other faculty participants, on a voluntary basis. Informal

communications with many residents in the program and the Program Director indicated

that this is not an issue, given the methodology that was used in this project. All residents

and faculty participants were treated with due faimess at al1 ståges and given the option

of withdrawal from the study at any time. A special circumstance is present for the

fellows in the department, These are certified graduates who are pursuing an additional

one or two years of supervised clinical or research training. Given their small number,

(two to three fellows in the department), they were included with the faculty for the

purpose ofthis project, as their responses will logically follow those ofrecent program

graduates.

Summarv

In chapter three, a detailed account was given of the research design and the

methodology that was used in this descriptive research project. The advantages and

disadvantages of this research approach were initially discussed, followed by an

explanation of the need to develop the project survey instrument, the various stages of the

instrument development, and the data analysis approaches that were used. Particular
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emphasis on the methods of establishing validity and reliability of this new insfument

together with the ethical considerations were then discussed as they relate to this study.
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Chapter Four

Results

In this chapter, a summary of the study findings is presented. The presentation of

results begins with information on the response rates and is followed by a description of

the study participants' demographics. The questionnaire results are reported in a section-

by-section reporting of the findings, followed by the organization of the questionnaire

format.

Resoonse Rates

Using the procedure described in the proceeding chapter, 130 survey packages

were initially distributed on November 16th, 2001. Six practitioners were unavailable

during the study period, and one respondent refused to participate (retumed blank form),

leaving a total of 123 potential respondents. During the subsequent tbree weeks, 79 (63.7

%) suweys were returned. A second mailing of 46 replacement packages was done on

December 10th, 200i, which resulted in a further 22 surveys retumed by the closing date

ofthe study period, January 5'h,2002. The final response rate \ryas 82 % (Table 4). This

response rate was consistent across the three main subgroups in the study: Tertiary, Non-

Tertiary practitioners, and Residents Groups.
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Table 4
Numbers of Survel¡s Mailed and Received

Surveys delivered to hospital mailboxes

Number of practitioners unavailable during the study period

Respondents refi.rsed to participate (retumed blank form)

Total number of possible respondents

Number of surveys mailed to non-respondents

Number of surveys returned from the first distribution
Number of surveys retumed from the second mailing

Total Completed Surveys 101

130

6

I

123
46

79

22
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Particioant Demo graohics

Table 5 presents a summary of the general demographic information for the

participants in the study. Attending staff Aresthesiologists were divided into two major

groups, tertiary and non-tertiary hospital groups. The tertiary hospital group (Tertiary

Group, n=55) represents Anesthesiologists working in the University of Manitoba main

teaching hospitals: Saint Boniface General Hospital and the Health Sciences Centre,

which includes the General, lVomen's, and Children's Hospitals. On the other hand, all

but wo of the non-tertiary hospital staff group (Non-Tertiary Group, n=26) were

Anesthesiologists practicing in the five city community hospitals Anesthesia

Departments. These hospitals are the Grace, Victoria, Seven Oaks, Concordia, and

Misericordia General Hospitals. The other two practitioners in this (Non-Tertiary) group

included an Anesthesiologist who is working mainly at a freestanding surgical clinic, and

an Anesthesiologist who works full-time in a medical administration position. Residents

in-training (Residents Group, n=20) represented the third major group in the study.

Age. Gender. and Country and Year of Medical School

The participants' age, gender, country, and year ofobtaining their medical degree

are also shown in Table 5. The mean age for the study participants was 44.4 years, which

was very similar to the mean age of the Tertiary Group (46.1 years), while the Residents

Group was younger (29.2 years), and the Non-Tertiary Group consisted ofolder

practitioners (52.1 years). One participant did not speci$ hislher age. In terms ofgender,

81% of participants were male, with a maleto-female ratio fairly similar among the three

main groups. Two respondents from the Non-Tertiary Group did not speci$ their gender.
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Table 5

Participants' Demoeraohic Information

Variable Àttendins staff

Tertiarv Non-Tertiarv
Residents

Number

Age (Mean + SD) years

Gender Male: Female

Country of MD Degree

Canada

Europe

Other

Year of MD Degree

No Response

Prior to 1961

t96r-r970

r971-t980

1981-1990

1991-2001

55 26

46.1+'1.8 52.1+ II.6
47:8 19:5**

54 15

17
_4

1

_4
88
188
234
<t

20

29.2+3.4*

l6:4

t6

4

101

44.4+11.4*

82:17**

85

I
8

)
4

16

26

27

26

1

t9
* One participant did not speciS age

** Two participants did not specifiT gender
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All but 16 participants are graduates of Canadian medical schools. Eight

respondents had graduated from European medical colleges, seven ofwhom are in the

Non-Teftiary Group. The other subgroup, consisting mainly of African and Asian

Medical School graduates, are equally divided, four in each ofthe Non-Tertiary and

Resident Groups. The distribution of the year ofgraduation among the various groups is

shown on the last section ofTable 5. Recent graduates (graduating in the last ten years)

are mostly represented in the Resident Group, while the majority of the practitioners in

the Tertiary Group had graduated between 1971 to 1990. The year ofgraduation for the

Non-Tertiary Group practitioners are, more or less, evenly dishibuted over the last four

decades.

Other than the primary Anesthesia training and certification which is presented in

the next subsection, more than half (55%) of the study participants, including residents,

listed at least one additional degree. Appendix M lists the number and types ofother

degrees held by the study participants. Some ofthe unknown and not commonly-used

abbreviations entered by participants precluded any further classification and meaningful

interpretation ofresponses to this question ofthe survey.

Attending Anesthesiologists Trainine. Certifi cation. and Practice Profile

Of the 81 Anesthesiologists who participated in this slt:dy,79% had their

Anesthesia training entirely in Canada, and.13,6Yo had a similar training with an

additional haining in a US A- (7.4%), South African- (3.7%), or European- (2.5%) based

Anesthesia training program. Smaller proportions of the remaining practitioners had their

Alesthesia training exclusively in Europe, USA, or other countries. Table 6 shows the

information regarding country and the year of completion ofAnesthesia training/
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certification in the attending Anesthesiologist groups.

Also shown in Table 6 is the mean number of years in Anesthesia practice among

the two groups. Wïile the overall avemge was i6.6 years of Anaesthesia practice for the

8l Anesthesiologists, the Non'Tertiary Group had significantly longer periods in practice

of more than 7.5 years, on average, than the Tertiary Group practitioners.

When asked about their subspecialty and,/or special practice areas ofinterest, 63

Anesthesiologists indicated at least one area ofsuch interest, while 29 and 7 respondents

indicated two and three areas of interest, respectively. Provision ofregional Anesthesia

and acute pain management was the most chosen category in both settings, whereas

Cardiac Anesthesia was the next chosen category predominantly in the Tertiary Group. A

detailed account ofthe study participants' choices of subspecialties is outlined in Table 7.

Scholarlj¿ (Teaching and Research) and Administrative Particioation

In terms of teaching participation, a single participant from the Non-Tertiary

Group (3.8%) is cunently a member of the programs' education committee; the rest of

the committee membership is represented by participants flom the Tertiary Group (10

members, or 78.2%o of the group). As indicated in Table 8, there are no other striking

differences between the groups in terms of Past or Only-During Residency membership

categories in the Program Education Committee. Also shown in the other half of the table

are the current and previous contributions ofeach group ofpractitioners to the teaching in

the undergraduate and/or the postgraduate levels. It is interesting to note the relatively

larger proportion of involvement in undergraduate teaching occurring in the non-tertiary

practice settings. This is reflective of the changing cuniculum in the medical school that

encourages community-based training opportunities fo¡ medical students,
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Table 7
Attendine Stafls Subspecialtv and /or Special Practice Interests

Subspecialty/Ärea of interest
Tertiary Non-Tertiary

nn

No Response

Regional Anesthesia/Acute Pain

Cardiac Anesthesia

Obstetric A¡resthesia

Neuro-Anesthesia

Chronic Pain

Pediatric Anesthesia

Medical Education
Intensive Care

Preoperative Care (PAC, PARR)

Ambulatory Care

Ophthalmology Anesthesia

Anesthesia for Orthopedics

Administration
Research

Dental

6

t9
14

9

8

7

5

4
4
2

12

I
1

4

2
)

I
3

2

Total Responses 75* 24**
* 20 participants chose two categories and six chose three categories.
*x 9 participants chose two categories and one chose three categories.
PAC=Pre-Anesthesia Clinic, PARR:Post-Anesthesia Recovery Room.
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Table 8
Attendine Staff s Teaching Participation

Tertiary Non-Tertiary Overall

f\%;onVon%o

Program Education Committee Membership

No Response

Current

Past

Onlv Durine Residencv

15 27.3

10 18.2

t4 25.5

16 29.r

26 32.r

11 13.6

2t 25.9

23 28.4

11 42.3

1 3.8

7 26.9

7 26.9

Total 55 100 26 1008l100

t.415.43.6

Involvement in Teaching

No Response 2

Current

Undergtaduale 1

Postgraduate 12

Both 40

Past

Undergraduate 0

Postgraduate 0

Both 0

1.8 6 23.1

2t.8 2 7.7

72.7 8 30.8

7 8.6

14 17.3

48 s9.3

) )<

1 1.2

3 3.',7

0.0

0.0

0.0

2

1

3

3.8

I 1.5

r008110026Total 55 100
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Regarding attending staffs research participation, which is shown i¡ Table 9,28%

are currently involved in clinical research, 1% are interested in basic sciences research

onJy, while 5% are i¡volved in both clinical and basic sciences research. The Non-

Tertiary Group shows a similar larger contribution to the clinical research category in the

past.

When it comes to administration involvement, as can be seen in Table 10, three

quarters ofattending Anesthesiologists are currently, or had been involved in the past, in

at least one or more administrative roles. Regardless of their current practice location,

Anesthesiologists from our survey population are actively involved at many

administrative levels, locally, provincially, nationally and intemationally. Other

additional positions held and listed by participants are as follows:

r Chair - Anesthetic of Inter/national A¡esthesia Society (n=4),

¡ Program Director (n=2)

o GovernmentAnesthesia/medical/Surgical (n=2)

¡ Member of Manitoba Medical Association Board of Directors (n=1)

. Chairman Bylaw Committee (n=1)

¡ Director ofResearch Lab (n=1)

o International lecturer on specific topics (n=1)

o Equipment Coordinator (n=1)

r Internet (n=1)
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Table 9
Attendine Staffl s Research Participation

Tertiary Non-Tertiary Overall
Research Participation

No Response 1 I

Current

Clinical Research 21

Basic Sciences Research I
Both 4

Past

Clinical Research 10

Basic Sciences Research 4

Both 4

20.0

38.2

1.8

18.2

1a

30.8

7.7

0.0

0.0

42.3

1 1.5

7.7

i9

ZJ

I

4

23.5

28.4

1.2

4.9

21 25.9

7 8.6

6 7.4

)

0

0

11

3

2

Total 55 100
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Table 10

Attending Staff s Level of Administration Involvement and Duration fMean +SD) in Years

Tertiarv Non-Tertiary

n DurâtionDuration

No Response

Department
15

Current 18

Past 11

Hospital

Current 13

Past 9

Medical School

Current 2

Past 5

University
Current 9

Past 5

Provincial

Current 4
Past 8

National/Intemational
Current 4

Past I

12.7+ 8.8

6.1+ 3.3

8.6+ 9.3

5.2+2.9

15.5 + 13.4

3.2 + 1.8

7 .5 r7.7
4.8 +3.7

3.8 + 1.3

6.r +4.2

9.8 +4.1

I

9

5

6

6

6

0

5

I
4

)
4

I
J

9.8 + 8.2

6.5 +2.7

8.3 + 8.1

8.5 + 4.1

4.4 +3.6

1

9.5 + 4.1

4+4.2
5+3.6

)
6+3.6

Total 104* 5T,

* Many staff listed more than one position
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Residents' Level ofTraining. and Scholarly. Administrative. and Subspecialty lnterests

As can be seen in Table 11, the participating Resident Group included all of the

residents in the A¡resthesia training program except four (one resident from each year,

except the final year, díd not participate in the study). Each resident was asked about

her/his future practice plans. Of the participating 20 residents, 85% indicated interest in

teaching, and a similar percentage reported an interest in research. A high proportion of

residents chose both undergraduâte and postgraduate medical education categories (70%).

ln the research category, clinical research is the predominarLt (7 5%) choice among this

group. Only 7 (35%) residents listed current interest in administration, with the 65yo

either not interested or uncertain, in this regard,

Table 12lists the subspecialty interests of the Resident Group. More than half of

the 14 residents who indicated at least one subspecialty interest, have chosen non-

operating room based areas of specialization, specifically chronic pain and intensive care

medicine. Two residents indicated interest in pursuing a subspecialty haining but are not

yet certain about their future choices. Only one resident had listed an interest in palliative

care, as an additional professional role, beside the listed categories.
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Table 1 I
Residents' Level ofTrainine. Education. Research, and Adminishation lnterests

Variable %n

Level ofTraining In the Program
PGYl
PGY2

PGY3

PGY4

PGYS

4
5

4

5
,)

20.0

25.0

20.0

25.0

10.0

Total
Interest in Teaching

No response

Undergraduate
Postgraduate

Both

20

3

1

t
t4

100

15.0

5.0

10.0

70.0

Total 20

3

)
12

3

100

15.0

10.0

60.0

15.0

Research Interest
No response

Basic Sciences

Clínical Research

Both

Total
Interest in Administration

No response

Yes

No
Other-Uncertain

20 100

20.0

35.0

40.0

5.0

4

7

8

1

Total 10020

PGY- Postgraduate Year
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Table 12

Residents' Subspecialtv Interests

Subspecialty of interest

No Response

Chronic Pain
Intensíve Care

Cardiac Anesthesia

Obstetric Anesthesia

Neuro-Anesthesia

Pediatrics Anesthesía

Other-Uncertain

6

4
4'E

1

2tt

2rÊ

I
2

Total Resnonses 16*
* I paficipant listed 3 categories.
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Section A: Factor Anal]¡sis of General CanMEDS 2000 Comoetencies

As indicated in the previous methodology chapter, participants were asked to rate

an unclassified randomized list containing 27 items from the seven CanMEDS roles, on a

7-point importance scale, ranging from lowest to highest importance. Since participants

were asked to rate each item with respect to both the teaching during residency and the

practice of Anesthesiology, the factor analysis results will be presented for these two

different dimensions.

Teaching During Residency

Participants' overall responses to this section of the survey showed a high degree

of intemal consistency between the 27 items as indicated by a Cronbach Coefficient

alpha value of 89.6%.

Initial principal component analysis was done, resulting in the selection of three

factors using the Scree plot ofeigenvalues. The th¡ee factors collectively explain 46Vo of

the variance. Specifically, Fl explained, 28%;F2,lL.5 %o; andF3,6.4%o of the variance.

The th¡ee factors were then rotated using a simple varimax, orthogonal technique. The

items' original sequence numbers, codes, means, standard deviations, and factor loadings

on the three factors after the Varimax rotation are shown in Table 13. Subsequently, as

described earlier, in the data analysis section ofthe methods, internal consistency ofeach

subscale (factor) was assessed with a series ofCronbach Coefficient alpha calculations,

first, for all of involved variables, and then with each single variable removed, in tum. A

decision to exclude an item was made only if the correlation coefficient was "optimized"

with the removal of such an item.
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Factor one has an eigenvalue of 7.45. As can be seen in Table 13, this factor

consisted ofnine variables (items). Five of the variables loading highly on this factor

represent all of the listed Medical Expert role's general competencies, two from the

Communicator, and one from each of the Collaborator and the Scholar categories. The

Cronbach Coefficient alpha was 83,1% for these nine elements.

Factor two has an eigenvalue of 3.13. Initially there were 1 1 variables with high

loadings on this factor, with an overall Cronbach Coefficient alpha vaiue of 83,1%. There

was an improvement in the Cronbach alpha value to 83.6 with the removal of item

number 4, coded as T-MG2, which states "use resources effectively to balance patient

care, leaming needs and other activities." Again, the Cronbach alpha value was further

optimized to the final value of 84% by the removal of item2, coded as T-MGI, which

stated, "work effectively and efficiently in a health care organization." The final

components of this factor are 9 items: all of the Health Advocate items (n=3), the

remaining of the Manager role items (n=4), and one item from each of the Collabo¡ator

and the Scholar roles.

The eigenvalue ofFactor three was 1.73. The initial analysis began by using 7

variables loading higher than 0.4, and with a Cronbach alphavalue of 77.9%o. The latter

value was íncreased to 78,7%, with the removal of item 15, coded as T-S 1, which read,

"facilitate leaming ofpatients, students, and other health professionals." The remaining

six items consist mainly of all the items from the Professional role (n=3), and one item

from each of the Scholar, Communicator, and Collaborator ¡oles.
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Anesthesiologv Practice

The presentation of the results of this section will follow the structure established

for the teaching context data. Differences, when present, wiil be highlighted. Compared

to the teaching data, a higher degree ofinternal consistency was demonshated for

participants' responses to the 27 items in the practice context of the survey. The

Cronbach Coefflrcient alpha was calculated at 91.6%o. Similar to the proceeding factor

analysis, the use ofa Scree plot of eigenvalue criterion tesulted in tbree factors being

identified. In this case, the three factors explained a slightly higher proportion ofthe total

variance at 50.IYo.Inhere, Fl, F2, F3 each explains 32.3%, ll.4%, and 6.5% ofthe

variance, respectively. As before, the factors were then orthogonally rotated. Table 14

lists the item numbers, codes, means, standard deviations, and items' factor loading after

the ¡otation.

Factor one in the practice of Anesthesiology situation had an eigenvalue of 8.73.

Fourteen items have high loadings on this factor. The Cronbach coefficient alpha was

89.9%, with no improvements made with repeated analyses by the removal of any one of

the variables. This factor contains all of the items from the Medical Expert (n=5), the

Professional (n=3), and the Communicator (n=3) roles. Also, it contains items from the

Collaborator (n=2) and the Manager (n=1) roles. Two items with loading on this factor,

item number 22 and 12 (coded P -CL2,P-CM2), also have signifi cantloading on Factors

two and three, respectively (see below).

An eigenvalue of 3.08 was calculated for Factor two. This facto¡ had an initial

Cronbach coefficient alpha valrc of 84,2%o, which was improved to 84.6% with the
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removal of item number 4, P-MG 2. The eight remaining variables in tfus factor consist

of all of the items from the Health Advocate (n=3), the Manager (n:3), and one from

each of the Collaborator and the Scholar roles. Item number 15, P-Sl, also has significant

loading on Factor three.

The last faclor, Factor three had an egeinvalue of 1.7, and overall Cronbach

Coefficient alpha value of 8l.7To for the eight variables. All of the items from the Scholar

role (n=4) are loaded on this factor, together with two items from the Collaborator, and

one item from each of the Communicator and the Manager roles.

Figures I and 2, summarize the similarities (Figure 1) and differences (Figure 2)

between factor analyses in the teaching and practice contexts. These figures also contain

the final listing in both levels ofthe items retained by the factor analyses. As these

figures demonstrate, most of the items reiated to the Medical Expert and both the Health

Advocate and the Manager roles maintain their relative relationships with Factor one and

two, respectively. Items derived from the Professional role are extracted within Factor

three in the teaching-related factor analysis, but within.Føc¡or one, when it comes to the

general practice of Anesthesiology factor analysis (Figure 2).
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Section B: Anesthesiologv-Specific CanMEDS 2000 Training Objectives

The analysis of this section of the survey is divided into two main sections. The

first section consists of a comparison of participants' responses to the five main questions

(see below) across the seven CanMEDS 2000 roles. The second section presents an

analysis ofthe methods preferred by our sample population of Anesthesiologists and

residents, as the most effective means in being prepared to assume these roles, and to

teach and evaluate the different CanMEDS roles.

The survey was designed to elicit participants' responses to five aspects related to

implementing each of the Anesthesiology-Specific CanMEDS roles, namely: (a) the

importance ofthe role to the participants' practice ofAnesthesia; (b) the priority of

teaching the role to the Anesthesia residents; (c) participants' preparedness to assume the

role; (d) the perceived ease ofteaching the roie; and (e) the perceived ease ofevaluating

the role. The survey was structured to ask the same five questions, across each role, to

permit an analysis ofvariance for repeated measures. This approach was used so that

each participant seryes as her/his own control, accounting for a portion of the

unexplained variability. Tables 15 to i9 show the ¡esults for these analyses for each of

the five questions.

Imoortance to the participants' practice. The percentages ofrespondents' overall

assessment of the importance of the CanMEDS roles in practice are displayed in Figure

3. ln their day-to-day practice ofanesthesia, there was a general agreement between the

three groups ofparticipants regarding the importance of the following four roles in a

descending order: Medical Expert, Communicator, Professional, and Collaborator. The



Figure 3: Practice Importance of CanMEDS Roles in Anesthesiology
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other three roles, Scholar, Manager, and Health Advocate were also perceived to be

important by 8l%,70%, aîd, 64yo of the respondents, respectively, with some differences

among the groups. As can be seen in Table 15, the Scholar role was perceived to be of

less importance by 50% of the Non-Tertiary Group, compared to both the Tertiary (10%)

and Residents (0%) Groups (Chi-square, df4, p<0.0001). Attending Anesthesiologists,

from Tertiary and Non-Tertiary Groups, reported slightly higher practice importance to

the Manager and the Health Advocate roles than residents did, regardless ofthe residents'

level of training.

When attending Anesthesiologists' responses to this question were analyzed in

relation to their other professional roles, it was found that higher percentages of

Anesthesiologists who were involved in research, current or past, rated the importance of

both the Collaborator (100% v. 89,5%, Chi-square =6.69, p: 0.0096, df 1) and the

Scholar (84% vs. 52.6%o, Chi-square = 7.9, p=9.919, df2) roles in practice higher than

the group who were not involved in research. Also, all A¡esthesiologists with

adminishative involvement rated the Collaborator role in practice as important (4 or more

out of7). While those without administrative experience rated the Collaborator role as

less important.

Some ofthe reasons cited by participants (n=5), who indicated an "unimportant"

grading (less than 3 on a scale of7) for the Manager role in practice, were related to the

fact that this role was (a) being assigned to a dedicated person other than the respondent,

(b) being beyond the residents' ievel of training, and/or (c) being in need to focus on

other aspects of practice/training (n=2). One participant linked other issues, such as
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Table 15

-A¡esthesinlog:,/ (N- I lì0)

1.2 6-7 Mesn t SE Dltf€r€nt íiom

Ovemll

Collabomtor

Communicator

Health AdvocÂte

Manager *

Medical Expert

Professional

Scholar

Collabo¡aror (CL)

Terf¡¿ry

Non-Tertiåry

Residenls

coñmunicâtor (cM)

letiåry
Non'Terliâry

Residenls

Health Advocûte (HA)

Teniâry

Non.T€liåry
Residenls

Manager (MG)*

Tertiary

Non-Tertiâry

Reßidents

Medical Expêrt (ME)

Tertiåry

Non-Teniary

Residenls

Professio¡al (PF)

Tertiary

Non-Terliary

Res¡dents

Scholar (SC)

Terliary

Non-Tertiary

0.0% 0.0%

0,0% 0.0Þ/o

5.0% 5.00/o

2.00/0 3.0%

0.0% 0.0%

0.0% 0.0%

t.0% 3.00/0

0.00/0 0.0%

0.0% 0.0%

0.0% 0.00/0

0.00/o 0.0%

0.0% 0.0%

0.00/o 0.0þ/o

1.8% 5.5%

3.9% 3,9%

t5.0% 5.00/0

0.00/o |9%
0.0% 4.0%

10.0% 5.00/0

0.00/0 0.0%

0.0% 0.0%

0.0ô/o 0.0%

0.0% 0.00/0

0.0% 0.00/0

0.0% 0.0%

0.0ø/o l.8o/o

3.90/0 't.7%

2,0% 39.60/o 58.4%

1.0% 2t.8% 77.2%

26.7% 43.6% 19.E%

25.6% 31.4% 32,3%

2,0% 9.9% 88.t%
4.00/o 23.8% 72.2%

14.9% 505% 30.1%

t.8% 34.6% 63.6%

3.9% 46.2% 50.0%

0.0% 4s.0% ss.00/o

0.0% 2t.8% 18.2%

3.9% 19.20/o 76s%
0.0% 25.0yô 75.00/.

2't.3% 40.0þ/0 25.5%

30.8% 38.5% 23.to/o

20.00/o 60.0% 0.0%

22.2% 48.2% 27.8%

24.00/o 24.0% 44.0%

35.0% 20.0% 30.0%

1.8% 9.t% 89.t%
3.9% t5.4% 80.8%

0.0o/o 5.0% 95.0%

3.6% 20.0% 16.4%

7.7ô/o 26.9% 65.4%

30.0% 70.0% 0.0%

9.1% 56.4% 32.1%

38.5% 30.8% t9.2%

5,65 + 0.01

6.01 ¿ 0.01

4,12 +0,1
4,99 + 0.t

6.41 + 0.01

5.92 + 0.01

5.08 + 0.01

5.72 +O.I HA,MG,MÉ

5.58 + 0.15 HA,ME,SC

5.55 + 0.17 HA, MG,[,IE

6.05 É0.1 HA,MG,ME,SC

5.9+0.t5 HA, MG,SC

5.95 È 0.r7 HA,MG,ME

4,87 + 0,1 ME,PF,SC

4,75 + 0.15 ME,PF

4,25 + 0,t7 +,# |\4E,PF,SC

5.05 + 0.1 ME,PF

5,15 + 0.15 ME,PF,SC

4.55 +0.t7+,+ ¡áE,PF,SC

6.44 È 0.1 PF,SC

6.27 +0.15 PF,SC

6.55+ 0.17 PF,SC

6.00 + 0,1 sc
5.77 +0.t5 SC

5.9 + 0.t?

5,23 + 0.1

4.5 * 0.15 +

5.4 + 0.17 #
NOTE: The scale used ¡s as follows:

l=Lowestlmportânce,2=VeryUnimpofant,3=Unimportân! 4=Neutrâ|, 5= Impotant, 6= Very Iñpofant,
?=Extremely Inportant

+ missing rwo + P< ,05 Compåred to Tertiary
+ P< ,05 Compa¡€d to T€rtiary
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staffing shortages and budgetary restrictions, to the "serious deterioration in the amount

ofconhol physicians, in general, have" over this particular role.

Similarly, six participants out of seven, who ranked Health Advocate as of no

importance, cited the level oftraining (n=2) or not being directiy involved (n=3) in this

role as reason for their choice, Again, one participant cited the staff shortages and other

health system problems as a leading cause to the sense of "futility" on the part of

practitioners.

Two comments were made by participants (Non-Tertiary Group) to explain the

low practice importance of the Scholar role in their practice. These were "I regret,

research is not [one] of my priorities" and "often rely on editors, I personally do not

research." An additional participant, who rated this role as important, justified the

response by stating that this role is important for being able to evaluate the literature, but

not so important as regard to "industry research."

Prioritv in Anesthesiologv teaching. Data, with respect to the priories of the seven

CanMEDS 2000 roles in Anesthesiology teaching, are presented in Figure 4 and Table

16. These results are largely similar to data in the CanMEDS roles practice importance

section, though with more agreement between the participants regarding the need to teach

the seven roles during the years of Anesthesia residency haining. OnIy 25% percent of

the Non-Tertiary Group gave less than 5, (5 =high Priority) to the Scholar role teaching

priority, compared to 10% of the other two groups. Similarly, the Scholar role teaching

priority was rated differently by Anesthesiologists who had research involvement.

Ninety-two percent of Anesthesiologists involved in research rate it 5 or higher compared
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Table 16

A¡esthesiologv fN=100)

l-2 3 4 5 6-7 Mean + SE D¡fferent from

Collabomtor 0.0% 0.0% 5.9% 56.4% 37.6% 5.33 + 0.01
Communicator 0.0% 0.0% 0.0o/o 47.5% 52.5% 5.58 + 0.01
Health Advocate 2.0% 6.9% 29;l% 49.5% ll.9% 4.62 +0.01
Manaqer * 1.0% 3.0o/o 34.3% 44.4% 17.2% 4.76 t 0.08
Medical Expert 0.0% 0.0% 3.0% 13.9% 83.2% 6.3'7 +0.01
Professional 0.0% 0.0% 6.9% 36.6% 56.4% 5.61 +0.01
Scholar 0.0% 3.0% 10.9% 53.5% 32;7% 5.19+ 0.01

Collaborator (CL)
Tertiary 0.0% 0,0% 7.3% 58.2% 34.6% 5.27 +0.1 HA,MG,ME,PF
Non-Tertiary 0.0% 0.0% 3.9% 53.9% 42.3% 5.38 + 0.14 HA,ME,SC
Residents 0.0% 0.0% 5.0o/o 55.0o/o 40,0% 5.4 + 0.16 HA, MG,ME

Communicator (CM)
Tertiary 0.0o/o 0.0% 0,0% 52.7% 473% 5.53 * 0.1 HA,MG,ME
Non-Teniary 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 43.3% 5'l.7% 5.65 + 0.14 HA, MG,ME, Sc
Residents 0.0% 0.0% 0.0ø/o 40.0% 60.0% 5.65 + 0.16 HA,MG,|\4E

Health Advocate (IIA)
Tertiary 3.6% '1.3% 34.60/o 38.2o/o 16.4% 4.56 + 0.1 ME,PF,sc
Non-Tertiary 0,0% 3.9% 19.2o/o 65.4% llj% 4.85 + 0.14 ME,PF
Residents 0.0% 10.0% 30.0% 60.0% 0.0% 4.5 * 0.16 |\¡E,PF,SC

Manager (MG)*
Tertiary 0.0% 1.9% 37.0% 51,9% 93% 4.68* 0.1 ME,PF,SC
Non-Te¡tiary 0.0% 0.0% 20.0% 32,0% 40.0% 5.05* 0.1 ME,PF
Residents 5.0% 0,0% 45.0% 40.0% 10.0% 4.55 +0.16# ME,PF,sc

Medical Expef (ME)
Tertiary 0.0o/ø 0.0% 1.8% 12,7% 85.5% 6.4 t 0.1 PF,SC
Non-Tertiary 0.0% 0,0% 7.7% l5.4yo 769% 6.19 + 0.14 PF,sc
Residents 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 15.0% 85.0% 6.5+ 0.16 PF,SC

Professional fPF)
Tertiary 0.0% 0.0% 1.8% 38.3% 60.0% 5.69+0.1 sc
Non-Tertiary 0.0o/" 0.0% 7'l.0% 34.6% 57.7% 5.65 + 0.14 Sc
Residents 0.0% 0.0% 20.0% 35.0% 45.0% 5.35 + 0.16

Scholar (SC)
Tertiary 0.0% 1.8% 7.3% 58.2% 32.'l% 5.24 x 0.1
Non.Tertiary 0.0% 7.7o/o 19.2% 50.0% 23.1% 4.92+0.14
Resid€nts 0.0% 0.0o/" 10.0% 45.0% 45.0% 5.4 + 0.16 #

l= Lowesl Priorify, 2= Very Low Priorily, 3=Lorv Priority, 4: N€utr¡|, 5= H¡Ch P¡iority, 6= Very High Priority, 7=H¡ghert Priority.

+ missing two + P< .05 Compa¡ed to Tertiary
++ P< .05 Compared to Tertiary
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to 63Yo by atlending staff with listed no interest in research (Chi-square= 10.93, p=0.004,

df2).

Regarding the Manager role, 38% of the participants, mostly from the Tertiary

and Residents Groups, assigned a neutral (34%) or lower piority (4%) to this role.

Reasons cited by tbree respondents, ranged from "[there is] too much other material to

know," or "one leams [this role's competencies] indirectly," and that "management

haining should be extra" and, as such, is beyond the scope of haining during the years of

Anesthesia residency.

Two of every fle (39%) participants, in general, compared to one in fìve (20%)

from the Non-Tertiary Group had ranked the Health Advocate role as less than a high

priority (less than 3 out of7), Reasons listed by the participants are, again, very similar to

previous explanations to justifl low ranking choices. These comments in this instance

were as follows:

- "Too many other important things to leam."

- "Although important, it is not a priority in a teaching program."

- "Whether it can be taught is another matter entirely."

- "Difficult to know what this is or how it applies to Anesthesia."

- "I think that it is important to provide residents with the information and skilis to

be a good clinician - if they choose to assume a Health Advocate role, a solid

clinical background and good communication skills should significantly help

them to become a Health Advocate."

- "This should be done by the leaders in Anesthesiology e.g. Dept. leader, etc.

residency should be to produce safe, competent, ethical A¡esthesiologists,"

- "Leadership roles may require special training e.g. MBA."
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P¡eparedness to assume the CanMEDS 2000 roles. Figure 5 shows the

percentages ofparticipants' self-reported levels ofpreparedness to assume the seven

CanMEDS roles. Only 7% to l0% of respondents, mostly residents-in-training, indicated

that they are less than prepared for the Medical Expert, Professional, Collaborator, and

Communicator roles. In contrast, personal preparedness to assume the other th¡ee roles

(Manager, Scholar, and Health Advocate) tvas reported at levels that were significantly

lower (ANOVA Role X Group interaction, p< 0.0001). Detailed listing of the differences

between the subgroups are tabulated in the last two columns ofTable 17.

Residents, in general, reported less preparedness than the attending

Anesthesiologists in four out of the seven roles. These are Manager, Health Advocate,

Professional, and Collaborator roles, where 95%, 60%,3lo/o, and 30% of residents,

respectively, selected "less than prepared," (3 or less on a 7 seven-point scaie) in

response to this section of the survey. No significant differences were demonstrated

between the level of haining (PGY 1-3 compared to PGY4-5) and the perceived

preparedness to assume these four roles.

Non-Tertiary Group practitioners did report relatively higher degrees of

preparedness to assume both the Health Advocate (8i% are prepared) and the Manager

(88% are prepared) roles compared to the Tertiary Group, in which only 53%o and 56%o of

respondents reported being prepared for these fwo roles, respectively.

Ease or feasibiliW of teaching Anesthesiolog.v-specihc CanMEDS roles. Figure 6

details participants' role-by-role overall assessment ofthe teachability of the different

CanMEDS roles in Anesthesia. The reported difficulty was more frequent (or noticeable)

for the Manager ( i%),Health Advocale (43%), Scholar (43%), andCollaborator (42Yo)
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Tåbìe 17

6-1 Mean t SE DlfTere¡t from

Ove¡all

Collaborato¡

Communicator

Health Advocate

Manager *

Medicål Expert

Prolessional

Scholar

Collabomtor (CL)

Teft¡ary

Non-Tertiary

Residents

Coñmunicato¡ (CM)

Tertiary

Non-Te¡tiary

Residents

He¿lûr Advocate (HA)

Tertiary

Non-Tetiary

Residents

MÊnager(MG)

Tertiary

Non-Terriary

Residents

Medical Expert (ME)

Tertidry

Non-Teliary

Residenls

Professional (PF)

Te¡tia¡y

Non-Tertiary

Residenls

Scholar (SC)

Tertiary

Non.T€rtiâry

Residents

t.0% 6.0%

1.0% 6.00/o

t4.0% 29.0%

13.5o/o 33.3%

3,0% 8.0%

t.0% 3.0%

t4.0% 21.0%

0,0% 1.80/o

0.0% 0.0%

s.0% 25,0%

0.0% 3.7%

3,9% 0.0%

0.0% 20.0%

73% 40.0%

1 .1% 1.5%
42.0% 2t.0%

9.6% 34.6%

4.20/" 8.3%

35.0% 60.0%

0.0% 3.'to/o

0.0% 7.7%

15.0% 20.0%

0.00/0 1.9%

0.00/o 3.9%

s.0% 26.3%

93% 27.80/0

15.4% 23.t%

25.0% 45.00/0 23.0%

22.0% 34.0% 31.0%

32.0% 17.0% 8.0%

26.0% t3,5% t3.5%

t5.0% 29.0% 45.0%

23,0% 40.0% 33.0%

31.0% 15.0% 13.00/o

2s.so/o 49.t% 23,60/ò

20.0% 48.0% 32.0%

25,0% 30.00/0 10.0%

24.1% 33,3% 38.90/û

26.9% 34.6% 34.6%

t0.0% 35.0% 35.0Þ/0

273% 16.4% 9.1%

42.3% 26.90/0 |.5%
31.0% 5.00/0 0.0%

34.6% 9.6% ns%
29,2% 33.3% 25.0%

0.0% 0.0% s.0%

9.30/. 27.80/0 59.3%

23.1o/. 30.8% 3a.so/.

20.0% 30.0% t5.0%

t4,E% 42.6% 40.7%

23.10/. 42.30/" 30.8V"

45.0% 30.0% ts.o%

29.60/o 18.5% t4.8%

38.50/, 't.7% 15.40/.

4.86 r 0.09

5.04 + 0,12

3,77 x0.12

3.79 * 0.¡3

5.18 + 0.t3

5.0ó + 0,09

3.89 r 0.13

4.95 r 0.l l
5.22 ! 0.t1

4.15 + 0.19 +,++

5.1I + 0.l l
5.04 + 0.16

4,85 + 0.19

3.8 + 0.11

4,31 +0.16+

2.95t0.19i#

3.81 { 0.t I

4,'t2 +0.t7 +

2,7 +0.19 +,1+

5.96 + 0.1I

5.15 + 0.16

4,1+ 0.19 +,+

5.31*0.lt
5.04 f 0.16

4,45+ ,19 +,++

4.06 r 0.11

3.88 å 0.l6

HA,MC,ME,SC

HA,SC

CM,HA,MG,SC

HA,MG,MÊ,SC

HA,SC

HA,MG,ME,SC

ME,PF

ME,PF

MB,PF

MB,PF

sc
ME,PF,SC

sc
sc
sc

sc
sc
SC

NOTE: The scale used is as followsi

l= Not At ail Prepared, 2= Not Prepared, 3=Somewhat Prepa¡ed, 4: Preparel, 5= Well P¡epa.ed, 6= Very \Yell
Prepared, ?=Complelely Prepared

* five missing + P< .05 Comparcd to Terliary
s P<.05 Compared to Tertiary
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roles. In comparison, one third of the participants had difficulty teaching the Professional

and Communicator roles. About one-tenth of the participants reported difficulty with

teaching aspects related to the Medical Expert role. With only one exception related to

the Manager role, there were no differences between the three subgroups regarding the

ease of teaching the CanMEDS roles, as shown in Table 18. For the Manager role, nearly

half (48%) ofpractitioners in the Non-Tertiary Group reported "easy," (3 or less on a 7

seven-point scale) compared fo only 17%o ofthe Tertiary Group. None of the residents

had selected the "easy" category for this role.

Ease or feasibilitv of evaluating Anesthesiolog)¡-specific CanMEDS roles. When

participants were asked about the ease ofevaluating the Medical Expert role, only 13%

indicated difficulty with this task. This result differed from their assessments regarding

the difficulty of evaluating other CanMEDS roles. As seen in Figure 7, the percentages of

respondents reporting difficulty in evaluating different roles ranged from 48%o for the

Health Advocate;42%o for the Collaborator; 39% for the Man ager; to 38%o for the Scholar

role. Similar to reported results for the assessment ofthe ease in teaching the roles, one-

third of the participants indicated diffìculty evaluating the Professional role, whereas one-

fìfth had similar difflrculties with the evaluation of the Communicator role. Again, with

the exception of the Manager role, there were no significant differences between the th¡ee

subgroups in terms of the perceived relative ease of the evaluation of the roles (Table l9).

For the Manager role,46%o of the Non-Tertiary Group, compared to 18% of the Tertiary

Group and only 12%o ofthe Residents Group, assigned an "easy" (a rating less than 3 on a

7 points scale) as an answer to this question,
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Table l8

t-2 Mean + SE

Ove¡all

Collaborator
CoÍununicator
HeÂltå Advocate
Manager
Medical Expef
Prof€ssional

Schola¡

Collaborator

Attending Staff
Residents

Co!ûnunicato¡

Anendir¡g Staff
Residents

Heâllh Advocate

Attending Staff
Residents

Mar]ager

Att€Ddirg Staff
Residents

Medical Expert

Att€nding Staff
Residents

P¡ofessional

Attending Staff
Residents

Scholar

Attending Staff

37.2% 4.3% 4.14 + 0.1I
26.6% 7.5% 4.05 * 0,1

27.8% t6.5% 4.52 Lï.l
34.4% r0¡% 4.36 + 0.1

ll.2% t.o% 3.32 + 0.09
31.3% 2.0% 3.91 f 0.09
32.1% tr.2% 4.32 + o.tl

34.7% 2.7% 4.05 r 0,1I
47.4% toj% 4.47+ 0.23

30.1% 6.7% 4.1 f 0.13

10.50/0 t0j% 4.0 + 0.22

25.6% 16.7% 4.5 +0.12
52.6% t5.8% 4.58 + 0.21

29.9% 9.1% 4.24 L 0.t2
52.6% t5.8% 4.84 + 0.16

12.1% L3% 3.28 f 0.11

53% 0.0% 3.52 + 0.18

30.0% L.X% 3.83 + 0.1 I

36.8% 5.3% 4.26 + 0.2

5.3% 2t.3% 3t.9%
4.3% 27.'7% 34.0%
0.0% 13.4% 42.3%

3.t% 14.6% 37.5ø/"

22.5% 35.7% 29.6%
5.lo/o 33.3% 28.3%
4.t% t8.4% 33.70/"

5.3% 24.0% 33.3%

5.3% t0.2% 26.30/o

5.3% 26.1% 30;1%

0.0% 31.6% 47.4%

0.0% t4.l% 43.6%

o.o% 0.0% 31.60/"

3.90/o tq.t% 39.0%

0.0% 0.0% 3t.6%

25.36/0 36.7% 24.1%

tos% 3t.6% 52.6%

6.3% 36.3% 26.3%

0.0% 2l.l% 36.8%

5.1% 16.5% 30.4% 35.4% 12.1% 4.3't +0.t3
Residents 0.0% 26.3% 4'1.4o/" 2l.l% 5.3% 4.tt 10,23

NOT
1= Exhemely Easy, 2=VeryEasy, 3-E€sy, 4= Neut¡al, 5=Difäcult 6= Very Diflicult, 7=Extsemely
Difïicult
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6-7 Meatr + SE

Ovcrall
Collaborato¡
Communicator
Health Advocatc
Manager
Medical Expert
P¡ofessional
Scholar

Collaborator

Attending Staff
Residents

Communicato¡

Attending Staff
Residents

Health Advocate

Attcnding Staff
Residents

Manager

Attending Staff
Residents

Medical Expert

Attending Staff
Residents

Professional

Attending Staff
Residents

Scholar

Anending Staff

21.4% 33.7% 36.0% 5,6% 4.2*0.t
40.5% 30.3% 20.2% l.t% 3.6 + 0.09
8.2% 42.90/o 30.6% r7.4% 4.6+0.1
19.8% 36.3% 33.0% 6.6% 4.210.1
3't.6% 19.4% t29% t.t% 3.t6*0.rt
40;1% 25.3% 28.6% 2.2% 3.86 +0.09
t9.60/. 40.2% 29.40/o 8.7% 4.25 +0.t

l9;7% 35.2% 33.2% 7.0% 4.21+0.12
27.8% 27.8% 44.4% 0.0% 4.t'tr0.2

41.4% 28.6% 20.0% r.4% 3.64 +0.11

36.8% 36.8% 2t.t% 0.0% 3.74 * 0.2

9.0% 43.6% 26.90/. t9.2% 4.59 +0.1t
5.0% 40.0% 45.0% 10.0% 4.65 *0.2

21.6% 36.5% 3t.t% 5.4% 4.tl +0.t2
ll.8% 35.3% 41.2% tt.8% 4.59 + 0.24

40.0% 16.0% t4.7% 0.0% 3.12+0.12
27.8% 33.3% 5.6% 5.6% 3.28+0.29

39;t% 24.7% 31.5% 0.0% 3.1 t 0.t2
44.4% 2'1.8% t6.'t% ll.lo/o 3,9410.25

3.4%
'1.9%

1.0%

4.4%
29,0%
3.3%
2.20/o

4.2%

0.00/o

8.6%

53%

t.3%

0.0%

5.4o/o

0.0o/o

293%
27.8%

4.ro/o

0.0%

2.7% 16.4% 38.4% 34.3% 8.2% 3.83 + 0.11

Residents 0.0yo 3l.6yo 47.4yø 10.5o/o 10.5% 4.0+ 0.22
NOTE: The scale used is as follows:
l= Extremely Easy, 2= Very Easy, 3=Easy, 4= Neutral, 5= Difficult, 6= Very Difticult, 7=Extremely
Diffìcult
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Wavs to be Preoared to Assume. to Teach. and to Evaluate the CanMEDS 2000 Roles in

Alesthesiologv

In this part, the findings for each role are presented separately in alphabetical

order, according to the title ofeach role. One table is presented to summarize the results

with respect to each of the seven roles. The table format is standardized for each role. The

first portion ofthe table contains the participants' assessments of methods contributing to

improved preparedness for the CanMEDS roles. The two remaining sections of each table

iist the results ofagreements, or lack ofl regarding ways to best approach the teaching

and evaluation of the seven CanMEDS roles. While all the subsections of the tables will

follow the same general format, the methods listed in the questionnaires were rearranged

in descending order, from top to bottom, according to the overall mean value of

agreements reported by the study participants for each method. Ifpresent, signifìcant

differences among the groups will be highlighted, both in the Tables and commented on

in the text. Additional cornments, options volunteered by the participants under "other,"

are categorized and presented here, as well.

The Collaborator role. When asked about the best way to be prepared to assume

the Collaborator role, respondents were in agreement that direct observation and

feedback, followed by individual mentorship and interdisciplinary staffing, are the best

ways to be prepared. These are followed by the use of the realistic simulation sessions

and the team building exercises as, shown in Table 20. Other suggestions made by the

study participants include the use of case management rounds, multi-departmental

projects, assuming the roles ofother care team members during the years oftraining, and

formal enrolment in Physician Management Institute (P.M.I.) courses.



Table 20

Direct obseriîrion ãnd feedback lof 5.4g 55 5.51+0.13 26 5.54a0.19 20 5.3+0.21
Individuaf mcntorship tOO 5.t2 55 S.Zt+o.t4 zs 5.2 *o.z 20 4.75 +0.22
I¡tcrdisciplinary stafün9 99 5_01 55 5.05+0.15 25 5.2+0.22 t9 4.63 l.0.26
Realistic simu¡ation sessions lol 4.69 55 4.52t:0.I7 26 484+O.U lO 4.95+0.2E
Tea¡r] Building Exerciscs tOO 4.41 s5 4-42+ O.tg 25 4.610.29 20 4.1510.32

To Te¡ch
Role modcling gg 5.66 55 5.96 r o.l5 24 5-4t +o.zzr 20 5.25+0.35*
Câse-based discr¡ssion gg 5.35 55 527 + O.t4 24 5.25 *O-ZI 20 5.7 ]-0.23
Video-tap€ scenâ¡ios g.t 4.tB 54 4.15 + O.t5 23 4.310.23 20 4.15 l.O.2S

To Evaluâte
Dircct obscrvation by Atrending sratr too s.B2 55 5.95 + o.l I 2s 5.6 r 0.1? 20 5.75 + o.l9 ns
Direct obscnãtion by Peeß 99 5.44 55 5_53rO. 24 5.46+ O-21 20 5.2+0.24
Dircct observatior by Nurscs 99 4.98 54 5.1510.19 25 5+0.28 20 4.5+0.31 ns
Dircct observation by Program Dircctor 98 4.g 54 4-9t+0.16 24 4.42, o.24 20 4.gS LO-26 ns
Di¡ect observation by simulated Paticnts gg 4.37 s4 4.54L0.2 24 4.46 +o.31 20 3.8+0.34
objective str¡¡ctured clinical Ex¿minarion (oscE) 97 4.33 54 4.35+0.19 24 4.33 +0.28 1g 4.26]¡0.32
Self-Rellection 98 4.t2 54 4.tZ*0.18 24 4+ o.z7 t9 4.15+0.3
Stâ¡daldized or¿l cxamination 95 4.08 54 3.96t0.18 24 4-25 +o.za û 4.23 J:0.33
Written examinations 96 3.Ol 53 2¡Z+O_19 24 3.15+ 0.29 19 3.26+ 0.32 Ds

l= Shongly Disagrce, 2= Disagree, 3:Somcwhat Disagrec, 4: Ncutrå!, 5= Somcwhat Agree, 6= Agree, 7=Shongly Ag¡ee.
* p<0.05 tban Teriiary Group.
r* p<0.05 thaa Non-Teniary Group.

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

0.02

ns

ns
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When asked about how best to teach collaboration,95o/o ofattending

Anesthesiologists from the Tertiary Group expressed agreement with the importance of

role modeling, while only 75% of the Non-Tertiary Group and 80% of the Resident

Group agreed (chi-square 12.4, df 4,p=0.0I47). Participants from the three groups agreed

on the roles ofclinical case-based discussions (mean value of 5.35 on a scale from 1-7),

and showed a "neuhal" response to the use of the video-taped scenarios as a way of

teaching this role, as can be seen in the Table. One participant indicated this role might be

"easily taught if the institutional culture supports it."

The last subsection ofTable 20 shows Alesthebia department members' opinions

about the use of different evaluation strategies to assess this role. There were no

differences among the th-ree groups. Direct observation by attending staff had the highest

agreement âmong respondents (mean= 5.82), followed by the direct observation by peers,

nurses, and the Program Directo¡. The formal written examination had the lowest

agreement, with the rest of the choices receiving intermediate or "neutral" responses.

The Communicator role, the findings in this role are very similar to the reported

responses to the Collaborator role, above, and are shown in Table 21. Across groups,

there is consensus among the participants about the importance ofdirect observation and

feedback, individual mentorship, the ¡ole of communication skills workshops, and

departmental rounds, as means to being prepared as a better Communicato¡. Other

suggestions that were listed by the respondents, included the importance ofcreating a

positive leaming environment, whereby avoiding stressed and overworked situations

(n=1); using actual interaction with patients to asses thei¡ feed back/outcome; and finally,

using a simulated environment as a preparation tool for the same pu¡pose.



Dircct observâtion and fccdback too 5.81 55 5.84+0.11 25 5.64+0.17 20 5.95+0.2
Individual mentoßhip 100 s-27 55 5.27+0.13 zs s.4!o.2 20 5.t +o.22
Scu-refl€ction (on how patienb shoutd bc rlcatcd) l0l 5.2 55 5.13+0.16 26 S.S4+o24 20 4.g5ro27
Commu¡icãtions skills worksbops rol 5.1 55 5. 40.17 26 5.2+0.25 20 4.a5+o.2g
Rounds 100 4.i6 55 4.61+0.17 25 4.92+0.26 20 4.ss +o.2g

To Tc¡ch
Rolc modcling 99 5-66 ss 5.jt+0.t2 24 s-sl + 20 5.65 +0.2
Casc-based discussiÕn too 5.3 55 5.24+0.14 25 5.4 +O.Z 20 5.35 +0.28
stånda¡dizcd paricnts 99 4.58 55 4.7+O.t6 24 4:t5! 0.25 20 4 xo.27
video-tape sccnãrios 98 4.4g 55 4.56 +0.16 24 4.42 +0.25 19 4.37 +0.28

To f,vrlùâte
Dirccr obscrvation by Ancnding Staff l0O 5.98 55 5.98 *0.11 25 5.96 +0.17 20 6 É0.t9
Dircctobsciation by Pcers 99 5-5 55 5.43 +0.15 24 s.75 *023 20 5.4 +o.25
Dircct observation by Nuses lO0 5.15 55 5.24 10.19 25 5.4 rO.2A 20 4.6 +0.32 ns
Direct observation by Progr¿m Dircctor 99 4.83 55 4.65 +0.18 24 S +0.27 20 5.15 +0.3 ns
Dircct obsc¡varion by Simùlatcd paticnrs gg 4.g 55 4-78 +0-18 24 S.O4 +o_27 20 4.55 +0.3 ns

objectivc stucûücd clinic-âl Exaninâtion (oscE) 98 4.63 ss 4.62 *0.r7 23 4.6s +0.26 20 4.65 *o.32 ns
Stândårdizcd oral cxaûination 98 4.51 55 4.45 40.18 21 4.3j +0.21 19 4.E9 10.31 ns
Self-Rcflection lO0 4.49 55 4.42 +0.18 25 4.6g rl.n 20 4.45 rO3 ns
srandardized paticnls 97 4.48 55 4.6 +0.18 23 4.4t,o.2a 19 4.18 +0.31 ns
LonB ånswer qucsrions gg 3.4O 55 3.54 +O.tB 24 3.n +0.28 20 3.3 +O.3t
short ans\r,cr qüesrions 99 3.12 55 2.96 +0.18 25 3.48+0.27 19 l.l 40.31 sn
À tÞlc choicc.cxarns (McQ) 98 2.66 ss 2.5 i.o.t6 24 z.BB +0.24 tg 2.84 +0.27 nsNOTE: Tbc scålc uscd is as foUoF
l= Slrongly Disâgrea, 2= Disagee, 3=Somewhat Disagcc, 4= Ncutr¿1, 5= Somewhat Agrcc, 6=,Aglcq Tistrongly Âg¡c€.
+ p<0.05 thãn Tcrriãly Group.

'i p<0-05 than Non-Tcria¡y croup.
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Regarding the use ofvarious teaching tools for the Communicator role, role

modeling was rated the highest by all department membe$ (mean value of 5.66), which

was followed by the use of clinically Case-based discussions. The other two modalities

(approaches), the use of standardized patients and video-taped scenarios, were also

acceptable methods to the survey respondents, though rated lower with an average of 4.8

and 4.5 among the respondents, respectively (see Table 21). Other methods suggested by

the survey participants included providing residents with many opportunities to "observe

professional-professional, professional-patient interactions;" having ample chances to

present during rounds and case presentations; using more frequent and regular practice

(mock) oral examinations; and using appropriate facilitation from specialists in

marketing, psychologists, editors, or communication experts who could di¡ect such

processes. One respondent added a reservation about the possibility ofteaching people to

be Communicators; "I suspect this is impossible to teach - some people are natural

Communicators - others are not. This ability should be part ofthe selection process."

As seen in last section in Table 21, direct observations by attending staff, peers,

and nurses, were rated as the best methods to evaluate the communication skills in our

suwey population. These were followed by the use ofdirect observations by the program

director and simulated patients, standardized oral examinations, Objective Structured

Clinical Examination (OSCE), self-reflection, and the use of the standardized patient

approach. The three written examination methods, long answer, and short answer and

multiple choice questions (MCQ), were deemed as the least appropriate means in

assessing this role. One participant suggested the use of the expertise of "extemal
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specialists in communication" as a means of assessment, and one suggested that the

definition of self-reflection, at the start ofthis survey section was unclear.

The Heaith Advocate role. The agreement ratings on the various methods for

leaming and teaching the Health Advocate role are listed in Table 22. Regarding the best

approaches to in being prepared for the Health Advocate role, individual mentorship

received the highest ratings, followed by self-directed leaming, and then direct

observation and feedback. Rounds on clinical epidemiology were the least prefened

method. Five additional methods were suggested by four of the study participants: (a)

These are the enrolment in a course of study "specific to health care administration and

management (e.g. P.M.I);" (b) "interaction with research based organizations;" (c)

seminars on the Canadian Society of Anesthesiologists (CSA) Standards and guidelines;

(d) invited lectures "from biomedical engineers & respiratory technicians; and (e)

attendance at debates/negotiations between Anesthesia and govemmenlprofessional

bodies [as a way of to] prepare for different eventualities."

Case-based discussions, role modeling, and ieaming from clinical problems were

all acceptable methods to teach this role effectively. No significant differences were

noted between the subgroups. Additional methods suggested for teaching the Health

Advocate role, included being engaged in specific health care management courses, such

the pre-mentioned P.M.I courses, and self-directed leaming. In addition, being able to

recognize various "opportunities, [either from socially-based, epidemiological data, or

new information] to advocate for needed resources o¡ for health improvement for

patients" was suggested as a shategy.



Table22
Nùmber- Meânsjând Stãndâd FÎroß for Particifrântc' O¡'inions Rcg¡rding AFFroaches ro úe Her,lth Advocate Rolc

Individual mùúo¡ship 100 4.gg 54 4.g2 !O-t6 26 s.Zi +022 ZO 4.75+0.26
selfdirccted lcaming 100 4.85 54 4.g2+ 0-16 26 4.73+0.24 20 4.8+0.2.1
Di¡cct observation and fcedback 100 4.82 54 4.7410-ß 26 5.15+O.2t 20 4.6*0.25
clinical Epidemiologv Rounds 100 4.35 54 4.43 + 0,18 26 4.08r,0.26 20 4.5 t0.29

To Teach
Casc-based discussion 100 4.gg 55 5.07 +0.16 25 4.BB+0.23 20 4.9+0.26
Rolc modcling 100 4.96 55 5.07 * 0.15 ZS 5 +O.23 Zo 4.6+0.25
Leåming ftom clinical probløns 100 4.82 55 4.j3 r O.t1 25 5.0g + 0.25 ZO 4.:¡5rO.2B

To Evâluate

Dircct obscrvation by Atrending Staff 100 4.gg 55 4.93 +0.16 25 5.24 f 0.23 20 4-85 +0.26
Dircct observatior¡ by Pee$ 100 4.74 55 4.65 +O.tt 2s 5.OB +0.25 20 4.55+0.28
Hcalth & social policy qucstions 99 4.42 55 4.47 +0.18 24 4.33+0.27 20 4.5 +0.3
Direct obse¡vation by P¡ogram Dircctor 100 4.39 55 4.25 +0.18 25 4.i6+o.z.t 20 4.3+0.3
SellReflection gg 4.t4 55 4-t2 +O-t6 24 4.42+0.24 20 3.85*0-26
Di¡ect observation bv Nüses l0ô 4.06 55 4.04 +0.2t 25 4-4+0.31 20 3.i *0.34
Clinical Epidcmiolog¡r questions gg 4.06 55 4.ll *0.2 24 4+0_3 19 4+0.33
Standardized oral exa¡ninatiori 98 4.Ol 55 3.92 LO.t6 24 4.16 +0.24 tg 4.05+0-2:-
Dircct obscrvation by simulared Patieûts gg 3.9 55 3.8 10.18 24 4.38 Lo.2B 20 3.6+0.31
objectivc st¡uch¡¡cd clinical Examination (oscE) 99 3.86 55 3-j4 +0.17 24 4.2+0.26 20 3.8*0.28 ns

¡\4!qqplq çhoice exams (MCQ) 98 3.30 54 3.05 +0.19 24 3.54+0.3 20 3.65 *O-32 ns
NOTE: The scale ùsed is as follows:
l= Shongly Disagrce, 2= Disagrcc, 3=Somewhat Disagree, ,f= Neutral, 5= Somcwhat Agree, 6= Agreg Z=Strongly Ag¡ee.
* p<0.05 than Tertiary Group.
** p<0.05 than Non-Te¡tiary Grcùp.
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In terms of evaluation methods, direct observation by attending staff and peers,

questions related to health and social policy, and direct observation by the program

director received the highest agreement ratings. The mean values of agreement with the

other evaluation options are shown in the lower end of the Table. MCes, OSCE, and

direct observation by simulated patients were rated lowest as a means for evaluating this

role. One participant suggested using projects involving various topics (economics,

equipments, budgeting) as a means of evaluation.

The Manager role, Data, with respect to learning, teaching, and evaluating the

Manager role, are summarized in Table 23. Overall, participants positively rated the four

listed methods that were suggested as preparatory tools for the Manager role. However,

the relative ratings were higher in the Non-Tertiary Group, (significant differences, in

particular, to assigning responsibility for the Operating Room, Pre-Anesthesia Clinic, and

in the Labor Floor). In response to the listed option ofassigning a resident to the chief

resident's position for three months, one participant stated that the term for chiefresident

should be at least six months. Many other suggestions were made by the study

participants as approaches in preparing for the Manager role, including: errolment in

formal instruction, mentorship courses, or rotations dealing with management training

(n=5); seminars and rounds on operating room management skills (n=2); active

participation in the standards committee (n=2), outcome-based (morbidity and mortality)

(n=3) and quality assurance (n=2) rounds and meetings; and active participation at

various interdisciplinary (Anesthesia, Surgery, and Nursing) courses and workshops

(n=2).



Tablc 23

r t"* 
" "t*"* 

sE r Mæ* t t*r-* 
-

To Incre¡se Preparedness
Assign responsibility for oR floor 98 5.30 54 5.07 +0.15 25 5.8 *.0.23 * tg 5.26 !0-26 0.03
Ässign rcspo¡sibility in the PAC 98 5.22 54 4.96 *0.16 25 3.68*0.23* 19 5.36+0.26 0.03
Assign rcsponsibility in thc Labow lva¡d 98 5.09 54 4.81 +0.16 zs 5.56+0.24* 19 5.26 +o-27 o.ozg
Appoint as chiefrcsident for3 morths 97 4.gg 54 4.8 +0.19 25 5.48+0.28 l8 4.89 + 0.32 rs

To Teach
Rolc modcling 98 S.t4 55 5.05+0-t5 24 5.54 +0.22 19 4.s9 * 0.25
Casc-based discussion 98 4.93 55 4.9*0.19 24 5-OB + O.2g t9 4.84 +0.32
Video-tape scenarios 98 3.96 55 3.9+0.19 24 4.2g +O.Zg 19 3-68 * 0.32

To [valuate
Direct observation by Attending Staff 98 5.33 54 5.35 + 0.14 24 5.63 +0.2\ 20 4.g5 *0.23 ns
Dircct observalion by Peers 9g 4.g 54 4-76+0-15 24 5.33 *.0.22 20 4-75 + O.z5 ns
Dircct observation by Prcgram Director 98 4.62 54 4-3j +O.lg 24 5.08 + 0.2g 20 4.25 +0.31 ns

Direct observation by Nurses 97 4.Sl 53 4.64*0.19 24 4-88*0.28 ZO 3-75 *O-32** 0.026
St¿uda¡dized oral examination 97 4.Og 54 3.89+0.18 23 4.Sj +0.2.1 20 4.t +O-Zg ns
Self-Reflection gi 4.05 54 4 +0.17 23 4.7 *.0.26 20 3-45 +O.Zi ** 0.005
objective stuctufed clidcal ExaminatioD (oscE) 97 3.82 54 3-76+0.19 23 4.48+0.29 20 3-25 +0.32** 0.018
Direct observation by simularod Patieûts 97 3.8 54 3.65+0.t9 23 4.74+0.29* 20 3.4 +0.31r,,r, 0.002
Shortlong amwe¡ questions 97 3.76 54 3.65+0.2 23 4.13+0.31 ZO 3.65 +0.33 ns

_siqrulatcd chart ¡ccatl 97 3.i5 54 351+0.19 23 4.3*0.29 20 3.5 *0.31 ¡s
NOTE: The scale use¿ ir *
l= Strongly Disag¡ee, 2= Disagree, 3=Somewhat Disag¡ee, 4= Neutral, 5= Somcwhat Agree, 6= Ag,ee, 7=Strongly Agee.
* p<0.05 than Tertiary croup.
** p<0.05 than Non-Te¡tia¡y Group.
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Regarding teaching the Manager role, the survey respondents were in agreement

about the appropriateness of role modeling and case-based discussions as approaches to

achieving this goal. Video-taped scenarios were not perceived to be as a useñ¡l tool

particularly by the Resident Group (the difference was not statistically significant). Under

the "other" category, eight participants made additional suggestions for teaching this role,

including: quality assurance rounds (n=3), Canadian Medical Association p.M.I. and

other management training programs/courses (n=3), and the use of seminars and specific

rounds on this topic (n=2).

As with the previous roles, direct observation by the attending staff, peers, and the

program director are the most agreed upon means for evaluating the Manager role, with

no differences among the groups. Participants from the Non-Tertiary Group rated direct

observation by nurses higher than the Residents Group, and they rated direct observation

by simulated patients signifìcantly higher than the other two groups. Under the ,,other',

option in this part ofthe survey, two respondents recommended direct observation by

other Managers and other learning methods from business models as, complementary to

the evaluation strategies for the competencies associated with the Manager role.

The Medical Expert role. As shown in Table 24, the study participants we¡e in

favour of the use ofdirect observation and feedback, self-directed leaming, individual

mentorship and apprenticeship, and rounds as suitable means to being prepared for the

Medical Expert role. Also, there was strong agreement among the respondents that

learning from clinical problems, case-based discussions, and role modelin g are all

considered as preferred methods for teaching the Medical Expert role's required

competencies. Ciinical practice and experience (n=2), formal teaching, and case-directed



To Incrcase Prcparedncss
Di¡ect observation a¡d feedback l0l 6.14 55 6.13+0.11 26 6 + o.li 20 6.35+ 0.19 Ds

Selfdirected leaming l0l 6.00 55 6!.0.12 26 6.08+ 0.18 20 5.95+ O.Zt Ds

Individual mentorship/Apprcnticeship l0l s-99 55 5.93 r 0.13 26 6-M + o.lg 20 6.1+ o.zl ns

Rou¡rds l0l 5.69 55 5.56+ 0.14 26 5.69 t O.2t 20 5.7 + 0.23 ns

To Tcach
Leâmirg from clinical problems 100 6.22 55 6.18 r0,ll 2s 6-28 +o.li zo 6.25 +o.lg
Case-based discussion 100 6.14 j5 6-01 +0.11 25 6-24 +O-17 20 6.35+0.t8
Role modelir¡g 100 5.72 55 5.61 +0.14 25 i.88 +0.2 20 5.8 *.0.22

To nvduate
Direct observâtion by Atlending srall 99 s.gz 55 5.96+ 0.13 zs 5.84+0.2 19 5.89+ 0.23 ns

Standardiz€d oral exâminatior 97 5.47 54 5.52* O-15 23 5.221 0.24 20 5.65+ 0.25 ûs

Direct obscrvatior by Pccrs 100 s.46 55 5.38+ 0.14 2s s.72+ o.2t 20 5.35* o.24 ns

objertivc st¡r'ctuled clinical Examination (oscE) 99 i.35 55 5.49+ 0.16 24 5.4t L 0.24 20 4.9* 0.26 ûs

othcr writtcn exam questions 99 5.21 55 5.4r 0.lg 24 4.g2 L 0.27 20 5.O5 
': 

O.2g ns

Mannequin simulation cnviroDmcnt 99 5.19 j5 5.lg+ 0.lg 24 5-5+ O.2B 20 4.85 + 0.3 ns

Mültiplc choice cxams (MCQ) 99 5.06 55 5.1+ 0.19 24 4-58 + O.ZB 20 5.5+ 0.3t ús

Direct observation by ProgÉû Dircctor 100 4.86 55 4-72+ o-l} 25 s.t6+ 0.26 20 4.Bs+ 0.29 Ís
Dircct obscrvation by simulared Patie s 98 4.6 s5 4.62 * o-lï 23 5.26+ o.2g 20 4 + 0.3r* 0.009
Sclf-Rcflection 97 4.52 54 4.33 + 0.18 23 5.04+ O.Z7 20 4.45+ O.2g ns
Dircct obscwation by Nu¡ses 99 4.18 s5 4.Oi + 0-2 24 4.il * 0.3 20 3.85+ 0.33 r¡s
NOTE: Thc scale used is as follows:
l= Strongly Disag¡ee, 2= Disagreg 3=Somcwhat Disagree, it= Neutral, 5= Somewhat Agree, 6= Agree, Z=St ongly Ag¡ec.
* p<0.05 t¡an Tefiary Croup.
** p<0.05 than Non-Tctiary Groì¡p.
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applications of multiple basic principles are examples ofother suggestions made to

support the preparedness and teaching of the Medical Expert role.

With respect to evaluation, like all the other roles, attending staff observation

was the first choice of all participants for evaluating the Medical Expert role. Formal

"standardized" oral examinations, direct observation by peers, OSCE, other written

examinations, mannequin simulation environment, and MCQ were also agreed upon as

means ofassessing the level of trainees' Medical Expertise. The Residents Group rated

direct observation by simulated patients lower than the Non-Tertiary Group. No other

differences were noted among any other methods. In this section, no additional

suggestions were made by the study participants under this section.

The Professional role. Information about the participants' opinions regarding

leaming, teaching, and evaluating the Professional role are tabulated in Table 25. ln terms

ofpreparation to assume the Professional role, the method ofdirect observation and

feedback was most preferred. Non-Tertiary Group Anesthesioiogists rated self-direct

learning and practice-reflection higher than the Residents Group. The responses for the

rest ofthe options are listed in Table 25. One participant highlighted time, access, and

conflict with other clinical duties as significant challenges in being able to participate in

such topics in departmental rounds. Another two participants suggested that experience,

mentoring, and discussion with other subgroups as rvays in being to be a Professional.

Conceming evaluating the Professional role, there were no differences among the

three groups about the listed methods. Direct observation by the attending staff, peers,

and pro$am director were the th-ree most highly rated approaches for this task. In

addition, five other methods were also acceptable to certain extent to evaluate



To ¡nc¡else Prep¡r€dtress
Direct obsenation aûd fecdback 100 S..tZ 54 5.81¿ 0.12 26 5.58r O.tj 20 5.65+ O.Z ns
Self¡irected lcaming 101 5.55 5i 5.64¡ 0.15 26 5.8\ o.21 20 s + 0.24.. 0.04
PiÀctice-reflection lol 5.4 55 5.54r O.l3 26 5..jg + OJa 20 SÈ 021.. O.O2

Rounds l0l 5.38 55 5-34+ 0.13 26 S.S+ O.t9 20 53+ 0.22 ns

Medico-legsl rounds tol 5.26 55 5.25+ 0.15 26 S.S8+ O-22 20 4.a5 + O.zS ns
Medical ethics rounds loo s.zt 54 5.09+ 0.16 26 s.5+ 0.22 20 5.t5* 0.26 ns

To Tcach
Role modcling lO0 5:t6 55 i.89+ O.l2 25 5.68+ O.l8 ZO 5.Sx o.z
case-based discussion on p¡ofessionalism 100 5.65 55 5.58+ o.l2 25 5.88+ 0.16 20 5.55+ 0-18

Lca¡f¡in8 aom ctinical Ploblcms l0o 5-54 55 5.49r O.l3 25 6 + O.tg 20 5.lt 02lr**

OveraU

To Evâluate
Dircct observation by,A.ttcnding Staff l0O 5.63 55 5.69+ O.l3 25 5-64+ O.tg 20 S.4Sr D2t ns
Direct obsendion by Pceß 99 5.5 54 5.24 + O.t4 25 S-44+ O-2 20 5+ O.23 ns
Dirc€1 obscrvation by Progr¿m Direcror 9a 4.96 53 4.75r O.t1 25 4.961 0.24 20 4.75+ 0.27 ns
Self-Refleaion 97 4.59 54 4.6+ O.t1 24 S+ 0.26 19 4.05+ 0.29 ns
Direct observâtiotr by NuEes 99 4.58 55 4.71+ 0.2 25 4.76+ O-29 t9 3.95+ 0.33 ns
Di¡ect observâtion by Simulared Paticnts 98 4.53 54 4.41+ 0.19 24 5.04+ 0.28 ZO 4.25+ 0.3t Ds

Slândadized oral crGmi¡åtion g'l 4.51 53 4.53+ 0.17 24 4-38+ 0.26 20 4.65+ O.Za ns

objectivc st¡uctùred clinicål Examination (oscE) 99 4-4E ss 4.47 + o.r7 24 4-7 + 0.26 20 4.2s, o29 ns

Multiple choice e)(âms (McQ) 99 3.42 55 3.23* 0_19 24 3.7j+ o.2g 20 3.6+ o.32 ns

shoÌy'long cssay qucsrions 99 3.40 55 4+ o.l8 24 4+ 0.2E 20 3.5r 0.3 ¡ìs

Sipulatcd chanrecåll 99 3-40 5j 3.85+ O.l7 24 4.46 * 0-26 ZO 3ßr O.Zg ¡ìs
NO].e, Th" 

""¡" 
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l= Stsongly Disâgcc, 2= Disa$ee, 3=Somcrihåt Dis¿g¡c€, ,{= Neut¡¿I, 5= Somcwhat Ag¡cc, 6= Agree, 7=Srrongty Âerc.c.

' p<0.05 thar Tcrtiary Croup.
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professional role. These are (in order of more-to-less appropriate); self-reflection, direct

observation by nurses, direct observation by simulated patients, standardized oral

examinations, and OSCEs. The other three means of written examinations, essays, or

MCQs, or the use of simulated chart recall did receive less than prefened ratings.

The Scholar role. Regarding preparedness to assume the Scholar role, evidence-

based practice, followed by self-directed leaming, rounds, direct observation and practice

reflegtion were the preferred means in becoming prepared to assume this role, as can be

seen in Table 26. In terms ofteaching this role, joumal-based discussions and conducting

a research project were the highly rated options, whereas role modeling and leaming from

ciinical problems were also acceptable choices in teaching the competencies associated

with this role. Four additional suggestions were made. These are enrolment in education-

related courses; participation in research experience and seminars; personal study; ând

preparation of research-related manuscripts, abstracts, and presentations.

The relative level of agreement with the different means in evaluating this role are

seen in the last section ofTable 26. The first th¡ee choices are similar to the recurring

themes, with respect to the other roles, the direct observation by the attending staff peers,

and program director are rated the highest among the choices listed in the questionnaire.

Participants showed their disagreements, with few notable exceptions as indicated in the

Table, with the use of MCQs, OSCEs, and direct observation by simulated patients

and nurses in evaluating this role. The Residents Group showed more disagreement with

the utilization ofthe last two choices, than did attending Anesthesiologists. Other

suggestions that were made regarding evaluating this role included: evaluation ofthe



Evidcnc€-bâsed pmclice IOO 5.63 55 5-61 0.14 25 5.6+ O.2l 20 5.6 + O.Z4 ns
selflirccted lcâming l0o s.46 55 5-45! o.l4 25 5.44 + o.zt 20 5,5 + o.23 ns
Rounds lO0 5.35 55 5.29+ 0.14 25 5.4* O.2t 20 5.45 + 0.24 ns
Direct obs€rvatio! a¡d fccdback l0O S.tj 55 j.l + O.l4 ZS 5.24+ o.Zt 20 5.ZS + 023 ns
Pr¿cticc-rcflection 98 5.05 55 5.05 + 0-15 23 5.Og x 0.23 20 S+ 0.24 ns

To T€¡ch
Joumals-based discussion 99 6-01 55 6 * 0.1I 24 5.86 + o-tl ZO 6.2 + O.lg
Conducting a rescarch projccr 99 5.87 55 6.07 + 0.15 24 s.63 + o.23 20 5.6 + 0.25
Rolc modeling 99 5.08 55 5.09 + 0.16 24 4.gz L o.24 20 5.25 L 0.26
Ira¡ting fÌom ctinic¿l problcms gt 5.02 s4 4.76 +0.16 24 s.l1 r o-24 zo 5.55 + 0.21ù

To Ev¡luãte
Direct okervation by Attending Stâff gg s.u 55 5.33 + O.l5 24 5.t7 + o-23 20 s.t+ 0.26 ns
Dir€ct obscri'ation by Pecrs 99 s.04 ss 4.g4+ o.r4 24 s.2 + o.2t 20 5.1! 0.23 rs
Direct obse¡vation by Program Dirccror 99 4.6 54 4.59+ 0.19 25 4.8 + 0.28 zo 4.35+ 0.31 ns
Clinica¡ EpiderDiology qucstions 98 4.35 55 4.34+ 0.19 23 4 + O.zg 2f 4.75ì 0.31 ns
Hcahh & soci¿l policy qucstions 97 4.09 54 4.13+ O.l9 23 3.g+ O-2a 20 4.2+ O.3t ns
Standardized or¿l examination 96 4.02 55 3.85 + O.l9 23 4.Og + O.2g 18 4.,ø + O_33 ns
Multiple choice exams (McQ) 98 3-90 55 3.84 + o.l9 23 3.57 + o.2g 20 4.45+ o.3t ns
objectivc stTùctured cliûical Exâ¡¡ination (oscE) 98 3.87 55 3.75 + 0.18 23 4.2r r 0.27 20 3.851 0-29 ns
Direct observation by simulared pãtienrs 98 3.5i 55 3.4 + 0.15 24 4-38 r. o.zt 19 2.95+ o.3la,¡* 0.002

gg i.47 55 3.33+0.18 24 4.r3+ o.z8 20 3.1+0.31* 0.026NOTE: The scale used is 
"" 

¡oli
l= Strongly Disagcc, 2= Disagec, 3=Somewhât Disagree, ,Í:NeutråI, 5= Somewhat Agree, 6= Agrcq 7_Strongly 
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performance of completed research projects (n=3); critiquing and reviewing specific

literature (n=3); and presentations atjournal club meetings (n=2).

To summarize section B findings, Figure 8 shows the mean values of the

participants' responses to the fìve main questions in this section. The seven roles have

been reananged on the horizontal-axis from left to right, based on the average ratings to

the first question (the practice importance question). As is clearly shown in the figure, the

Medical Expert role was rated as of the highest importance, in both the practice and

teaching ofAnesthesia; participants' own perceived preparedness to assume; and the

easiest role to teach and evaluate. Completely opposite perceptions are made about the

Health Advocate role. Other observations also emerge from this graph regarding the

relationship between the participants' self-reported ratings, in terms ofpractice

importance and teaching priority ofthe seven roles. While the actual ratings are

significantly different from each of the other roles when compared to each other, there is

a parallel relationship between these two categories. A very similar relationship to the

onejust described is present for the participants' assessments ofthe ease in teaching and

evaluating the various roles. At least three more observations can be made about the

behaviours ofthe responses to these five questions.

First, although there were significant differences among the various roles, in

terms of importance, none of the roles has been deemed as un-important or of low

priority to the practice ofAlesthesia and to the teaching ofAnesthesia during the years of

fesidency.

Second, an inve¡se relationship exists between the perceived importance (to the

practice, and to the teaching priority) and the reported ease ofteaching ând evaluating for



Figure 8: Participants'Responses to the Main euestions in Section B
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all ofthe roles. Except for the Medical Expert and the Communicator roles, the roles of

Professional, Collaborator, Scholar, Manager, and Health Advocate are perceived to be

either somewhat difficult or difficult to teach.

The third observation is the significant drop in the level of self-reported

preparedness between the first four (Medical Expert, Communicator, Professional and

Collaborator) and the last three (Scholar, Manager, and Health Advocate) roles as clearly

shown in this figure.

The second part of the findings of section B demonstrates the participants'

preferences regarding methods to be used in preparing to assume, to teach, and to

evaluate the CanMEDS roles. These, and other significant findings of this project, will be

discussed flirther in the next chapter.

Section C: Overall Roles' Ranking

This section ofthe instrument was designed so that participants are given an

opporh¡nity to compare the seven CanMEDS roles against each other. Unfortunately, a

misunderstanding of the instructions by the participants resulted in the exclusion offive

respondents' enfties, because they used some of the ranks more than once, thus

invalidating their data. Also,46 (45.5%) of the participants used an inverted ve¡sion of

the scale. A post-hoc criterion was developed to deal with this issue. A scale inversion

was suspected if the known extremes, Medical Expert and Health Advocate roles,

rankings, were assigned in reverse ofwhat the same respondent ¡anked them in section B

ofthe instrument. Ifthis was the case, the entered ranking was changed to the inverse

order, i.e. 7 to l, 6 to 2, 5 to 3, and so on. A reliability test confirmed the proper use of

this criterion.
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The ranking of the CanMEDS roles was analyzed on a total of 96 surveys. The

results are presented in Table 27 . The participants from the three groups were in

ag¡eement with the relative ranking of the Medical Expert role, as first; and the

Collaborator as fourth in their practice ofAnesthesia. The Professional role ranked as

second, and the Communicator role as third by attending Anesthesiologists from both

Tefüary and Non-Tertiary Groups. Residents ranked the Communicators role as second,

followed by the Professional role. The Tertiary and Residents Groups had similar

rankings for the last three roles with Scholar, fifth, Manager sixth, and the Health

Advocate, as last. The Non-Tertiary Group had the following order for the last three

choices: Manager, as fifth; Health Advocate, as sixth; and Scholar, as seventh.

Section D: General Information!

This section consisted offour questions and a free space for additional comments.

The participants' responses to the first two questions are summarized in Table 28. Of the

101 respondents, only one-quarter had reviewed the CanMEDS 2000 roles previously,

most of those who had reviewed the goals (7 5%) arc from the Tertiary Group, whereas

the remaining 25%o are equally divided between the other two groups. In addition, I 1

participants, again mostly from the Tertiary Group, had been involved in drafting new

haining objectives to meet the CanMEDS 2000's Project goals.

Apart from a few general comments made by participants, which are included

below, there was no additional input to the third question (asking participants about other

questions that need to be added to the survey), or the fourth question (asking participants

to add any other issues to the instrument).



Table 27

ice

Medical Expert

Professional

Communicator

Collaborator

Tertia

6.49 +0.21

Schol"ar

Manager

Ilealth Advocate

5.24 + 0.21

4.94 + 0.21

4.t3 + 0.21

3.13 + 0.21

2.49 +0.21

1.68 + 0.21

Rank

1 6.16 + 0.3

4.96 + 0.3

4.68 + 0.3

4.00 + 0.3

2.40 +0.3

3.44 + 0.3

2.28 +0.3

Residents

6.67 + 0.35

4.83 + 0.35

4.89 + 0.35

3.89 + 0.35

3.50 + 0.35

2.27 + 0-35

1.94 + 0.35

6.32 +0.t4

5-09 + 0.16

4.86 + 0.12

4.05 + 0.13

3.01 + 0.18

2.70 +0.14

1.89 + 0.12
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Table 28

Participants' Responses to Questions in Section D

Attendins Staff

- - Non-Tertiarv
I er¡larv n=)J" n=.¿6

Residents
n=20

Overall
n=101

Reviewed CanMEDS' Project's roles previously

Yes 19 3

No 36 23

Drafted new Training objectives to meet the CanMEDS 2000 goals

Yes8l
No 47 25

T7

25

1Á

11

90

2

18
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Few comments were entered in the space provided for open-ended comments and

thoughts about the project or the survey. These ranged from: expressing difficulty to

understand, to intetpret, and/or to ans\¡r'er some of the questions and the responses in the

survey (n=5); or that the survey is too long (n=2).

On the other hand, comments were made by the study participants regarding the

importance ofthese objectives and thouÈht-provoking exercise in completing the

questionnaire (n=2), and how the questionnaire enhanced participant's awareness of some

of the roles (n=2). A few participants expressed concerns about the degree of

commitmenlexcellence that is needed to meet these goals (n:2), partly because of the

lack ofnecessary faculty to teach some of the skills (n:2). In addition, four participants

made reference, in their open-ended comments, to the need for specific interaction

/instruction from other professionals to teach certain skill sets (n=4), in order to integrate

some ofthese new competencies within the realm of the cur¡ent Anesthesiology training

program. Finally, one participant made an explicit reference to the need ofhaving

specific period during the years ofresidency, one week per year, for residents to ,,only,,

observe other Axesthesiologists during their work, without being involved in the cases.

Summary

As demonstrated in the results, the study achieved a high and evenly distributed

response rate. section A, showed how different canMEDS roles are relative to each other

in practice and in teaching. Factor analysis also revealed different relationships between

items related to various general competencies in practice and teaching contexts, and in

particular identified differences with respect to the Professional role in the practice of
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Anesthesiology. When the Anesthesiology-specific CanMEDS roles' objectives were

presented and inquired about in section B ofthe instrument, different levels ofpractice

importance and teaching priority, degree of self-assessed preparedness, ease ofteaching

and evaluation were expressed by the study participants. In addition, the importance

ratings from section B were confirmed in the ranking section of the instrument (section

C). Also presented in this chapter are the methods that study participants considered most

effective for leaming, teaching, and evaluating Anesthesiology-specific CanMEDS roles.

Finally, the previous exposure ofour sample population to these concepts was assessed,

with tkee-quarters of the respondents having had no chance to review these roles

previously, and only I 0% reporting that they had experience with drafting such training

objectives in the past. The implications ofthese findings, limitations ofthe study, and

final recommendations are presented in the concluding chapter.
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Chapter tr'ive

Discussion and Recommendations

The main aim of this study was to obtain information that could facilitate the

integration of the CanMEDS 2000 Project's goals as haining objectives within an

Anesthesiology-training program. As a first step to achieve this aim, it was necessary to

investigate the perceptions ofthe staff Anesthesiologists and the Anesthesiology residents

regarding these roles and competencies, as presented in the RCPSC revised training

objectives. In this chapter, the implications and the significance of the results will be

discussed in light of the reviewed literature. This is followed by comments on the

limitations of the cunent study and how they were addressed. The chapter will conclude

with a list of recommendations based on the findings of this study for the Anesthesiology

Training Program at the research site and for possible future research.

At this point, it is warranted to review the questions that framed this study. These

questions were: (a) what is the perceived importance ofeach role/competency identified

in the CanMEDS 2000 project to the practice of Anesthesiology?; (b) what is the

perceived importance of each role/competency identified in the CanMEDS 2000 Project

for the teaching of Anesthesiology?; (c) does the cunent prog¡am structure, as viewed by

the staff and residents, satis$/ the various components of the proposed seven categories

(or roles) in the CanMEDS 2000 Project?; (d) do pattems ofresponses to these questions

vary between: (i) staff and residents?, (ii) different levels of¡esident seniority (PGY1-5)?,

and (iii) staff Anesthesiologists practicing at different practice settings?; and (e) what are

effective methods to formally leam, teach and objectively assess the CanMEDS 2000
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competencies in an Anesthesiology program? The following sections of the discussion

will explore some of the ways the responses to these five questions inform the needed

integration of the CanMEDS 2000 objectives in this program and how they relate to the

research literature.

Response Rates

Given the length of the survey (24 pages and about 300 items) the high final

response nfe (82%) achieved in this project is very encouraging and significant for a

number ofreasons. Physicians' response rates, particularly to lengtþ surveys, are usually

low (Kellerman & Herold,2001). The use of the comprehensive Dillmans'TDM multiple

contacts approach contributed to achieving such high returns. In addition, the credibility

of the study, with all of the Alesthesia Departments members was enhanced by the

endorsements of the Anesthesia Departments at Hospitals (tertiary and non-tertiary)

Affiliated with the University of Manitoba and of the adminishators at the various levels,

including the Winnipeg Regional Health Authority Program Director. A third factor in

the high participation rate is the prevailing "teaching culture" and the commitment of the

Alesthesia Department members toward the Royal College Training Program. The high

response rate enhanced the quality of the results and thei¡ applicability to the

Anesthesiology training program at the research site and beyond.

Demographics

The demographics ofthe three main groups regarding age and year of obtaining

their medical degrees are as expected for such a population. The most recent medical

school graduates are the youngest participants and are currently enrolled in the training

program, whereas the most senior graduates and older physicians are practicing in the
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city community hospitals. The Tertiary Group practitioners, as expected, have an

intermediate average age, as well as an intermediate range ofyear of graduation from the

medical school. Male-to-female ratio in the responding sample is similar across the th¡ee

main groups, and this ratio closely resembles gender distribution within the cunent

department structure.

The majority of the study participants are graduates ofCanadian medical schools.

The Non-Tertiary and the Resident Gtoups had relatively more intemational medical

school gaduates. The numbers within these subgroups, as reported in Table 5, are too

small for any valid comparisons to be made among groups based on this variable,

Of particular intelest are the variations in responsibilities across groups. providing

clinical anesthetic services are the primary tasks performed by Anesthesiologists, but

these are not their only duties. As seen in the results section, Anesthesiologists fulfill a

wide variety of scholarly and administrative roles within the academic medical and

community health centers. Regarding teaching (Table 8), the Tertiary Group is heavily

involved at both the undergraduate and postgraduate Anesthesia education, hence their

higher representation on the program education committee. On the other hand, as

mentioned briefly in the results, the involvement of the Non-Tertiary hospitals,

practitioners in undergraduate medical education is becoming more significant, similar to

the trend across Canada (Brull & Bradley,2001). This is reflective ofthe changing

medical school curricula which is community-based, with large numbers of medical

students getting their first, and sometimes their only, exposure to the practice of

Anesthesiology in these practice settings. This makes it important to include the non-
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tertiary Anesthesiology, medical-school instructors' opinions in medical education

research,

The twenty residents participating in this project represent 83% ofresidents in the

training program. The results of this survey support that residents-in-training largely

mir¡or the Anesthesiologists who are currently in practice, in terms ofscholarly activities.

However, the categories selected by residents as their fiitwe subspecialty interests

indicate an important perspective on the future of Anesthesiology practice in this

particular setting. Eight out of 14 residents that indicated a future practice orientation

selected either critical care medicine or management of chronic pain as a chosen field of

specialization. Both ofthese fields are different than the historical description of

operating-room based Anesthesia practice of"putting patients to sleep," and indicate the

emerging roles in contemporary Anesthesia practice, where more interactions are taking

place with "awake" patients.

In summary, these findings from the demographic information highlight the

dynamic changes that are happening within the practice of Anesthesiology. These trends

indicate more complex careers involving more interactions between Anesthesiologists

and their patients and other health care providers, and underscore the need to incorporate

many of the new competencies, that are included within the canMEDS 2000 project, into

Anesthesiology haining programs. The new canMEDS 2000-based training objectives

will better equip Anesthesiologists with the professional and medical expertise, effective

communication and collaborative skills, and the knowledge ofthe health care system that

they will need in a contemporary Anesthesiology practice.
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Factor Analysis of General CanMEDS 2000 Comnetencies

A conservative interpetation of this section's results is wananted, given the

relatively large number ofvariables (27 items) compared to the total number of

participants (N=101). While some factor analysts argue that factors to participants ratio is

more important and needs to be maintained at least at 1:20, others suggest that a ratio of

variables to participants could range from as high as 1:10 to as low as 1:2, with either

being acceptable, with the caveat that the higher the ratio, the better (Ktine, 1994). The

variables: participants ratio in our study is 1:3.7. Also, in this study the final factors:

participants ratio is 1:33. Nevertheless, the results of this analysis were considered within

the context of its pre-planned use, before commencing data collection.

The 27 items of the CanMEDS 2000 general competencies showed high intemal

consistency, as indicated by Cronbach alpha values, in both teaching and practice

contexts. This is an indication that when the general scope of Anesthesiology practice and

teaching are conside¡ed in a holistic manner, the majority ofgeneral competencies drawn

from the seven "generic" canMEDS 2000 roles are indeed considered relevant. This also

was shown, though indirectly, during the process of eliminating additional variables,

post-rotational factor loading. Only a few items could be eliminated based on the

repeated intemal consistency testing, reconfirming the relevance ofthese competencies in

contemporary Anesthesiolo gy practice.

The final item compositions ofthe th¡ee factors at both analyses were also of

interest. As expected, the Medical Expert, Professional, Health Advocate, Manager, and,

to a certain extent, the Scholar roles-related items were restructured to form more

comprehensive roles in teaching and practice. The items related to the communicator and
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Collaborator roles r,vere distributed among the various factors. This furding is consistent

with the expected behaviour of such inter-related ¡oles items.

As shown in Figures 1 and 2, the behaviour of the three Professional role-related

items emerged as a unique finding ofthese analyses. When considered in the context of

A¡esthesia training, they were grouped within factor three which also contained the

Scholar role-related items. Then, when the analysis was done in the context ofgeneral

Anesthesia practice, the Professional role items were regrouped in Factor one, i.e. with

the Medical Expert and the Communicator roles-related items. This change in the

perception of importance can be explained, to a certain extent, by the participants,

responses in section B of the survey.

As indicated in the Results Chapter, although the Medical Expert role was given

the highest ratings ofpractice importance and teaching priority, the p¡ofessional and the

Communicator roles also were given slightly lesser, but parallel, ratings by the study

participants. This is similar to the notion expressed by cruess et al. about the dual role of

today's physicians as healers and professionals (Cruses et al., 1997b, 1999). Cruess et al.

argued that both roles have their distinct importance and both should be taught

simultaneously during medical education years. The Scholar role, on the other hand, was

perceived by the Non-Tertiary Group as of less importance in the practice context and the

reasons for this will be discussed in the next subsection. Despite these differences, all

participants agreed on a high teaching priority for the Scholar-related competencies

during the years of Anesthesia residency.
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Anesthesiologv-Specific CanMEDS 2000 Training Obiectives

As indicated previously, the questions that framed this study are answered directly

by section B of the survey. Thus, each ofthe four questions will appear under the

corresponding subheading in this section of the discussion.

Imoortance to the Particioants' P¡actice

1. What is the perceived importance of each role identified in the CanMEDS

2000 Project to the practice of Anesthesiology?

All of the seven roles within the CanMEDS 2000 were perceived to be of

importance to the practice ofAnesthesia, as indicated by the factor analysis ofgeneral

competencies, and again, when participants were asked about each role, specifically.

Again, when the different roles were compared to each othet, as in Table 16 and Figure 8,

the Medical Expert role, as expected, was ranked first among the roles. The

Communicator, Professional, and Collaborator roles were also rated as highly important

to the participants' practice, regardless oftheir particular groups. The Scholar and

Manager roles were rated slightly lower in terms of overall importance, and their ratings

showed linkages to the participants' practice location and profile. Although it is not

possible to provide exhaustive explanations from the available results, the following

observations can be made.

For the Scholar role, the qualitative entries to explain low ratings indicated that

there was a tendency for participants to consider involvement in research as the main

attribute of this role, Although the description provided in the survey included the ability

to independently critique, effectively utilize findings ofan investigation, and being an
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effective teacher, participants appeared to defìne scholarship in the more nar¡ow research

sense.

With respect to the Manager role, the contextual differences in practice patterns

between the two attending Anesthesiologists groups might explain, in part, the reported

differences in ratings for the practice importance ofthe Manager role. The majority of

Anesthesiologists from the tertiary hospitals work mainly in a group practice

anangement, while Anesthesiologists at non-tertiary hospitals work mainly as solo

practitioners. And as such, the non-tertiary hospital Anesthesiologists are mo¡e involved

the in day{o-day practice management issues than other practitioners.

Additional reasons and explanations for low ratings of importance for some ofthe

roles in the practice setting are similar to those in the teaching context and will be

discussed in the next subsection.

Prioritv in Anesthesiology Teaching

2, What is the perceived importance of each role identified in the CanMEDS

2000 Project for the teaching of Anesthesiology?

Once again, none of seven CanMEDS roles was identified as unimportant to

teaching during the years of Anesthesiology residency. The expressed differences among

the teaching priorities in the seven roles, though sometimes subject to differences in

responsibilities similar to those outlined in the previous subsection, are mainly related to

time constrains during residency.

It is warranted, at this point, to highlight the differences between findings in this

study regarding the Professional, Communicator, and Collaborator roles, and the findings

of the study by Slogoffet al, (1994), which investigated Anesthesia rraining programs in
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the United States. In this study, the authors concluded that some of the main attributes of

these roles (e.g. intellectual honesty; interpersonal, doctor-patient, and doctor-doctor

relationships; and record keeping) have no merit when it comes to either faculty ratings

ofresident perfoÍnânces or the actual practice ofAnesthesia (Slogoffet al., lgg4).

Results drawn from all of the sections reported in our study are entirely different. These

attributes were highly rated by all participants, regardless ofhow the questions were

asked. Clearly, our fmdings support and closely resemble those ofthe previously

discussed work of Rhoton (1994) and his conclusion that "clinical excellence and

unprofessional behavior rarely coexists" in A¡esthesia residents (Rhoton, 1994,p.313).

In Rhoton's study, it appears that Professional, Communicator, and Collaborator roles

were implicitly modeled and leamed. In conhâst, each of the three groups in the present

study were able to articulate the importance of all seven roles to Anesthesiology practice

and teaching.

It is important to note that high expectations to achieve all of competencies from

medical professionals, be it on the part ofthe attending staffor residents themselves, are

not devoid ofpotential risks for the "healers themselves." Abruptly introducing an

extended list ofwhat is perceived as "new" explicit haining and practice objectives, is

not without some potential disadvantages in an already high-intensity leaming

experience.

In addition to the prevailing personality profiles among medical professionals,

"being driven, ...competitive, who can excel at everything that they do" (Murray cited in

Gundersen, 2001, p. 145), the increased public demands, and other stressors (overload

with clinical duties, sleep deprivation, litigation risks, and the [perceived] lack ofhealth
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câre resources) collectively are seen as potential causes leading to an increase in potential

for "physician bumout" in Canada (Puddester,200l). Considering this risk, the results of

this study suggest that it may not be a disadvantage to develop priorities for the roles. To

expect excellence in all ofthe roles by each and every resident and Anesthesiologist is

clearly neither practical nor reasonable. Ifroles can be assigned differential levels of

importance, essential primary roles could be identified, as such, from the typical pattern

of Anesthesia practice. For these roles, a higher degree ofcompetence is needed during

residency. Undoubtedly, competencies related to these roles should continue to occupy

the cenhe-stage for the training and the certification processes. For some of the other

roles, which could be called secondary, a wider range ofvariability in the level of

expectations can be maintained by determining minimum performance standards that

each resident and practitioner needs to achieve and to maintain for a safe, effective, and

efficient practice.

Such arrangements permit effective use ofresources, particularly time during years of

residency haining. Based on the results of this study, the primary roles in this particular

study include Medical Expert, Professional, Communicator, and Collaborator. Roles

identified as secondary include scholar, Manager, and Health Advocate. It is important to

note, however, that a simple dichotomy does not exist. In order to achieve competency in

the four primary roles, specific competencies drawn ûom the Scholar, Manager, and

Health Advocate roles are essential ingredients in the training programs during the years

ofresidency. The results of this study indicate, not so much that some roles are less

important, but that there is more potential for flexibility in the degree to which some roles

are developed, depending on career goals. Individuals with special interests in these
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secondary roles should be provided with opportunities, through continuing medical

eduoation, to pursue such additional professionaypersonal goals during their years of

residency or during the years ofpractice.

Preparedness to Assume CanMEDS 2000 Roles

3. Does the current program structure, as vierved by the staffand residents,

satisfy the various components of the proposed seven roles in the

CanMEDS 2000 Project?

Information obtained from the preparedness assessments is helpful in o¡der to

answer this question. The levels ofpreparedness reported by attending Anesthesiologist

staff correlates well with the level ofperceived practice importance and teaching priority

importance for the first four roles (labeled above as primary roles) as seen in Figure g.

Drops in the levels ofpreparedness can be seen for the Scholar þarticularly by the Non-

TerIiary Group), Manager, and Health Advocate (particularly by Tertiary Group

participants) roles. The results gathered from the Residents Group show, in general, less

preparedness than the levels reported by the staff. In a similar pattem to these seven

categories, preparedness is the lowest for both of the Manager and Health Advocate roles,

compared to other roles. The details ofthese findings, together with the preferred

methods presented in chapter 4 are the basis for a numbe¡ of ¡ecommendations

considered in the last subsection of this chapter.

Feasibilitv of Teaching and Evaluating Anesthesiology,specific CanMEDS Roles

4, rilhat are the most effective methods to formally learn, to teach ând to

objectively assess CanMEDS 2000 competencies in the Ánesthesiology

program?
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The nearly full agreement on the ease of teaching and evaluating the Medical

Expert role was not surprising. This is a result of many decades (and continuing efforts)

of experimenting, testing, and perfecting variety oftools to assess cognitive and practical

expertise (Neufeld et al., 1985a). On the other hand, there was an expressed difficulty by

a larger number ofparticipants in this study with teaching and evaluating the secondary

roles, and to a lesser extent, the ¡oles rated very closely to Medical Expert ¡ole in practice

and teaching priority importance (Communicator, Professional, and Collaborator). This

situation is not unique to Anesthesiology, as a profession, or to a local program (Ginsburg

et al., 2000). Medical schools across North America, together with many professional

medical associations, are working feverishly to deal with similar issues (cohen, 2001).

These reasons make the preferences suggested by participants regarding methods for

teaching and evaluating these roles, vital to introducing successfirlly these roles as more

"explicit" training objectives that need to be taught and, subsequently, evaluated.

Ways to be Prepared to Assume. to Teach. and to Evaluate the CanMEDS 2000 Roles

Many observations can be made from the detailed listing of the prefened methods

to leam, to teach, and to evaluate on a role-by-role basis in chapter four. The hends

noticed in both the agreement (or the lack of) regarding the various methods presented,

and the methods that were volunteered by some of the participants, reflect many of the

contextual features ofthe Anesthesiology training program at this university.

As indicated in chapter two, professional education in medicine cannot be done in

isolation from the actual practice situation. The findings ofthis study clearly demonstrate

this important linkage. specifically, in terms of increasing the preparedness to assume

and teach the seven canMEDS 2000 roles, it was noted that methods involving one-to-
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one (e.9. direct observation and feedback, individual mentorship, and role modeling) and

hands-on (e.g. learning from clinical problems; case- orjoumal-based discussions;

assigning responsibility for operating room, P¡e-Anesthesia Clinic (pAC), labour ward,

or as chief¡esident; communication skills workshops; and conducing a research project)

app¡oaches were most preferred across the seven canMEDS ¡oles. The use of simulation

technology was mentioned by a number ofparticipants as a suggested means to prepare

and to teach, in particular, the Communicator, and the Medical Expert roles. In conhast,

the use of more traditional approaches, like didactic rounds (on topics ranging from

clinical epidemiology, medico-legal, to medical ethics) emerged as less prefened

methods. video-tape scenarios were not considered as an effective method in achieving

these goals.

Self-directed leaming and practice- and self-¡eflection also emerged as highly

agreed-upon means for learning and teaching many of the roles. Based on the results of

this study, the value ofthese strategies was more apparent in relation to the following

three roles: Medical Expert, Professional, and communicator roles and, to a lesser extent,

the Health Advocate role. This finding conesponds directly with the previously discussed

conceptualizations of Houle and Swick with regard to educational and medical

perspectives on the athibutes ofprofessionalism, in which self-direction and -reflection

are principal characteristics (Houle, 1980; Swick, 2000).

For roles with lower reported preparedness by attending Anesthesiologists, and

especially for the Manager and Health Advocate roles, many suggestions were made that

involved drawing on the experiences ofother non-medical professionals. The following

comments were made by two participants, reflecting this need:
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"The expectation ofa physician to be an 'expert' in the areas questioned is

uffealistic, as it generally lacks faculty to serye as ¡ole models - in adult

education and preparation!"

"The skill-set of some ofthese roles are best leamed from other professionals, or

business leaders."

In general, these suggestions included either incorporating a certain degree of

formal instruction by business or communications consultants to the cunent residency

program and./or implementing faculty development plans to ensure that some of the

general tasks, related to these roles, are being effectively incorporated. Altematively, this

can be done by offering specific study programs fo¡ interested individuals to participate

either in specific rotations or in courses on related topics to these needed competencies.

As previously noted, the final decision regarding the timing for these activities needs to

be syncbronized with the following elements: the degree of importance of these

competencies, the availability ofresources, and more importantly, the time constraints

during the limited years ofresidency training.

Evaluation strategies. The overwhelming agreement by all of the study

participants on the role ofdirect observation by attending staff and peers in evaluating the

seven CanMEDS roles is an important finding of this study. This degree of agreement on

the valuable contribution ofdirect observation by attending staff (including the program

director as a member ofthe faculty) is understandable, given the day-to-day practice of

Anesthesiology in the Canadian context. As noted in the literature review, when

compared to training programs in Europe, trainees and consultants \üork consistently on a

one-to-one basis in a collegial, supportive, and "seamless', atmosphere in Canadian
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haining programs (Strang et al., 1996). These working relationships provide important

opportunities for reciprocal dialogue between faculty and their trainees about areas that

require improvement in order to fulfill CanMEDS' training objectives. Nevertheless,

there are still number ofobstacles to be addressed in making the integration of the

CanMEDS 2000 objectives a reâlity.

In addition to the obvious challenge ofusing direct observation effectively as an

evaluation means in the medical environment, there is also some degree ofreluctance

among faculty to provide documented "w¡itten" assessments and feedback to residents,

often due to the lack ofclea¡ standards about what constitutes unacceptable performance

in non-cognitive or non-technical skills areas, and due to potential risk oflitigation. In the

context of this study, an additional and commonly cited cause for this hesitation, is that

there are few opportunities during a given clinical rotation for an attending staff member

to observe a resident on more than one or two occasions. This limitation is a ¡esult of the

relatively large number of attending staff who frequently rotate among different hospitals

to perform clinical and departmental duties. This situation is made even more challenging

by a resident rotation schedule that changes every four weeks. An exception to this

situation is present during subspecialty rotations, in which residents work closely with a

limited number of Anesthesiologists during the rotations, allowing more contact and

opportunities for observations to take place on repeated occasions. The work of

woolliscroft et al. (1994) has shown that 20 to 50 such documented di¡ect observation

evaluations by attending staffneed to be conducted in order to obtain reasonable

reproducibility, though the use of observation and evaluation by designated supervisors

and nurses could reduce the number ofrequired observations by half. Hence, an
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adaptation of the current practice ofevaluation by direct observation in the

Anesthesiology training program will be suggested and explained in the following

recommendations section of this châpter.

Evaluation by direct observation by peers was also highly rated for all of the

roles, except for the Medical Expert role, where it was third after standardized o¡al

examinations. Except in a few ci¡cumstances, residents do not wo¡k routinely with each

other during their regular Anesthesia rotations. Most of the interactions between ¡esidents

happen during the regular weekly academic seminars or during non-Anesthesia based

rotations. Senior residents are also involved in providing inhoductory lectures and

orientation sessions for more junior colleagues. This is somewhat different from other

medical and surgical specialties, where senior andjunior residents and fellows routinely

work together, as one team. Anesthesia residents participate in these team activities

during their off-service rotations.

Currently in the Anesthesiology training program, peer evaluations are done

formally, after residents' grand round presentations, and, informally, fo¡ other

interactions such as working together in the operating rooms during the orientation, or

during introductory lectures. However, the fact that peer evaluation is considered an

acceptable method of evaluation again is consistent with conceptual frameworks of

professionalism. The fifth attribute in Swick's "normative definition of [contemporary]

medical professionalism," stated "exercise accountability for themselves and for their

colleagues" (Swick, 2001, p. 157). Based on the literature and the results of this study,

there is greater room for incorporating more peer evaluation within the current program

structure. ln fact, in the cunent health system, peer evaluations on the individual,
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departmental, or institutional levels are becoming the norm ofpractice in the so-called

"Report Card Era" (Brownell, Roos, & Roos, 2001; Garson, Jr. et al., 1999; Shaw &

Grenier,2001; Tremblay,2000; Tu, Schull, Ferris, Hux, & Redelmeier, 2001 ; Wielgosz,

2001). Inhoducing such evaluation mechanisms during residency haining can be helpful

to residents, as a preparatory step for their future years in practice.

Based on the published literature, together with othe¡ means of evaluations,

assessment by peers definitely contributes to evaluating many distinct non-cognitive

dimensions ofday{o-day clinical competence athibutes, with a ¡easonably high degree of

reliability, relative to othe¡ evaluation methods (DiMatteo & DiNicola, l98l; Risucci,

Tortolani, & Ward, 1989; Snell et al., 2000; Thomas, Gebo, & Hellmann, 1999; Van

Rosendaal & Jennett, 1994). At the same time, certain limitations need to be kept in mind

when considering peer evaluation during residency. These are mainly related to the fact

that the more closely related the residents are to each other, the harder it might be to

separate subjective assessments from the rigour and objectivity that is required for such

evaluations. Also, the role conflict between collegiality and the need to make ajudgment

on the non-cognitive performance of a colleague is also a potential dilemma in this

regard. This is more ofan issue when peer evaluation is perceived to be a "high-stakes"

undertaking. This explains, in part, some of findings of another study in an intemal

medicine residency haining program, where the idea of peer evaluation was strongly

opposed (Van Rosendaal & Jennett, 1992). It is importânt to note that a similar role

conflict could emerge between residents and faculty in any training programs with a high

degree of collegiality among various department members (Ginsburg et aI.,2000). ln
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order to provide some solutions to these potential obstacles, at least two approaches can

be suggested.

The approach introduced by Gordon (1997) offers useful solutions to circumvent

such potential drawbacks and to optimize the use ofpeer evaluation within a collegial

training program (Gordon, i997). The use ofsuch an approach will be revisited in the

recommendation section of this chapter. As an altemative solution to peer evaluation

dilemmas, the use ofdirect observation by co-workers, and particularly by nursing staff,

is one option in overcoming problems with role conflict. Hence, many of the attributes

that are optimally assessed through peer evaluation are reflected consistently by other

health care team members' direct observations. The responses from participants showed

that evaluation using direct observation by nursing staffis appropriate fo¡ at least three

out ofthe seven roles. In a descending order, these are the communicator, collaborator,

and P¡ofessional roles, which is consistent with findings from other studies (e.g.

Woolliscroft et al., 1994).

The results of commonly used evaluation methods (Written exams, MCes, and

standardized oral Examinations) indicted that these methods are effective mainly in

assessing the Medical Expert role. From the way the survey is designed, it is not possible

to provide a linkage between the subcomponents ofthe roles and the particular evaluation

methods. As an example, in the current format of ,standardized, oral examinations,

verbal communication abilities are essential in formulating and in providing concise

answers to complex problems within 12 to 13 minute periods, making this method of

evaluation a suitable tool to evaluate some ofthe competencies related to the
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Communicator and possibly other roles. Unfortunately, this type ofanalysis is beyond the

scope of this project,

Similarly, the use of the OSCE station format for evaluation was rated highly for

the Medical Expert (mean of 5.3 5 out of 7), and moderately for the Communicator (4.63)

roles. There were no differences between these perceptions among the three groups. In

addition, the use of simulated and/or standardized patients was perceived to be of a lower

value within the program context. The use ofthese methods, though becoming more

commonly utilized in medical schools for assessing communication skills and specifrc

areas within cognitive or technical domains, are still considered artificial. There is, also, a

perception that it is harder to introduce the high levels of complexity, typical ofclinical

situations, into the ûamework of these modalities, without jeopardizing the validity and

reliability of the encounter assessment (Norman et al., 1993). some authors maintained

that these methods are best used for assessment and feedback purposes (formative

evaluation) rather than for summative evaluation (Ginsburg et al., 2000).

These findings fit the context of Anesthesiology practice in Canada, in which

there are constant interactions and many opportunities for real life observations on a

frequent basis, over a frequently changing daily practice routine. Therefore, ifclear

descriptors ofwhat constitutes appropriate and not so desirable behaviours can be

developed, their use within the haining program by the department members is likely.

Utilizing the methodology offocus group discussions, similar to one described by

Graaves and Grant (2000), it should be possible to develop clear descriptors

encompassing competencies within the CanMEDS 2000 roles,
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It is also noteworthy that the study respondents ¡ated the use of mannequin

simulation technology favourably (5.2 ont of 7) as a means of evaluating the Medical

Expert role. As indicated in the conceptual framework chapter, the use ofsuch

technology is useful for practicing clinical responses to rarely encountered conditions

(e.g. general Anesthesia for pregnant patients, anaphylaxis, malignant hypothermia) or

life-threatening complications (difficult intubation, laryngospasm, tension pnumothorax).

The use of this promising technology is limited by its high startup and maintenance costs

and labour intensiveness for faculty (Byrick et al., 1998).

ln conhast to the general agreement about the use of self-reflection in preparing to

assume and to teach the various CanMEDS roles, the role of self-reflection, as an

evaluation tool within the CanMEDS seven roles, received lower than expected

agreement ratings except, for the Professional role (mean of4.59 out of7). No direct

explanations can be made from these results to explain this low approval for the use of

this important tool, despite its importance from the contemporary medical perspective of

medical professionalism (Swick, Szenas, Danoff, & Whitcomb, 1999) as a means of

evaluation (swick, 2000), Mindful practice is seen as akin to good clinical practice in

Houle's previously quoted defurition ofprofessionalism þ. 24). More recently, Epstein

(1999) captured the importance of self-reflection in all aspects of medical service when

he stated:

critical self-reflection enables physicians to listen attentively to patients, distress,

recognize their own errors, refine their technical skills, make evidence-based

decisions, and clarif,' their values so that they can act with compassion, technical

competencs, presence, and insight. Mindfulness informs all types of
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professionally relevant knowledge, including prepositional facts, personal

experiences, processes, and know-how... Mindful practitioners use a variety of

means to enhânce their ability to engage in moment-to-moment self-monitoring,

bring to consciousness their tacit personal knowledge and deeply held values, use

peripheral vision and subsidiary a\¡/areness to become aware ofnew information

and perspectives, and adopt curiosity in both ordinary and novel situations. In

contrast, mindlessness may account for some deviations ûom professionalism and

errors in judgment and technique. Although mindfulness cannot be taught

explicitly, it can be modeled by mentors and cultivated in leamers. As a link

between relationship-centered care and evidence-based medicine, mindfulness

should be considered a characteristic ofgood clinical practice (Epstein, 1999,

p. 833).

Similar to the findings in this study, other authors have shown that explicit use of

self-evaluation (though vital for the practice of medicine) is not suitable for formal

summative evaluation due to the "socially valueladen" natwe of this process (Ginsburg

et al., 2000). Further research is needed to explore the reasons for such negative beliefs

regarding more explicit use of self-assessment within the context of medical education.

Overall Roles Ranking

As pointed out in the methodology chapter, the findings of this section were

meant to be used as a confirmatory step for the other parts of the instrument. After

conecting for the participants' misinterpretation of the scale used in this suwey, the

findings ofthis section showed high correlations with the results from other sections of

the survey. Regardless of the group allocation, the primary four (Medical Expert,
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Professional, Communicator, and Collaborator) roles were ranked as the top four roles by

the study participants. As in section B ofthe instrument, residents rated the

Communicato¡ role slightly higher than the Professional role in regard to its importance

to the practice ofAnesthesia and to teaching during Anesthesiology residency. Also

similar was the fact that the Residents Group ranked these roles differently than the

attending Anesthesiologists' groups. The same can bs said for the arrangement of the

remaining three (Scholar, Manage¡ and Health Advocate) roles. In particular, the Non-

Tertiary Group indicated different perspectives with respect to the importance ofthe

Scholar role, and these differences reflected the interpretation of the roles in their

practice. In short, the findings from section C confirmed the results obtained from other

parts of the survey.

General Information

One ofthe reasons for conducting this study was to solicit participants, opinions

about these "new roles" at an early stage in the inhoduction of the canMEDS project into

the haining program structure. This early stage involvement and consultation with the

majority of the Anesthesiology department members is confirmed by the fact that three

quarters ofthe department members had had no chance to review these objectives before

participating in this study. This low rate of previous exposure to CanMEDS 2000

objectives was a surprising finding in some respects. The CanMEDS 2000 name is

misleading. It gives the impression that this project was just introduced in the year 2000.

The fact that this project was initiated in 1993, and that its final report to the Royal

College General Council was made public in 1996, raises some questions about the

publicity this project has had to date. This finding speaks to the need for more systemic
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and far reaching campaigns to improve the awareness about the existence, the nature, and

the scope of this initiative by the Royal College ofPhysicians and Surgeons ofCanada

and other professional medical associations.

It is importânt to highlight the fact that one of the other aims of this study was to

encourage active participation by the faculty in this project. This was achieved, given the

high response rate and the consistent patterns ofresponses from our sample population.

Participants indicated the need for faculty involvement on a day-to-day basis that was

somewhat achieved tltough this study. Two staff Anesthesiologists commented:

"[The] survey serves to acquaint participants with relatively new ,teaching or

teachable' concepts. I felt acutely aware of my own unfamiliarity with how to

evaluate o¡ teach or administer information in many of the abstract areas

(Collaborator, Health Advocate, and Manager specifically)."

"This questionnaire has been very thought provoking and given me some food for

thought within my own practice!"

Limitations

As stated previously in the introduction chapter, one of the main limitations for

this project was the lack ofa well-developed instrument, necessitating the construction of

a new survey tool from other primary sources, published literature, and opinions obtained

f¡om different experts in the field, Concems about issues of scientific validity and

reliability ofsuch instruments are recognized and are discussed in the following

subsections.
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Validity

An important question like, " Does this test or instrument permit me to make the

interpretation I wish to make?" (Gay et al., 2000, p. 161) needs to be addressed when

constructing and working with a new instrument. Using the same wording and phrasing

from the original Royal college reports about the descriptions ofthe general and specific

roles and competencies was designed to facilitate the achievement ofa high content

validity, or face validity, for this instrument. The initial testing and piloting of the

instrument, with the help of senior faculty in the field of haining and evaluation in

Anesthesia, was intended to reduce the ambiguity ofdirections and./or stems ofthe

questions. These strategies are established methods ofenhancing the content validity of

such an instrument (Gay et al., 2000).

Except for section C of the instrument (ranking), self-reported difficulties with

understanding directions, descriptions, or the survey questions were reported by less than

5% of the responding sample. In section C, the potential for misunderstanding the

ranking scale was raised during the early stages ofthe development of the instrument.

Specifically, the possibility ofrespondents' intuitive sense that ,,1" indicates most

important was noted. A decision to maintain a scale where 7 ranked the highest

importance was made in o¡der to maintain a consistent scale throughout the survey, 1

lowest to 7 highest, ln addition to having the scale desc¡ibed with the section header

directions, it was printed in the center of the page, and highlighted with a circle.

Unfortunately, these steps did not prevent this misinterpretation. Nevertheless, the

criterion that was developed and used to adjust for errors in scale interpretation was

reliable.
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Both components of criterion-related validity, concurrent and predictive, are not

relevant to this study, as there are no other comparable instruments with which to

compare it. That being said, the results from this project can be used, in future, for

follow-up projects, which can help further define this aspect of validity by assessing the

change over time within the same group or other comparable groups ofparticipants. No

follow-up testing was planned as part of this exploratory project.

The third and most important form of validity, construct validity, deals with ,,to

what extent does this test [or instrument] reflect the construct it is intended to measure"

(Gay et al., 2000, p. 169). Confrming this particular form ofvalidity is very complicated,

and involves collecting different measures on various aspects of the instrument, including

content and criteria-related validity aspects, as well as correlating the results obtained

through the test with other known independent facto¡s. while these aspects might not be

completely addressed in this project, some of important correlations have been examined

to validate the instrument, retrospectively.

These conelations included how perceptions of the importance of specific roles,

other than Medical Expert and Scholar, varied across practitioners and residents who

possess special interests in research or administration. For example, participants with

cunent or past research involvement rated the practice importance ofthe scholar and

Collaborator roles higher than those who did not.

Reliabilitv

Trustworthiness of the instrument and reproducibility of the results are the main

features to be considered in reliability assessments ofany new research tool. Reliability is

the consistency (equivalence, within one domain ofbehaviour, for example), the test-
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retest reliability (stability), the accuracy of the instrument at each and every time it is

administered to similar subjects, as well as the intemal consistency of the test.

Determining reliability is particularly challenging when dealing with questions that are

primarily eliciting personal opinions. These opinions are inherently subject to change due

to external reasons, other than the instrument, per se, further complicating the

establishment of the instrument reliability (Bell, 1999). ln this srudy, only internal

consistency was assessed with a Cronbach alphâ test in section A ofthe instrument (Gay

et al.,2000).

It is also important to note that the primary goal of this project was not to produce

an instrument fo¡ the CanMEDS 2000 Project's assessment in Anesthesiology haining

programs. Rather, this questionnaire is an instrument that was used to gather information

needed for this observational inquiry to support curriculum development. Hence, the

validity and reliability of the wording in the instrument was verified during the

developmental phases and prior piloting ofthe initial questionnaire (Bell, 1999), with this

goal in mind. Furthermore, a reasonable effo¡t was made throughout this project to use

the results of this research to refine as necessary the current instrument for the purpose of

any future projects, as demonstrated in the recommendations subsection which follows.

Recommendations

Based on the reviewed literature and findings of this study, the following

recommendations are forwarded to the Department ofAnesthesia and the Faculty of

Medicine at the University where the study was conducted.

1. Wide-based discussions need to be held at the level of the training

program, in order to familiarize the Department members with the
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importance and the scope ofthe CanMEDS 2000 Project, and to provide

background information on the history of the project.

While the initiation of CanMEDS 2000 project commenced after the completion

of the first phase of the EFPO project in Ontario in 1993, and continued with the final

report to the Royal College General Council made available 5 years ago, there still is

considerable lack ofawareness about this project within the medical community. The

Anesthesia-Specialty Committee of the Royal College is considered among the first

subspecialties committees to int¡oduce specialty-specific training objectives that follow

the CanMEDS 2000 format.

Understanding the background prior to the initiation of this project is as important

as the participation of the department members in integrating these training objectives in

the training program environment. Indeed, these two aims must be linked to effectively

achieve the mission of the canMEDS 2000 Project. some of the roles and competencies

included in the CanMEDS 2000 Project might seem to some practitioners to be very

abstract, ¡elative to the actual day-to-day practice ofAnesthesia, and for that matter

probably to other specialties. Considering the components of Swick's Medical

Professionalism and reflecting on some of the patterns emerging from reviewing

complaints against physicians gives indications of this vital linkage. Most ofthe

complaints against physicians are not related to the medical expertise only, but to other

areas of the professional practice. Patients will always consult doctors for their medical

expertise, and competencies, related to this vital role, have been and should continue to

be the cenhal focus ofmedical curriculum. However, competencies related to other roles
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are also important and need to be systemically prioritized, and incorporated into the day-

to-day teaching, leaming, evaluation, and practice activities.

2. Many of the results collected in this study could be used by the training

program directors and administrators to improve faculty's and residents'

preparedness in assuming the various CanMEDS roles.

As seen in participants' responses to the so-called secondary roles, there is a wide

spectrum ofpreparedness among the faculty. Initiating cross-departmental dialogue,

probably during a dedicated weekend educational retreat, will facilitate an exchange

among faculty and, hence, will reduce over time the self-reported lack ofpreparedness

for some of the roles or competencies. Also, such educational retreats or symposia can be

used as a medium to arrange and to conduct some of the recommendations that follow.

3. The program should consider the development of a dual-channeled

approach to the assessment of residents, performance during the years of

residency training similar, to the one suggested by Gordon (1997),

As outlined in the literature review section of this study, the most critical feature

of this system is the "air{ight" separation between the two channels for the formative and

summative assessment. The summative channels deal with minimum acceptable

performance standards for residents across the seven roles. Using this approach, a

committee uses clearly expressed cut-off criteria to determine acceptable performance in

each ofthe needed competencies. In the current training program, such a committee

could function as a subcommittee of the Anesthesia Training program Education

Committee and could serve as a "promotion committee.,, This subcommittee could meet

once or twice a year. This particular channel of evaluation is faculty-based, and existing
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postgraduate probation policies can represent a starting point for this subcommittee,s

structure and guidelines. such cumulative evaluation processes with yearly evaluations,

will serve as reference points to form the Final In-Training Evaluation Report (FITER)

for each resident at the end of their ¡esidency-training period.

The second charurel ofresident assessment aims at enhancing residents,

professional development throughout their haining years in the program, through

formative assessment. This committee could include both faculty- and resident-based

representations. using various sources ofinput, issues brought for discussions to this

committee could provide a means of initiating a constructive dialogue between staff and

residents, even in very complex issues, without the associated apprehension of this

"openness" being used toward making high-stakes judgments about individuals.

As previously stated in Chapter Two, the complete structural isolation ofthese

two charurels increases the motivation of medical trainees and faculty alike to participate

in enhancing their self- and peer- assessments and ¡eflections. In addition, it promotes

increased communication among department members and enhances their professional

growth. This notion is best articulated by Swick (1998), during his discussion on the

clash between business and professional values, in which he wrote, "only by maintaining

a practice grounded in the longstanding values ofthe profession r,vill the health care needs

of patients be truly served in an efficient and cost-effective mamer" (Swick, 199g, p.

752).

4. Introduce and incorporate r.Real life OSCEs" in day-to-day Anesthesia

practice,
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Based on the work done by Greaves and Grant (2000), it is possible to develop

and draft lists of performance-related behaviours to improve and formalize the task of

direct observation as a means ofassessment, feedback, and evaluation across the seven

roles of the canMEDS 2000. Developing well-defined lists of "behaviour descriptors" is

an impo¡tant step towards establishing reference points for effective clinical observatory

encounters and reduces the intuitive and subjective nature ofcunent, daily, and monthty

assessment approaches (Madsen eT al., 1994). Similar to the well-established gdds for

evaluating medical expertise and,/or communication skills-based OSCE stations, these

lists can be used to enhance the objectivity and consistency of the assessment ofclinical

encounters. This approach would have many merits and fits the cunent practice setting in

the Anesthesia Program. As an example, the following is a step-by-step approach

suggested to achieve this recommendation.

a) A given number ofclinical A¡esthesia observers could be chosen on a

voluntary basis, to initiate this process. With help from specialists in education,

communication, and management, this group could use focus group

methodology to draft a list ofbehaviours using an approach similar to that

explained by Greave and Grant (2000). The goal of this focus group is to build

a consensus on the descriptions related to the relevant athibutes of important

CanMEDS' competencies.

b) These initially developed lists could then be shared with residents and all other

department members to suggest additions, omissions, and modifications.

c) Once the findings ofthis consultation process are gathered and the necessary

changes incorporated, the clinical Anesthesia observers will be identified, as
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such, and asked to use these criteriâ as the framework for their assessment and

feedback during various routine and emergency situations.

d) Residents could be encouraged to work with those designated clinical

observers for a certain number ofdays during their Anesthesia rotations, and

could be asked to provide feedback on the direct observation assessment

process.

With time, the number of clinical observers will increase with subsequent

repetitions of the cycle. Similar processes could be used to create and to develop

modified lists to obtain similar information from direct observation from altemative

sources (e.g. peers and nurses) for appropriate CanMEDS roles and competencies.

5. Provide more opportunities for residents to assume increasing

responsibilities in the routine day-to-day management duties in the

Operating Rooms, Labour Floors, and pre-Anesthesia Clinics.

In addition to maintaining the current active participation in clinical audits,

mortality and morbidity rounds, and quality-assurance meetings within the Anesthesia

Department, senior residents would benefit from being assigned increasingly independent

responsibilities to manage various issues directly in day-to-day routines. For example, a

senior resident, dwing a community hospital rotation, could take a ,,rotating list

assignment" similar to other Anesthesiologists working in the group. The staff

Anesthesiologists understand that they are acting as an active "by-stander,', with no direct

involvement in the case, except when their help is required and/or asked for, or if they

have to intervene for other reasons. Residents, in this case, do all the tasks, particularly

time management, communications, and collaboration with all other team members.
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Debriefing and feedback follows at the end of the working dây or week. Similar

affangements can be made during the on-call time, and at the various other locations, as

listed above. This exercise also can be done with role-switching, in which the resident

only watches, exposing residents to multiple models ofpractice, as suggested by one

study participant:

"During their 5 years ofresidency, residents should have the opportunity each

year (e.9. one week) to observe another anesthetists(s)-not to be involved as a

junior or senior in the anesthetic team, but as an obseryer .in the comer of the

operating room' to see how others do certain things/or don,t."

6. Increase residents' exposure and interactions with identifTed mentors and

role models for other competencies of the Scholar role (other than

research) and, particularly, those of the Health Advocate and Manager

roles.

similar to the current practice of allowing up to six training rotations to be spent

conducting a scholarly research project, an altemative anangement for using some ofthat

timeblock may be to participate in other areas related to competencies mentioned in this

recommendation. For example, participating in education courses (e.g. certification in

Higher Education Teaching Program, GHET, or other similar professional development

programs), evidence-base medicine-related courses, or even attachment with on-site

managers for a rotation or two, could be elective components fo¡ interested residents.
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Recommendations for Future Research

As pointed out in earlier sections of this chapter, many questions have been raised

that merit further research. The following list provides an insight into some of these

questions and areas for future research, based on this study:

1. Further inquiries are needed to highlight, in more detail, the reasons for

some ofthe results reported in this study.

The attempt to survey participants' perceptions regarding all of the CanMEDS roles

resulted in a lengthy instrument. This might account for a somewhat reduced amount of

qualitative data entry by the participants. Thus, based on our data, more specific

competencies within different CanMEDS roles can be investigated in greater depth

regarding their relative relevance to the practice ofAnesthesia, priority for teaching of

Anesthesia, and personal preparedness to carry out these competencies. This is of

particular importance to the Scholar, the Manager, and the Health Advocate roles, where

most of the differences ofopinions and difficulties in this study were reported,

2. The impact of Role Modeling in the current medical education curriculum, in

particular, within Anesthesiology education, warrânts further grounded

enquiry.

Considering the inhoduction of simulated, fully computerized educational

environments and vast scientific and technological advancements in the field of

Anesthesia, the changing roles of mentors and role models in Anesthesiology education is

interesting and worth exploring. wrile at times it seemed that apprenticeship had faded

from the medical education arena âs a leading influence, the data reported in this study

contradicts this perception. Further study could shed some light and focus on the reasons
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for the persistence of the central position ofrole modeling in Anesthesia education, in

particular, its importance and implications for today's professional Anesthesiology

practice and challenges in other areas of professional education.

3. The value of self-assessment and -reflection as an evâluation means deserve

further inquiries to assess their contribution to professional practice and

teaching.

Professionals, throughout their careers, assess their own performance on an

ongoing basis to inform their practice. In this study, although self-assessment was

considered important for teaching and leaming, it did not emerge as a preferred method

ofevaluation. Reasons and implications for such findings within the context of medical

education are worth exploring.

4. Many of the recommendations to the Department of Anesthesia represent

areas that need further study"

Examples include developing lists containing: the minimum acceptable standards

for each ofthe CanMEDS roles, specific behaviour descriptors to enhance the act of

direct observation from being "art" to becoming an evidence-based ,,scientific',

endeavour.

Finally, a few specific recommendations are made for the future use of a similar

survey, either as an interval follow-up to this study or modification of this instrument to

assess the canMEDS 2000 objectives in other medical and surgical specialties or in other

schools of medicine. These include:

1. Issues discussed in the limitation section ofthis chapter should be addressed

to reduce the chances of misinterpretation of the used scale, as happened in
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section C in this study. Suggestions include making the specific directions

stand out in the layout even more by using different colours, or by adding

seven numbe¡ed stickers in this section of the survey to further reduce the

chances ofusing a rank more than once. In addition, these stickers could be

colour-, pattem-, or size-coded to highlight the transitions in the results from

least important to most impofiant.

2. For the first two questions in section B of the instrument, consideration needs

to be given to adding the word "optional" in the request for participants to

explain responses below 4. It was noticed that some participants had cancelled

or upgraded their response from less than 3 to a 4 to avoid being ,,obliged', to

defend their choices. Future researchers can give the participants an

opportunity either to make a choice along the scale, without committing

themselves to extra writing, or to require an explanation for all low responses.

3. Consideration should be given to invert the "ease" scale in section B of the

instrument, so that it will range from 1 as exhemely difficult to 7 as extremely

easy, instead of the cunent arrangement.

Summarv

In this châprer, the implications and the limitations of the findings of this

exploratory study were discussed. Based on these discussions, recommendations were

made for the Royal College ofPhysicians and Surgeons of Canada Anesthesiology

Training Program at the research site. Areas in need of future research have been

highlighted using the research literature and data gathered in this study, together with
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insights needed to optimize some of the shortcomings in the data collection instrument

used,
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Appendices

APPENDIXA

Houle's Classic Model of Professional Education

Source: Houle, C. O., (1980). Continuing leaming in the p¡ofessions. (lst ed ) San
Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass Inc. Publishers. p. 4.

Selection
Certification
of Competence

General
Education,
ofren with
some emphasis
on the básic
content reeuired
for specialiäation

Conrinuing Education
Pre.Service
Specialized
Education

Induction
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ÄPPENDIX B

ABIM: Professional Associate Ratinq Form

Source: American Board of Intemal Medicine (1995). Project Professionalism.
http://www.abim .or{plbs/p2l index.htm or
http ://www. abim. org/pubs/p2ÆDEEqrnq/Þars.pdf IOn-line].
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pßob'ËsstoNAL ASSoct^1t: ßA1,rNc ß'otlM

Plcas¿ rste lhc rcú.!.nl mmcd, bclou in comparirca lo olhü ntldcnu uilh whon yu hauc tn¡hc¿' Circh oa¿
rslìng t¿tryl{,¿ Fr ¡/('n. Circlc tha appropihl¿ aumbu &tucn I and 9 uh¿r¿ I fu lh. low,l tg't¡ng ønd I -h
thc hlghci ratíàg. IlWu ttr,æ hoc! îitu[fic¡.n! cor.lør'a to .!6,l¡g,te thìt ¡uitþ¡! on o pott¡cuhr clørati,et¡.t¡c,
circlc UAfutublc lo ¿ualulà,
N¡r¡e ofRc¡ldo¡t Dat¡

Your rcspoæe uìl! be anonJur.otrt. îtt¡t t¿t¡d.^l w¡ll nôt hnou uhcthr,t lou haue receìvcd or complelcd lhit
qucslionnoirc,and will nol i¿c or t¿cciu¿ a coy¡ ofyour rupruu,

EXA¡lPl8¡

Responlivan6rr to Pat¡enls

Respecl L 2 3

Shows ¡nÂdequsts personsl commitmqnt to
hono¡inl thc choices and righ!r of othcr
personsf espccially regrrding !heir medicrl
care.

UA

o,3
,

Unresponsive ta påtien13'
ne¿d¡ End wishcs.

./
Thít nqr| would ìndìcot¿ thol Doclor X h
lh. gø!s! t..îd.nt uìth whom lou houc
worlu! in hitlher rctpuìvencu lo palicnlt'
nc¿d¿ ond uìúct, A æorc ol 2 would
¡ndica¡. that Dæ¿or X It g@!Llb-þ!!apt
k!' ;;i ¿ ; ;¡'-,1 ¡ h ;¡,;@A
ín lh¡t charccl.rítl¡c.

4 6 6 ? (8)0 uÀ
\_-/I

Vôry responsive lo pstisnts'
need¡ und si¡hcs.

/
thit norh unuld luli¿at¿ lhaa Dælor X it
añonÍ ll lop lw ot lÁt.. ¡¿tid¿nu uilh
ulot¡t tõl äqu¿ uorh¿d in hítlhcr
r¿ooaciucncts to poli.ítt' nc¿dt and
uiih¿t. A rcorc ol 9 wuld íìdicarc that
Doctot X ít th. tilti¿ b.tt rutìdcn, u\h
uhom 1ou havc uorhcd in thlt
chorccl.t¡tlic,

Alwsys ehowg o xcrplio na I pêrsonul
comoilmen! ùo honoring the choices and
rights of other pcrsons, especlully
regarding tìeir medicul cure.

Rotìng æoh: I 2

Louatl tcot¿

4 5 6 7 89uA
Highcstæorc Unabl¿lo¿nlual.

Medical Knoìvledge I

Li m¡ !ed and f¡a gment¿d.

1t0

Extcnsive und well.integra[ed.

Ambulatorycsre I 2 3 {
Skllls

V6ry poo¡ ability to diugnose ånd trcat
patierits rnd cóordinc!e ccre ¡o lh€
ourDEt¡cnl !ellinl,

E¡cellent ability to diuSnosc snd lreBt
plt¡sntt ånd cou¡dinale ce¡e ln tho
oqtpsti€n¿ 3€tt¡ng.

UA

lnrogr¡ty t 2 3

Shor{t inùd6ouql,o commilment to honclly
6nd lru¡two;th¡no¡s ln ovulurting ùnd
dcmonstrutinS own ¡kilb und cbil¡!is¡.

Alw¡yt ¡how¡ rxccDtionul comm¡tmont to
hon¡ilv und trurtwòrthinol¡ ln ovulurtlng
ond deitonrkrting own ¡klll¡ und ¡bilitlo¡.



t'sychorocis¡ Arp.ct¡ I 2 3 1

oflllnc¡r

Does not recognizo or rosPond to
psychosocisl sspects of ¡lln€3s.
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18UA

Recognizes and responds lo psychouociul
¡sp€cb ofillness'

ManÂg6monÊofl234
Multlple Compler Problemr

Very limited ability to msnaSê pstients
with mulriple compler medical problems.

Ëxcell€nt sbil¡l,y to rnünå8e påtients wi¡h
multìple complex medical problems

Comparcion

Shows inade{u¡te appreciEt¡on of Pstients'
and faroilie¡''sD€ciai àceds for c¿nfor! snd
help, or developa inrppropriaüo cmotional
involvement.

18

Alw¡y¡ appreciatee palients' and familios'
sDeci¡l ni¡Ads for corDfor! und help, but
avoids inappropriato omotional involve-
nent,

UA

Retponriblllty l2

Doe3 ¡o! accspt respons¡b¡lily for own
sclioos and decislon¡i blames P8!¡enls or
oùher profeisíonrlt.

89

F'ully acc€pts tespoDslbility for own actions
¡nddecisioru.

ManÁgementol I 2 3
Hospil¡¡l.izôd Pal¡enlr

Very poor sbil¡ty !o dicgnose and rest
patien!s and coordinatg caro in the
inpaticnt sett¡ng,

ø7E9uA

Excellent ubility to diugnose and treat
påtients and qoordinÁ18 care in tho
¡npst¡ent 3elLin8.

Problem.Solvingl2S4

Fa¡19 !o crilically usse.J information, ricks,
and benefìts; doig not idenr¡fy major isrues
or mllc limely decblonc.

6180u4

criticsllv uis.srcJ info¡mat¡on, ¡isks' cnd
beneflæ:-ldenttfies major issues and mukes
timoly dôc¡sions.

OverÂllClinlcâl Sk¡llr I 2

Very poor ovenrll clinicul ¡killg.

8180

Outr!undíng ovcr¡¡ll slinlc¡l shillg.
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APPENDIX C

ABIM: Professionalism Remediation Summary

Source: American Board of Intemal Medicine (1995). Project Professionalism.
http://www.abim .orglpubs/p2/ index.htm IOn-line].
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PROFESSIONALISM REMEDI.ÀTTON SUMMARY

PCY.

PROBLEM(Ð Pleoc checl ogproprlota ca!.go ¿t bcloÐ añd&Åc b.:

! Unmct pmfcslonal rqlpontibllilic!

El t¡ck ofcffort toìr{d lclf improvqmçnl !¡d dâpbbility

El Diminilh€d rËlllionthip! rv¡ù Plllcnrr, fô¡nllic!' !¡d/or profct!ionll collcrgrca

D o¡lcr
D.script¡on of problcm(t) !¡d Ê!qucncy rnc¡unl.rÞd¡

nEMEDI^TION (Pt.ate d¿rq¡be aü clcal approP ate coreSo ¿t belo*)

Datc b.Bun: Da¡r comPl.tldi

D.scripliol oir!mcdi¡l¡on Plrnnc4 ¡n P¡occaq ot !¡dcd¡l.n: (..g 
' 

I)ærcated npetthlo\ Erytt'd rclatlon(s)'

prâhîaI c corLtullaIiorl)

PcFon(s) rçsponliblc for dct.rlllnhg lypc ofrrmêdiâlion: P'¡son(s) FsPon3iblc for ¡nPlcm'nlh8 ¡rmcdidion;

Pcnon(3) rcspon!ible forltt€llng dçcl¡lon !¡d outconc:

Progr.m dinctor
châimu¡
Ev¡lu¡tion comminc¡
Feaulty rdvisor
Othcr

DECISfON. OUTCOME kkct oãt, c')

Sucss!fu I rË'þlullon of P¡obkm
Un¡r5poruivc to nmcdi!l¡on
Rcmcd¡rllon $ill ln Ptlt¿tt
N.edt mott/dlffGrcnl nmcdhllon
Not ß¡ppolntld
T.¡nÍnu¡on

hoE r¡n diæctor
Ch!innâ¡l
Evrluation c¡¡runin..
F¡culty Edvisor
OrhÊr

Prgg¡rm dirçclor
ChÂirmü
EYrlu¡tíon c¡mnina4
Frculry dvlþr
oth.r

E
tr
tr
tr
tr
tr
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APPENDIXD

ABIM: Evaluation of Research Performance

Source: American Board of Intemal Medicine (1995). Project Professionalism.
http ://www. abim. org/pubs/p2lindex.htm or
http://www. abim . or gl pubs/ p2 I p dfforms/erp.pdf IOn-line].
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EVALUATTON OF RESEARCH PERFORMA¡¡CE

D¡lê: 

-

Tni¡ct'¡N¡¡¡c:

t¡vÊl ofTnìnin8:

Focu¡ of Re¡c¡¡ch:

E R.rldrñt E Subtp.cidly F.llow

n B$¡c Rr..¡rth 0 llr¡ló SÊnic¿r R.t ¡trh
ñ cl¡¡c¡¡ nc¡*dr 0 ¡¡æ¡lhn¡ ncr¡¡¡c¡

E orhct

Tvæ ofs.holülv Aclivilict: 0 origin¡l ¡¡¡cuch
ft ComPæheolivo cræ nPnr
Ei Rêvúw of lrriS¡'i cliiicd lnd E!'t¡tì loPict

E othcr

lndi.¡t¡ p.riod oft r.¡¡!h l¡rn üil cv¡|g¡lion cov'õ: 8rct''i 

- 

To: 

-

Dìd you h¡v. tuñÌciÊ¡l úm.l,o obt¿rvc lhê bdnG.rt coiducl ofßJa¡tch? E Y't D No I Unlnr

Erilny d.!criù. d¡o 8o¡lt l¡ld obj.cl¡Yr. ofth. m.¡¡!h Ptoj.¡(t) h çàich ù' ts¡inæ b involv'¡l

Cor¡po!.nl¡ of R.t.¡rcl Conducl
(/ nling .pplic¿bl.)

Sphit ofinquiry

Unr.ll¡f¡ctory M¡rgl¡¡l Srlhf.clory V"y Good Er$Dtlo!¡l

lnt.gity
Honcsty
Co llaborâl ¡o{l

RÉgoñ¡vlrs! l,o criticl¡¡n
Prod',¡€t¡vity

Crlticd !vrlu¡lÌon of scimlilìc litqñ¡Jt!
Srudt drsí¡n ud htsprclrlbn
t ercuci nctlodob¡y
lnt.rprrl¡rhn ofd¡lr
R.spoDribl€ usa ofinformad cqlænl
Criricll s.$¡n.ri¡ of n.w lhcr¡Pic!
Principlcr of rutlonhi/ææÚch prpcn

lnd¡cÀtê úr. tt¡lc8i.! u¡ad lo cv¡lu¡lê l¡c u'¡¡n.a't trsr.¡çh ¡.tiYll¡G!:

(/ rppli.¡blê)

útrtrtrtrËõEtrEIEEEtrAE EE E EËõ8trtr

HE H E
trUUHEEqtrI.J IJ !J trõõtr8

I Observrtion ud sugcrvirion E S.hnl¡fi. Frs.ñur¡on¡ ..
Ei iæ¡¡¡c[ dc¡¡gr tr Public¡liordP'rr'rÊv¡otodjou¡ült

fi lmptcmcntetio-n ofæ*üÉh P¡ojcct E Odrcr

E P¡¡ticip¡tion lû rÊ¡.¡¡ch c¿nfct¡ncc¡

G€ní-al Coñirncnlti

N¡mc olEvrlurtor |¡ld llll.i

E Yc¡ ENoHrvcyou rcvicwcd thb cv¡lurl¡on rtiü Úrc r¡lna!?
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APPENDIX E

ABIM: Praise Card or Early Concern Note

Source: American Board of Internal Medicine (1995), Project Professionalism.
httplhu¡¡w¿bi¡q.argþubs/p2lindex.htm or
http ://www.abim .or glpubs/ p2 I pdfforms/praise.pdf IOn-line],
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P¡¡i¡e Crrd

F¡cult,
ProSím Dlr.ctor
Prtk. C¡rd ¡boül Pt¡folm¡ncc ofRctld.nt¡ or Sub¡p..1¡lty F.llowr

c¡mplct rnd submit t¡¡! c¡¡d to mÊ whql you wish to praisa thc pcrfoml!¡ræ rnd/or profæslonrl bchavior ofr
subsp..¡dty fcllow. Th¡t informrdon l{ill b€ canvêycd ro thc physici!¡r !¡d notcd in thê dçp.ltttc¡td lÌlc

PCY.- DElc: 

-

is.rbost thc p€rformlnct ofthir physlcl,¡ ls bÊs€d on hísrrcr dqrcrrt¡ll¡on ofrxccpt¡ond rb¡llly ln lho follorying:
t)

- 
clinicr¡Judgmcnt 

- 
prcfcssionrlisn

_ clinicd slllls 
- 

humlnktlc qudltic!

- 
medicål knowlcdgê 

- 
tçam mr¡lagcncnl ¡nd lødcrship

- 
c.Íununicslion 3killg 

- 
canduct ofrËs€üch

- 
Iëching

Eerþ Concern Note

F¡.rlty
Pro¡'rm D¡rr4tot
E¡rly Co¡car6 Notc 

^boul 
Paíorrn¡nca ofRr.Hrnb or Subp.ahltt F.llowr

r¡d s¡bmít úis c¡¡d to mc whcn you hôvc r¡y conæms about thc parfom¡¡cc rnd/or pmfcslonal
r nsidcnt or subspccirlry fçllow. This infoñis¡ion w¡ll bç us.d canstructivcly to hclp the phFiciEn.

PCY.- Dslc:

My c¡nclm3 about thr pcrfonnan$ andor profcsslonsl b.llsvior of ùír physiciu s¡r bÀ!.d on; (pllar€/)

_ criticål incideflt

_ gut l€vcl rÉåction

_ s.ri6 of"Ed" flr¡!

h8vê d¡lc|¡sE cÌy con€m! wit¡ lha physiciån Ycs 

- 
No

fc.¡ uncomfortsblc dilq¡ss¡n8 ny c¡nçms nith ürr physicir¡ Y.s _ No
mc lbout t¡É3€ c¡nclms Yês No
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APPENDIX F

CanMEDS Project: Essential Roles and Key Competencies of Specialist Physicians

Source; the Royal College ofPhysicians and Surgeons ofCanada: Canadian Education
for Specialists 2000 Project (1996). Skills for the New Millennium: Report of the Societal
Needs Working Group. http://rcpsc.medical.org/english/publications/canmed_e,html [On-
linel.
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Key Competencies of Specialist physicirns

Key Competencies

The specialist must be able to...

Medicel Erperi
demonstrate diagnostic and rirerapeutic skills for ethical a¡d eflective patient

1!Tft lni.nqlr rglevant infomarion to ctinical practice
demonsrate effective consult¿tion services with iespect to paticnt care,
education and legal opinions

Communicator establish therapeutic relaríonship wiù patienryfanilies
obta¡n and synthesize relevant hlstory Èom patientlfamilies/communities
listen effectively
discuss appropriate information wiú patientlfamilies and the health care
team

: ::l:Tl1:ff"]i".ly with other physicians and heatth care professionats. contrlÞure eftect¡veþ to other interdisciplinary team acti;¡ties

. utilize resor.lrces effectively to balance patient cùe, Iearning needs, and
outside activities

. allocatefìnite health care resources wisely. work effectively and efÏÌciently in a healti care organization. unuze ¡nlô¡mat¡on technolo$/ to optimize patient iare, life_long learning andother sctivities

identiry the impodånt deÌerminants ofheâlth sffecting parienrs
contrih¡re effectivelyto improved health ofpatients irã coÀmunities
recognize and respond to th'ose issues wh.r"'"¿"o"*i i, ,pp'r"pri.ì.

. de.v.elop, implement and monitor a personal continuing education sFategy. critically appraise sources ofmedical info¡mation. facilitate leaming ofpatients, house staff/students and other healt¡
professionals

. contr¡bute to development of new knowledge

. practise medicine ethically consistent w¡th obligat¡ons ofa physician

. deliver highest qualiry care with integr¡ty, honesty and compassion

. exhibit appropriate personal and inrerpersonal professional behaviou¡s
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APPENDIX G

CanMEDS Project: Summary of the Educational Strategies for Implementation of
the Roles.

Source: the Royal College ofPhysicians and Surgeons ofCanada: Canadian Education
for Specialists 2000 Project (1996). Skills for the New Millennium: Report of the Societal
Needs Working Group. hþ://rcpsc.medical.org/english./publications/canmed_e.html IOn-
linel.
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Tsble 2: Overview ofEducational Strategies for Implementation ofRoles

Rol.J L.¡rnlng Envl¡onmcrt B.dtldc Tr¡chhg Stru.tqr.i Cogr¡liv.
lrtlructlon
(.9 c¡!. dlicurr¡ons, h¡ll
d¡y! round!)

Wo¡k!hops

Medicrl Erpert sclf-dircctcd l.¿Jning
individu¡l mcntorship

app¡cnticêship
nodcl

probl.m.b¿scd
learning
clini.rl r.¿soning

cffcctivc consultations
prascntation skills
cvidcnc.-b¡s.d
m.dicinê
¡nfonnation acccsJ
rct¡icval
bioclhics

Commuricâtor cmpathy, rcspcct
(rcflccts how pâticnt bc
t¡catcd)
individual & group
rcflcction of
cxparicnccs

rolc modcll¡ng
ctscctivc patiênt
a¡d farnily
communÍcalions

. conccprual frsrncwork
ofpalirnþMD
communication. .ommunic¡tio¡skills,
spcciallopics (cg

¡acial, culrur¡l issucs,

bâd flcws)

comrnuhic6tion skills
witì constn¡ctive
fecdback
rolc plây¡ng,
+/. videotapê

Collabor¡tor intcrdisciplina¡y
orga¡izatiory'stã.ñì¡g
sc¡¡nlcss hcalt¡ c¡rc
d.l¡vcry unit
(inp¡licny' smbul¡lory)

rolc nodcll¡ng rclev¡¡t govamancc

slfuctùlcs
intcrdhciplina¡y
t.áching s.ssionj

teaJfl building cxcrciscs

Mauager rol. modcl¡ing,
ma¡aging tirhc &
rcsoùrcrs bcwcan
diffcr.nt prioriti.s

¡llocâtion of h.ålür
ca¡ê tcs0utc!5

pfacticc managcmcnl
lcadcrship sk¡lls

He¡ltb
Advocãte

¡ndiv¡dua.l& par¡rnl
populalio¡ a¡d
advocrcy issucs

rclcva.nt govcmarcc
strucfu¡cs
intcrdiscipl¡ra¡y
taaching sassions

cffcctivc intcrvcnt¡on,
assistancc in pat¡cnt a¡d
popul6tion problêm

Scholar sclf-di¡cct€d lcåming
cvidancc.bascd
practicc
lifc long lcâ¡nint
pråcticc rclLctioI

lc¡¡ning f¡om
clin¡câlproblcms

clinìcal sla¡dard
s.Íing
qual¡ty assuE¡cd
nanaScmc¡ll
haallh cconomics

r€flcction on practicc
c¡itical app16isâl skills

Professio¡al dircct obscrvâtior¡ and
fccdbâck
lcamca prascr¡ptions

rolc modclling of
p¡ofcssionâl
att¡tudcs end
b€hâvio¡.¡rs

casc-ba5cd discus5ions
mcdico.l.galrcunds
mcdical cthics rounds

awa¡cncss of
professional
rcsponsibiliries
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APPENDIXH

CanMEDS Project: Summary of the Evaluation Strategies for the Roles,

Source: the Royal College ofPhysicians and Surgeons ofCanada: Canadian Education
for Specialists 2000 Project (1996). Skills for the New Millennium: Report of the Societal
Needs Working Group. http://rcpsc.medical.org/english/publications/canmed_e.html [On-
linel.
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Table 3: Application of Evaluation St¡ategies to the CanMEDS Roles

Ev.lu.tloo Toolt

Rol.!

¡n.Tr¡¡[ing
Ev¡lurlíon

St¡mul¡t.d Chrrt
R.c¡ll

Obj..l¡vr Wrltt.n
Er¡ñin¡t¡on!
(MCQ!, SAQ!,
Ettly Quêtllont)

Obj..tlYC Slruc.
lur.d Cl¡nlc¡l
Errmin.tlon
(oscE)

Strq.l{¡.d O¡¡l
E¡.ñln¡lion

Medicsl
Expert

. consultâtion skills. sclf.assc-tsmcnt
âbility

(fr¡thcr dcv.lopmcnt
r.quh.d)

rcv¡ç\fl of
maiic¡l rccords
rÉviaw ofrYrincn
consult¡tion
skills

SSSCSSmCnI

sù¿tcgiêr w.ll.
dcvclopcd for
Icsting most
objcctivcs

aSSassmant

stratceics w.ll.
dcvclopcd for
tasting nost
objcctivcs

Comr!u¡lc¡lor . obsrrvcd bch¡.
viours bcst sourcc
for arscssing com-
munic¡lion skills
s¡d attitudcs

(ftn¡cr dcv.lopmrnt
r.4ukcd)

. Àsscssmcnt of
informalion
gâthcring.¡d
mciic¡l
communicâtion

. wiù appropr¡atc
dcs¡gn, could
providc v6lid
¿sscssmcnt of
knowlcdgc,
skills ¡nd
aniNd.s

Collaborator . dl¡êcl obscrvation
du¡ing tr'¿¡ning is
thc primâ¡y sourcc
of ¿tscssrhcnt

. spcc¡lìc input ftom
ôllicd h.ålúl profê!-
sional .sscnlid

(funhcr dcY.lopm.nt
¡!: attitì¡diñai sc¡ics,
non.quâ¡titalivc
mclhods ¡cqu¡¡cd)

s0mc aspccls

mcÀ!ur¿blc wiü¡
objcctivc
cxâmilations

Marager . obscrvcd
b.hâv¡ours
ncccssa¡y to ttsscss
pcrforma¡cê during
tr¿ining

. rrây b€ promis.
irig, r.quins
much dcv.loÈ
mcnl

. ¿tscssma¡rl of
or8ånizåtiors¡
aspccts of
practicc a¡d thc
hcalül cáJc

sYslc¡n

. may bê
prornisint,
rÊquircs muah
devclopmcnt

Heallb
Advocåte

asscssmcnl of
an¡rudinal asp.cts
a¡d pcrfo¡m¡¡cc of
lhcsc cornpclancics

avaluation ra:
I dclc¡m¡na¡ls of

hcålth
. clinicål

.pidcmiolog¡/
. hc¡lt¡ & socirl

pol¡cy
proccdu¡cs

Scholar . asscasmcnt ofmu€h
ofthc compclcnc¡as
may bc possiblc
w¡th obscrvcd clini-
cal pcrfonnå¡ca

. may bc uscful if
madc Írotc tê.
liablc and v¡lid
through furiìar
dcvclopmcnt

P¡ofesslonsl . obscrvåt¡ons dúring
rcsidcncy prov¡da
rich sourcc fot
&sscssmanl oflhqse
compctcnc¡c5

vcry hclpful
cvaluation tool,
w¡rh futhcr
dcyclopmcnt

. nor sumcicntly
vålid

possibla lo avå.
luåtc knowladgc
¿nd concapls ¡n
thc scnirg of
profcss¡onsl
bchåviours
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APPENDIX I

Anprovals for the Studv
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Offi<c of Rc¡c¡rch S¡rviccs
2.1,t Enginccring Buildinr
lvinnipcg, MB RIT 5Ve-
C¡n¡d¡
Tel.phonc (204) 474.8,f tg
F¡:( (20{)261.03:5

APPROVAL CERTIFICATE

05 NovEmber 2001

TO: Abdulaziz Boker
Principal lnvestigator

FROM: Lorna Guse, Chalr

(Advisor L. Taylor)

Educatior/Nurs¡ng ResearclfÊthbs Board (ENREB)

Re: Protocol #E2001:083
"CanMEDS 2000 ProJêct Obiectives ln Anesthes¡ology: Perspectives
of Stâí & Resldents"

Please be advised that your above-ref erenced protocol has received human ethics
approval by lhe Educatlon/Nurslng Resea¡ch Ethics Board, which is organized and
operates according to the Tri-Council Policy Statement, This approvalis valid forone year
only.

Any significant changes of the protocol and/orinformed consent fom should be reported
to lhe Human Eth¡cs Secrelariat in advance of implementalion of such changes.

rn\'r\',t||lr.rn¡t¡rh.r.(,r/r prcrdirch¡'rr
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Ha¡lth SciÊncë Ccñ[E
Ro.m LB.3l5
60 P€å¡l StrÉi
W¡n¡¡pct, Ma¡¡tobå
CANAÐA RJE IX2

Tcl: (20,1)787.¡125
Fe¡r (2ùl) 787429¡

UNrvrRsrrv
OF MANITOBA

October 5, 2001

Dr. Abdulaziz Boker
Fellow
Department of Anesthesia
University of Manitoba
Room LB315, Lennox Bell Lodge
60 Pearl Street
Winnipeg, Manitoba
R3E lX2

Dear Dr. Boker:

RE: srCanMEDS 2000 PROJECT OBJECTIVES IN
ANESTHESIOLOGY: STAFF & RESIDENTS' PERSPECTIVES',

I am pleased to grant you permission on behalfofthe University DeparEnent of
Anesthesia to contact Anesthesia Department Members (staffand residents) for the
purpose of above mentioned project.

Please do not hesitate to contact me ifyou have any questions or concerns.

Yours truly,

Greg J. Doak, MD, FRCPC, PhD
Professor and Head,
Department of Anesthesia
University of Manitoba

GJDilmb
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d.
fl¡I 

illllrm'mlv srlirin'?lí"'1;' WRHA Program Offcs
do Grace Gsn€ral Hospilal

300 EootÀ Driv6
WinnÌpeg, MB R3J 3M7

Ph, (204) 837.0141
FAX (204) 837.578.1

Oclober 25, 2001

Abdulaziz Boker, M.D.
Fellow Depâdment of Anesthesia
University of Manitobâ
Health Sciences Cenke
Room LB-315
60 Peârl Street
WINNIPEG, MB R3€ 1X2

Dear Or. Boker,

I am wr¡t¡ng to confirm lhe support of the Winnipeg Reg¡onal Health Authority (WRHA) Anesthesia
Program for your project, 'Ca1MEDS 2000 PROJEìT ONECTIVES /N /4lvEsIHES/OtOGyj
SIÁFF & RES/DEA/IS'PERSPECT/YES".

It w¡ll be ¡nteresting lo see the resulls of lho Survey, wh¡ch hopefully can be shared with those in

lhe Anesthesiâ Program. lf there ¡s additional assistance that the WRHA can provide, please let
me know.

Regards,

Yours truly,

Linda Nugent, M.D.
Med¡câl Director
Anesthesia Progtam

LN/el

cc Dr. Greg Doak
Dr. Laurônce Brownell
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APPENDIX J

Cooy of the Statement of Confidentialitv

"CanMEDS 2000 Project Objectives in Anesthesiology:

Perspectives of Staff & Residents"

Location of Employment: Program Administrator, University Teaching Services

I understand that by assisting i¡ the above-mentioned study, I will have access to the

matched list ofcodes and respondent names. I understand that, because this includes

personal data and potentially sensitive information, it must remain confidential.

I understand that by signing this Statement of Confidentiality,I agree not to disclose or

use any information to which I have access while performing my duties in this project as

outlined in the study protocol. Further, this matched list ofcodes and respondents names

will be destroyed once the study is completed.

Signature

Date

Signature of the Principal Investigator
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APPENDIX K

The Pre-Notice and the Cover Letters and the Developed Survey

Pre-notice & and cover letter: modified from:

Sources:
Dillman, D. A. (2000). Mail and intemet survelr's: The tailored desiqn method.

(2nd ed.) New York: Wiley, p.157 &.163.

Rea, L. M. & Parker, R. A. (1997). Designing and conducting survey research: A

comprehensive guide. (2nd ed.) San Francisco, Calif: Jossey-Bass Publishers, p.3 1.

Section-A of the survev: CanMEDS 2000 General Training Objectives, modifled from:

Source: Royal College ofPhysicians and Surgeons ofCanada (1995). CanMEDS 2000

Project: Societal Needs Working Group 1995 Report to Council, Oftawa

Section-B of the survey: the definition of self-reflection:

Source: Jarvis, P . (1992). Reflective practice and nursing. Nurse Education Today. 12.

174-181, p. 178.

Section-B of the survey: Anesthesiology-Specific Training Obiectives. modified from;

Source: Education Committee of the RCPSC (2001). Objectives of Training and

Specialty Training Requirements in Anesthesia.

http://rcpsc.medical.org/english./residency/certification/training/anesth_e.html IOnJine].
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Ur..tlvenstty
aJ MANIToBA

Novcmbc¡ 8, 2001

P¡rdclp¡ûtN¡Ee
ft pa¡ùncnt of A¡êst¡csis
ParticipÁnt Add¡rss
Wimipcg, MB Post¿l Codc

FACULTY OF MED¡CINE
fÈt!¡ùftír of .{¡cdrÉ.¡¡

Hêlr¡ $iãrc. CãlÞ!
Roorn l.E.r lJ
60 P€.¡l Sù!.t
wirvip.T, M¡Àiþb.
C^NAD^ $E lra
T.l: C04)?t7.1125
Fr'l (204)78?.a291

Dea¡ A¡esthcsia Drpa¡ünent Membcr,

A fcw d¿ys Êom.Dow you Mll ¡lcc¡vc i.E you¡ hosp¡bl ma¡lbox a ¡cqucjt to ñll out I quc.stion¡aile fo¡ a¡ imDorts¡t Droi.ct
bcing condlctcd by the univcrsity of Madroba Dcparrncnt of Anesticri. n.rii.o.y rãi"i"!i;ñ. n;,'ñ;';#j!;ì,.s¡ csscntial pa¡t ofmy Mastcr ofEducatioD dcgrcc, ftom úis Utrivcrsity.

Thc p¡oi.ct is coDccrDcd wit¡ tle ¡¿wlv i!tsoduæd C_ÛrMEDS 2000 projæt's objætivcs, wbich å¡. bcilg applicd ro all oftbê
lly.{ c"l!:-e: -s.s*i:lss-trairiag 

prolr-ams across canada. our prdc.í ir .oiri'.¿'r¡r 'canMEDS 2000 pRIJECT
oBJECTIT/ES tN lNEsrHEstoLoGy: srtFF &. RESIDE,'TS pbpspEcnTr!.-- I 

"ar 
*ritlng ro you io 

"d".o-.J 
io

intsoducc.thc proi.cl lo you a¡d âlso bccaEsc p¡criou¡ rcsca¡ch hÈsìhow¡th.i Ã-.y p.opl. pr.i.r tó uo" 
"¡"ã-oe't¡or" 

o"rthcy wil¡bc contaclcd.

Thc CaIMEDS 2000projecl, ilsclÍ, w¿s i¡ili¡tcd by tåc RCPSC ia tbc c¡r¡y lg90s i! respouc to i¡crc¿sios a¡d cbå.noi¡û
socr:la.l 

:xPecl,å¡oP qm tùê..medicål profcssio!. Th! proje€t's i¡itial srqp wÀs to fo¡Eulàte a list of¡oles tãat all ñ¡trui -
sPcclÀ¡lsls ccmncú þy tìc L'ollcgc would b€ cxpæt.d lo firllill upou cÊ¡tiñcâtiou a¡d to ståi.Etai! tkouq¡out tåêir ÉrofÀ1sio¡âl
]jT-.-lT.:. Tl* * Uo¡ tl¡c spccislist lo havc tåc mìnimum compct.lcæ i¡ c¡ch of rhesc scvco arcasla collabonitor, acommuÛcalo¡' a trcaltì sdvocalc, å må¡8gcr,_8 mcdicãl cxpc¡t, I pmfcssionel, aod a scholar, Ancr Fcb¡i¡å¡y 2002, thc ;n.sitcaccrcditario' su¡vcys of all Rcpsc rnining prograrns wiil bi asicsea 

""coraiol 
to tt c o.*cùúEös ,'00ï;;;riäü' -'-

objcctivcs,

¡¡ 1996' t¡c collegc Gcncral couocil approvcd thc €cneral obj.crivcs for sll ofth. tr¡ining progråms, ard in Scptcmbcr 2000,t¡t sP.cíalty conmin.c on A¡cståesiâ'ofù. Roy"icoll"g" 
"ppro"id 

urc spcciarty-5p¡.¡{j06;;oi".i, *rr¡.ri"í. 
"u,'"itl"' 

-'
uscd bv our program. By 2003, rhêsê objccrivês will rcprclcnirire basb r"ii¡i ¡i'iiíoîåi"i"e Ëi,"ìi'"iiiïäöiiifrüfËnl
fo¡ thc coll.g. cxa¡n cåndidâr.s.

It k nol ycl k¡ow¡ ¡ore bcst to inlcgratc thcsc ncw compct.ncics into ùc åctual practic., tsaining, ô¡d cvaluation w¡tl¡in thcconrcxt ofa¡esthcsiology. Thus, it i! an airn ofthis srudy to suwcy all of r¡c ¡¡!irhcsh Dcp.nÃ.nt ¡nc.u"o r.oiiäi."ä¿
:9P,l.qi,!!g 9: r.l"tivc imporr¿¡cc of .åch of rJrcsc rotcs, borlr'Êom U,. p".ri* 

"i-Ãr,{"il il;;;;;;i, ;äË;;:;i*Inolr¡oual s pr¿lcl¡cc prot¡lc Po¡nt.o[-vicw. Also, û¡is projcct p¡oposcs to clicit thê DcÞanrncnt Mcmbin' ooìnions on whar a¡cuc ocs¡.approachcs lo bc p¡cpâ¡cd lo assumc these-rolcs, ürc.bcst ways to tcach ücsc-rolcs to ot¡crs and, sübsequcnrty, t¡c
fnost suibblc mcans ofcvaluâting thc anainmcnt ofeactrofrhcse coúparcnai.r. 

-'

Thanl you for you¡ timc and coruidcr¿lion. lt ¡s only wilh you! hclp and coop.ration in taling part ¡n tl¡is study ù6t tiis
rcscaJrh p¡ojêct c¡¡ bc succcssful.

Sinccrcly,

Abduhziz Bokcq
A¡csthcsi¡ Fcllow
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FACIJLTY OF MEÐICINE
Dcp¡¡ûn.Ír of A¡crh¿.i¡

Hdlh S.i.rl..a C(rlÈE
R6rn l¡.1lJ
$ Pc¡¡l Sr.Êr
ìv¡nnip.& Múitrò.
CANADÀ RJE I)O

T.lr (2(x)tn.ll25
F!.a (204)7E?¡291

Urutvrnslrv
(]-f MÀNITOBA

Novcmber 14,2001

P¡rticlp¡¡t N¡Dr€
Dcparùncnt of An.sü¡csia
Participant AddJÊ$!

Win¡ipcg, MB Postsl Code

Dø PåficipaDt Nafnc ,

t would likc to esk you¡ hclp ia a study rcgarding l¡c application ofthc CåIMEDS 2000 projccfs objcctives.to th€.Royal Collcgc

A¡csthcsiology Rc;idcncy înining Prograrn, Unive¡sity of Ms¡itoba. Às sbtcd io this srudy's p.c-nol¡cc ¡ctte¡_that wc scût to

"ã" " 
ìl* ¿rir 

"go 
( alio, scc paie 2í of rire survcy), it is not yÊt k¡owü how to b€sl intcgslc somc, or 8ll, of lhcsc trêw

t;;.il;i;;í;;¡;¡]r¡tçá cipåif" sctrolu, a com.ri,iicato¡, E côllabonto¡, a ma¡ascr, a hcalrh .advocalc, 
a¡rd s Profc$¡olrl)

i¡to úc cur.nt 8!esù?siology icachirg and practicc. You¡ personal vic..vpoiou aod opiniou rcSa¡di¡g lh¡s lmpod¿¡t proJccl 8¡t

;;-."";i;';ç.[t.r;,¡i; opiñum i"rcg"ri""' of CanMEDS objcctivcs ínio our daily'practicc. Also, rcsults Êom thc surrcy will

hiip rhc enesrlcsia Dcpuimcnl plan for funuc profæsional dcvelopmcll i¡itiâtivcs, es nccdcd'

This survcy is voluntary. Howcvcr, wc rcquirc yor,¡r ass¡shncc afld ssk you to tskc 20-30 minutes to shar€ you¡ cxPericnccs Ðd

áåü¡ä* ,*ål¿'ri ti. ó*i$ôs iooo pó¡.t Éompcrcncics. If for some rcæou you prcfcr nol to rcspond" plcÀs! lcl us k¡o\Y bJ

,i¡jmine r¡i bl"n} o¡ patially fillcd, qucstion¡airc in thc sclf-add¡cssc4 slâ¡npcd cnvclopc Provjdcd A drstlrctlon w¡ll Þ€ m¿o'

drlr.ine tic sufvcv bchiccn thè rclcvanèc oftìcsc various rolcs from l¡c âctual ancsthcs¡a pr¿cl¡cc and lhc cducation or¡nng.s¡ê

;äi;ä¿;;i. ü.. t i oo ¡Álôi*o"g answcrs to a¡v of ùc listcd qucstions ånd vbü¡ Pa¡licipatior' bv.answc¡ing.'ll of

íË;";l;ü;:-tr ä;;ûj loi r¡. ,ir.", of,¡i rruay and is iighly apprcciaicd. Highcr rcsponie rârel will cnablc s mcanioStul

sutiitical ¡nalysi¡, æ wcll as facilitÂtc gclcr¿liz¡tion ofthc survcy rcsttlls

Thc su¡vcv form is codcd for two rcasons: first, to facilitate tlc ptoccts of ha¡di.Dg out a nplaccmcnt Packagc as s follow u! lcp
io¡ non-rúoo¡dcnts aftcr t¡e i¡itial distribution. This will bc donc, ifucccss¡¡y, dcp.¡diDg oD the r€sPorsê ¡atq._ljecono, &t a

;;H;i;;i;;åir;i;; ;;;ä;;ù; ,rre ;;¡"; will be uscd in ¡ 
.ata'' 

ror rlrcc $ioo gift ccrtiric¡tc' Êom rhê univcrsitv or

Manitobõ Book Sto¡c.

you¡ alswers wi bc complcrcly coofidcntial. Thc Ofñcc of Univcnity Tcæhirg _S!¡viæs 
(UTS) will handlc th! l¿skt" qft:19i9

,.ol"""m.niqu.ttio-.irc! andîanagi¡g úc draw, but will not tatc pân i! há¡rdli¡g thc actusl su¡vcy dÂta. Nonê ofl¡c P¡ojêct

inlcstieaton will havc acccss to tÏcsCr¿¡dom codcs, To furthcr protcct anonymiry of you¡ rcspori¡i.s, no ancm?ts to ¡dcnllly tl'
oaniciíants will bc donc 8t åny sl,¡gc of collecling, analyzing, or subscqucnl rcporting of lhc lcsponscs. Thc ¡csulls w¡ll o'
í.pon.'d in 

" 
gtoup format æ sununaics, and no individu¿l Particip¡nt's rrsponscs will bê idcntificd'

Th. study h¡s bccn approvcd by thc Ethics Committê! and 1 cgPl of Ú¡c-Project fìndings will bc.providcd to-cact-of.thc
DericiD¡linc HosDital Dcpa¡tmcns, A copy oì rhi änal thcsf witt Ulîcpt in t¡'c Ancsthcsia Dcpa¡tmcnl'ãnd ccnain s.clions.rYill

il iã""i¿iri¿ ¡oi n,tr¡criublicarions in piofessional joumals. Dr. L¡n Taylor is thc chaþcrson for tåis tiesis projccl advtsory

;;;;ì-i;;:Ti;;"t-iuå m..u.rst'ip åt*ìncfuaìí or. o""ia ri'iuy, Di. Douglas Crai!, rnd Dr' Laurcncc Browrtll. If v-on

¡"". å"i q"*ti"* t"f"tc<t to tlh s'rwiy oittti ihcsij projccr, plcæc áo not hcsiiãlc lo contact mc ât an¡iñc usirg lhc contact

numbcr or c-mail list.d on thc back ofthc survcy.

Than! you vcry much for hclping with this imponan! study.

Sinccrcly you¡s'

Abdr¡l¡ziz Bokcr
Ancsthcsi¡ Fcllow
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CanMEDS 2000 PROJECT OBJECTMS IN ANESTHESIOLOGY:
AFF & RESIDENTS

Section A - General CanMEDS 2000 Competencies
In this seclion, please ratc you¡ perception of thc importance ofthesc gencral competencies in day-to.day
practice and education ofresidents in Anesthes¡ology, IN GENERAL, according to the follotvbg scal€:

. Demonstrate good undersønding ofbasic
knowledge relevant to effective patient care

ooo@@@@ @@o@@@ø

¡ Work effectively and efficiently in a health
câre organization

oøoo6@ø oøo@@oø

Practice medicine ethically consistent with
obligations of a physician

o@(D@@@@ o@@o@@ø

¡ Use ¡esou¡ces effectively to balance pâtient
care, leaming needs, and other activities

ooo@@@ô o@@@@@o

o Use ofallpertinent information to a.rrive at
complete and accurate clinical decisions

o@o(0@@o o@o@@@@

Understand the specialist role to íntervene
on behalfofthe community with respect to
factors that may impact on corununity
health

o@o(Ð@@ø o@o(Ð@@ø

o Establish good ¡elationships with peers and
other health professionals

@@o@@@ø o@o@o@ø

Understand the principles of practice
management

o@o@@@ø @@o@@@@

. Set realistic priorities to use time
effectively in order to optimize professional
performance

oøoo@@o o@o@@@o

¡ Respond appropriately in advocacy
situations for patients and communities

o@@@@@@ o@@@@@ø

. Demonstrate proficiency in technical and
procedures skills

oøo(D@@ø oøo@6@ø

o Prepare documentation thât is accurate and
timely

oøo(D@@@ oooo@@o
. Consult effectively with other physicians

and health care professionals
o@@@@@ø ooooo@@
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o Manage emergency conditions resulting in
effective treatment

@@o(D@@o oø@(D@@ø

. Facilitate leaming ofpâtients, students, and
other health professionals

o@@(D@@o @@o@@@ø

Exhibit appropriate personâ1./interpersonal
professional behaviou¡s

(D@@@@@ø o@o(D@@o

¡ Establish therapeutic relationship with
patients and families

o@@(D@@ø o@@@@@ø

Understand the specialist role to intewene
on behalf of patients with respect to factors
rhat may impact on their health

(D(Þ@@6@O o@o@@@ø

¡ Develop, implement, and monito¡ a
personal continuing education sFategy

o@@(D@@o o@@@@@ø

. Demonstrate integrity, honesty,
compassion, and respect for diversity

o@@@@@o o@o(0@@ø

. Demonshate good understanding ofclinical
knowledge relevant to effective patient care

oøo(D6@o o@o@6@ø

r Delegate duties effectively oo@@@@ø o@@(D@@ø

o Critically app¡aise sources ofmedical
information

oø@(Ð@@o o@@(Ð@@ø

Cost effective use ofhealth care resources
based on soundjudgment

o@@(Do@o o@@@o@ø

. Contribute to development ofnew
knowledge

oøoo6@o o@o@6@ø

. Contribute constructively with other
interdisciplinary team activities

oøo(Ð@@ø o@o@@@o

¡ Utilize information technology to optimize
patient care, life-long leaming, and other
activities, such as searching medical
databases

o@o(Ð6@ø o@o(Ðo@o

Cå¡MEDS 2000 ¡n Ancsthcsiology Sùrvcy Pagc 2
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This section deals with the "Objectives ofTraining and Specislty Training Requiremenls in A¡csthcsia"
as approved hy RCPSC Anesthesia Education Comrnittee, 2000. The following pages contain or¡ly
specialty+pecific objectiv€s for A¡esthesiology that reflect the new obj€ctives for Training Programs

ac¡oss Ca¡ada.

In tlris part of the suwey, each ofthe seven ¡oles will be assessed on separate pages. All pages will have
simila¡ general shrctu¡e, but the specific choices will be different for each role.

The list below contains briefdescriptions ofsome of lhe te¡ms and abbrevialions that are used in the
followi¡g pages. Please contact lhe invest¡gator at any timc ifyou havc qucslions about any oth€r tems
that a¡e used in lhe following pages and are not listed here.

MCQs: Multiple-choice questions.

Other Written Exams: Äre shorylong answer questions.

Multiple Optíon Mâtchlng: Tïis method is similar to that of the MCQ. However, rather than
fìve possible answers, the¡e are a series ofpotential responses.

PAC: Pre-anesthesia clinic.

Standardized Oral Examlnation: This is an exam that is based on peer-reviewed clinical
scenarios. Each question has pre-designed complexity and urgency as built-in featues within lhe
presented case scenarios, according to a spec¡fic knowledge area grid,

OSCE (Objective Structured Cllnical Examination): is a testing format that allows for
multiple, short (5-30 minutes) observations ofperformance in clinical scenarios using real or
standardized patients. Standardized checklists are utilized to document observed bebaviou¡s a¡d
may be utilized to assess many specific competencies.

Simulated Chart RecalUChart Review: lnvolves ¡eview and subsequent discussion ofa case
using the patient chart as a focus for discussion.

Self-Reflectlon: Is an active process of tuming thoughtful pract¡ce into a potential leaming
situation to ensure optimal integrâtion of theory and previous experiences to yield improved
performance outcomes.

CãnMEDS 2000 in Ancsthcsiolo8y Survey Pågc 3
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. DcmonsEalc ability lo fu¡.lioÃ in lhc.lin¡c¡l cnvironm€nl (OR, ICU, WÂ¡ú, !¡d Clinics) ¡lting rhc full lbilitics of!ll t.ajn
mcmbals.

. Consuh cf[a.tivaly with otierphysicirns and hcålth cå¡c profcsrionah.

For responses less than 4, please explain why:

Regarding anestl¡esia teaching, the Coll¡borator role should bave.....
oø@(D@@Ø

æèñFúfiB$-6t/tiÈìe,'iTir Éãr'fiftFffiXffiir#-cÐ;eirriuaüffil6Eltffil¡,1n8EnFù

For responses less than 4, pleæe explain why:

Regarding my personal preparedness to assume the Collsborator ¡ole, I am.....
o@o(D@@ø

lró¡ÍiúffiÉ¡liüìÌiPl{i,ü'1ís.õff¡lfæ;d=*lælitíÍiÁf'*ffJ:¡w¿lP¡i'õ4,l-ËlEfJãI}iæ¡.?¿óiÞtå;t'ffií

to be a Collaboretor is

...........,...o o o (D

lndividual mcntonhip @@@@@o
øo(D@@@
oo@@@@
@@(Ð@@ø

Team building
Dircctobscrvationandfccdback...,,,..............--............,.,.,..,.,.....O
Rcalist¡c simul¡tion scssions ..................,..,...........,...,..,.,......,..,..,O

Other, plcæc spccify:

4561

CanMEDS 2000 in AncslhÊsiology Survcy



Rega¡dlng teaching lhe CollEborgtor role, I find it............to teach.
o@oo@@ø-

l¡#¡í.rr l¡Ìt lii.'.7. tv.¡i!$/-ti+F,S!14-ij.r:1:t.!¿î.ï.ìËÈil iE"lfjSLErDtõ¿ilt:EãErV¡atDi6äÍr.f :E¡riËi¡tiEll¡újËtí

,.......,oøooo@ø
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. Case.bascd discussi0n........,.....,......................,...,...,...............,,.... O @ O (D @ @ ø

.Re¿listic6imulat¡0nscssi0ns..,.,...........,.,..,.......,...,...,.,...,.,..........,(DOO@@@ø

r OIher, pleæe spcci&r

,.,........,............o @ o @ @ @ ø

. Othe¡, please speciry:

¡ Rolc modcling

Ca¡MEDS 2000 in Ancst¡csiology Survcy Psgc 5
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h mv practice, the Communlcator role is...,.
o@@(D@@ø

üråiliffi E;Gig'_Y'Fvõt@ü¡ :L gæ&-ffi õt

For responses less than 4, please explain why:

For responses less than 4, please explain why:

Sclf.r.ll.ction (on how psticnt should bê trealed)

Individual
Communications skills workhops.........,...,..........,...,..,..,......,..,... @

Dircctobsc¡vationandfccdb¡ck.,...........,.....,.........,...,.......,.......,.@

. Oth.¡, pleÀsc spcciryr

ø@(Ð@@ø
@o@o@ø
oo@@@o
@o(Do@@
oo(Ð@@o

. Dcmon!Fetc con!idcråtion and compe!sio¡l ¡ncoñnunicåling eilh p¡ticntr ¡¡d faJnil¡cs.

. Paov¡dc åccuratc ¡¡formation âpproprirta to tha clinìcâl situation.

. Commu¡icalc cfTccl¡vcly v/ilh mcd ical col lc¡g¡rcs, nuncs, and paømcdicsl pc ßon¡rl in inpalicnt, oútpaliênl å¡d op.rat¡ng
room cnv¡¡onrnênts.

. D.moniE-¡lc appropriatc oral ã¡d writtcn comñunicãi¡on skills.

1234567
ä;r" D,îüÉ-:üifí$';¡;¡¡'t::itr':5:atrìi;ád¡ Df';Èåt-¿ r-xüdir !"îÉ::a;;r;Éi¡;Ë?tr-! t::"^;å3'.: i?:i1r s;ã'.tü
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.......to teâch.

o Rolc modcling...- .,........,..,.,,..,....,.,.,.......O @ O (D @ @ O
. C&re-bÀrcd discursion ..,.,........,.....,..............,..,,,...,....,,.,..,...,,.,.....O @ O (0 @ @ O
.St¿¡da¡di2edpatients.....,..............,.........,........,.........................,..,O@O@@@O

. othe¡, plcæe specify:

Regarding evaluating the Communicators role, I find it...........,t0 evaluate.
o@o(Do@ø

EúiåÉIiÊ¡fç!ñ;i¡dflË,i,'SFÊ'{¡,1fÉi'Bæfæ#t6tif#Ëg:;îltririçúPlffi#.tlãËfiãlwñËifxlËf

the best to evaluate this role is

@@o(Ð@@ø
ooo@6@ø

oøooo@Øi Program Dircctor

. Othe¡, pleÀse spcciry:

Ã¡ËriþE¡¡i :.:, v¡ryr¡ry j!rj{¿::.:p¡}i-ft:*}triIf"-¡Il Nfir.-:€i*Jf:Þiñiúltïsi1{vriyÞiõd,iÌ,ãEffif9Daçlr

C¡nMEDS 2000 in AncslhÊsiolo8y Survcy Pagc 7
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forancsth¿si¡.
to hospit¡l sdmìni3trãtors rcg¡rding compliåncêv¡ül ¡¡tion¡l pr¿cticc $idclinls rnd c$.ripment rtaaderds

Rccognizc thc op¡onunitics fo¡ ,¡cs lhcr iologisls lo ãdvocatê for ¡c!ôu¡cas forclùonicpåin ma¡ãgcmcnl rmaaging rncdical
lcchnoloq¡cs. ar¡d nc\ehcahhcar. oråctices. ¡n eênê¡å1.

In my Þ¡actice, the Health Advocate role is .,.,,

t¡iü¡ilftriöö6xfvú ûÀ¡d6eüti

For ¡esponses less than 4, please explain why:

For responses less than 4, please explain why:

be a Health Advocate is bv .....

Other, plcasc speciry:

Regarding my personal p¡epa¡edness to assume the llealth Advocâte role, I âm .....iÐ-ø
ñóíiituriåËså'ïtiúìp¡Éà'::s¿;;;{í¡ËñfqË{ßlËrËùrrî4$,:vár'p¡ËñtTi¡vå7v¡ftËñnld;õcfiÀEæá

@o
@o
@ø

C¡¡MEDS 2000 in Ancsthcsiolo8y Survêy
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Advocâte
o

¡ Cæc.bæcd disqussion

. Other, plcasc speciry: .

prob|ems,......,,....y.......,..,...,................,.,.O @ @ @@o
,.......,.......o @ o @ @ @ ø

,..........,.@@@(D@@ø

@@o@@@ø
,....@@o(0o@o

,..,oøø(D@@ø

Regârding evaluating the HeÂlth Advocate role, I find it............to evaluate.
o@o(D@@øffi ò¿ti'Eü gãI9ryrry.€ffi É¡f *ãS1{Fjæ9-W

the best to evaluate this role is

. Multiplc cboicc cx6r¡rs

. Clinic¡l Epidemiology qucstions .......,..,........,.,..,...,,................,..O @ O (D @ @ @
r Healtì & social policy qucstions ,......,.....,.,..,...,..,..,...,...,..,.......... @ @ @ @ @ @ ø
. Objcctivê Stsuctu¡cd Clinical Examin¡tion (OSCE) ...................(D @ @ (0 @ @ @
¡ Self.Reflcction ...
. Standa¡dized oral examination ......,...,....,...................,.....,......,..., O @ @ (0 @ @ ø
. Di¡cct observâtion by:

i Pccrs (during seminars & rounds)
. Attending stafT

i Program Director

. Other, please speeiryl

CaÍMEDS 2000 in Ancsthcsiology Survcy P¡gc 9
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. Dcmons[¡tc l¡owlcdgc ofthc ñ¡någcmcnt ofopcrâting roo¡nr.

. D.ñonstaetc knowladg. ofùc contributors (o ancsthc¡ic cxpcnditurcr,

. Dcmonstsâtc knowlcdgc ofthc g!ìd¿lincs co¡lccming ¡flcsthctic pract¡cc e¡d cquipmcnt in Câ¡adÂ.

. Rccord approp¡i¡tê infoínåt¡on for encsthcl¡cs and consultåtiots providcd.

. DcmonsEåtc principlcs of qu¡lity a¡sur¿naê, ând ba ablc

For responses less thân 4, please explain why:

For responses less than 4, please explain why:

Assigr responsibility for OR floor
Assign responsibility in t¡c PÂC....,...........,.....,........,....,...,......... O
Assign responsibility in thc Labour \rya¡d............,...,....,.,...,......,.O
Appoint ss chicf res¡drnt for 3 months................,.,,.,,.,..,...,.,.......O

Otltcr, plcasc spcciS:

ø@@@@
@o(0@@
@o@@@
@o(D@@

@
ø
ø

t234567
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. Video.tapc accna¡ios

. Rolc modcling ,.........,........,.,..,o @ @ (D @ @ ø

.Cas..böcddiscussi0n.,.............,,..,........,,....,,..,..,,,,...............,.,..,.Oø@(D@@ø

¡ Oúer, plea¡c spcciû;

to evâluate this

¡ Multiplc choice cxa¡rls (MCQ) .,....,.....,.....

* Simulalcd patients

. Shorvlong a¡swer quÊstion5 ......,,.....,..,,..,,............,....,...,.,,.......... O @ O (D @ @ ø

. Simulated chad ræall ...,...,,....,.....,,............................................,.O (D O O @ @ ø. Objective Súrctu¡ld ClinicÀl Exani¡râtion (OSCE) ................,..O @ O O O @ ø

. Self-R.flcction... ................,..................O @ @ @ @ @ @. Sta¡då¡dizcd or¿l cxÂmination ,.,.....,............,...,,,,......,...........,,...,O @ O @ @ @ O. Direct observation byi
* Peers (du¡ing scmina¡s & rounds) ........,,...,............,.....,.....,.....@ @ O @ O @ ør Att.ndinS sl¿ff

@@ø

,................,....o @ o (D @ @ ø

o@o@@@Ø

. Othcr, pleasc speciryr

CanMEDS 2000 in An.sth.siology Survcy P!8q I I
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b$ic ac¡cnccs as to anc!lhcsia, includitg e¡âtony, physiology, ph¡íracology,
biochcm ¡¡try, .¡d phys icr.

DcmonsEatc knowlcdgc of lhc p¡inciplas and practicê ofe¡cst¡cria ås ùcy åpply to ¡ny spcc¡lic patiant'! conridêlôlion
durinS surgcry or obstctrics.

Dcmons¡¡'¿tc clinicalslills ncccssary for basic rcsusc¡ratior and lifcsupport ¿r practic€d in criticalcÂ¡c facil¡tiaJ,
DcñoniE tê krowlcdgê oftlre principlcr o f m anrgcmcnt ofpatjcnls w¡th ¡cutc and ckonic p6in.
Dcmonsts¿tc clinical rk¡lls næasse¡y for thc indcpandcht practica ofa¡caùesi,, includ¡¡g praopar¿tivc alscssmcnt,
inFåopcrâtivê sr:ppoß rnd postopcrativc managcmc¡lt ofp¡li.nts ofany physicålslân¡!, sllåtcs a[d for rllcommonly
pcrforncd su¡gic¡l ¡nd obstrtic¡l procadurc!.

Dcñon¡E¡t. clinicållkills næcrsa¡y for gcncral ¡nlcmalnedicinc a¡d inkß¡v. c¿rc includir¡g thc ability to invêstigåtc,
d¡aglosa, slld ma¡¡ga app¡opriatcly fectors thst inllucncê åpâtia¡t's mcdicåla¡d surgical carc.
DÉmonrf¿tc compctcncc in ellta!hriical proccdu¡as commonly a¡nploycd in ¡¡csthctic practicc.

Dcñonsbâlc lqlowlcd!c ofb¿!ic lcpel and biocthicâl issuês bfonncd conscnL

For responses less tlran 4, please explain why:

For responses less than 4, please explain why:

to assume the
@@

. Sclf.d¡rcctcdlcaming

. Indiv¡dual mcntoßhip/Apprcnticcship ..,,.........,..,..........,......,.,..,. O
¡ Di¡cct obscrv¡tion ¡nd fccdback.................,......,,.,..,.,.....,.,.,.,..,..,O

@@oo@ø
øo(D@@o
@@(D@@ø. Rounds

¡ Othcr, plcæc spccig:

CanMEDS 2000 in Ancslhcs¡olo8y Sr¡rvcy PaSc 12
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In mv ooinion. the best wâv/s to teach this ¡ole ....,

I sriqrtpr¡iiia Þx¡:rpúærcd.Ë:i"¡¡5ripú¡iä{'..ìã¡Íüìt¡mÈi*fl|ri¡'d;'-.4-8"J.&åãæqís@-æ I
. Lcam¡ng from clinical problems ............................,.....................@ @ O @ @ @ ø
¡ Rolc rnod¿ling ..... ....................,...,,..........@ @ @ (Ð @ @ ø
¡ C¿sc.based discussion..,,.....,.,.....,......,..,.,....,...,,.....,......,.........,..., O ø @ (Ð O @ ø

. OIhcr, plcæe specil:

Regarding evaluating the Medical Elpert ¡ole, I find it...,..,....,to evaluate.
o@(D(0@@o

¡ffi¡tÉË7rffi¡iryi

. Oúêr writtcn cxa¡n quqstio¡s

r Program Directo¡

cÐoôo@ô

oo@o@ø
. Othcr, pleâsc spcciryi

&qi;!n$ È¡r' '1.:¡ vrr r,at liti:.::;: E¡jll-i'. :ì::f,i:"::a<.,¡ítrú :.5i1ì'¡¡s,ù{ffir¡fF,ÌLtiv-ipirÉif FJ-EiäËfDÊÉü

¡ Multiple choice cxarns (MCO ......,,......,.,....................................O @ O (D @ @ ø

C¡nMEDS 2000 in AnÊsthcsiology Survêy PsSc 13
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. PÊriodically rcvicw h¡s/haroìv¡ pcßona I and profcss ion al pcrfofma¡cc ¿t¡in!l nåtionå¡ st¡¡da¡d5.

. lnclüdc t¡rcpåticñt in d¡scl¡s5ions conccming eppropriâtc diâg¡ostic ånd ñanâg€¡¡c¡lt p¡occduacs.

. Rcapcct lhc op ¡nioñs of fcllow consul Þ¡B rlld ra fcring physici¡¡s iD thc ña¡ágam.nt of pal¡cnt prob¡ar¡s ¡¡d ba wìl¡ing to
providc maåns whcrcby d¡fÏcrcnccs ofopinioll cån bê discusscd ånd rcsolvcd,

. Show rccognition of¡imits ofpcrsonål skill á¡d knowl.dSê by.ppropriar.ly consulring othlr physìc¡a¡s ånd pa¡en¡cdic¡l
pcrsonael whcn caring for thc pat¡cnt,

. E5tablish å oåltcm ofcont¡nuinq dcvrloDrñcnt ofD.ßonâl clinicål sk¡lh Ènd

For responses less than 4, please explain why:

For responses less than 4, please explain why:

Ir./s to be well

Mcdico-lcgal rounds

a Professional is

ø@@@
øo(0o

o

o
@

@ø
@@
@ø
@@(oø

Other, plcasc spcciS:

CarlMEDS 2000 in Ancsthcsiology Survcy
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Rega¡ding teaching the Professloual role, I furd it.....,,.....to teach.
oøo(Do@o

PldõlrB¡¡i :jjr-,* v¿ùP¡,y ì'iiL:{rïFj¡i'åffi.çÌ.ÍÊEr¡}ñ¡?iãìr;-r-;rrûtell.:ãf'ttvFDlt!¿ih-ifE¡idiùätoìiü6,i

¡ Role modeling @o@@@o
. Casc.bascd discussion on professionalism.....,..,....,.,..,.,.,......,..,..O @ @ @ @ @ ø

. Olhcr, plcöe speciry:

Rega¡ding evaluati¡g the Professional role, I find it............t0 evaluate.
o@@(Ð@@ø

b-Ëi¿rtB.El.Eñtva-ÉúF..ç.FãF

I¡ my opinion, the best wsy/s to evaluate this role is bv using.....
tlzJ45ó?tI saærcsæia-¡øøwræm'æ I

¡ Multiple choicc cxa¡ns (MCQ) ....,......,.....,.................,.,.....,......... O
. Short/long $say qucstions ..,....--....-..-.............................,.....,.,O
. Simulated cha¡t rccaI1...,..,......,......,..,.,......................,.........,....,,.,. O
. Obj€ctive Süuctu¡ed Clinical Examination (OSCE)...,...,....,..,...O
. Sclf.Rcflcclion ... ...,,,....,..,.......,.,.........,..@
r Sanda¡dizcd or¿l cxa¡nination .......................,,,..,...,.,..,.,.,.......,... @

. Dircct obsc¡valion by:
Pecrs (during scminus & rounds) ........,,.,,,.,..,........,........,..,..,.(Dr Pecrs (dunng sr

i Anending staff

. Olhc¡, pl.ase spcciry:

@o(Do@ø
@@(D@@ø
@@(0@@o
@o@o@ø
ø@@@@o
ø@(Ð@@o

@@(0@@o
ø@(Do@ø
øo@@@o

. Lc¡ming from clinical problcms .....,.,,,.-...,....................,.,.....,.... O @ O (D O @ ø

CÁ¡MEDS 2000 ¡n Ancsthcsiology Survcy Psgc l5
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. Dcvclop crilariâ fo¡ êvålueting tha !¡cfhclic litcrârurc ¡nd criticâlly ssscss th.litcratvr. us¡ng thcsc crilcria.
¡ Dcscribc ùc principlcs ofgood rcscrrch.

whct¡.re rÊscerch o¡þicct is

For responses less than 4, pleæe explain why:

role should bâve ..
@

For responses less than 4, please explain why:

to assume the
@(0

to be a Scholsr is

. Ev¡dencc.bôscdpr¿ctice...,.....--.-..-..-..,................,..,...........,,..O ø @ @ @ @ ø

.P¡-¿cticc-rcflcction...,......,.......,..........,.....OøO(D@@@

. Di¡€ct observalion and fc€dback..,,...,..........,.....,...,...,..,.............., O @ @ @ O @ ø

@@(Ð@

Othcr, plcæc spccifr:

4561
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Rega¡ding teaching the Scholar role,I find it............to teach.
oøo(Ð@@ø

E¡ürãslrP¡" rrr :I-v.ii ÞiiÌlil,;l,r.il 'B¡t-T:f l .ïr , . tt.üËi¡ -\:líAr¿iF. Dtd'äli -'g:"t*ivdt¡íûäh lì:ÞiËaú:D6aðl

. Conducting a rese¿¡ch project...........................,........................,,. (D @ O @ @ @ ø
¡ Joumals-bæcd discussi0n.........,.....................,...,...............,.......... (D @ O (Ð @ @ ø

. Oürer, please speciry:

Regarding evâluating the Scholarrole, I find it....,.......to evaluate.
o@o@@@ø

Eóå¡li'lìt'tÑF^rl¡ü

¡ Clinical Epidemiology questio¡s ..............................................,.. O ø O (D @ @ ø
. Hcalú & social policy qucstions ..,.,...,,.,.,...,,.,...,,.,..,...,,..,...,.,,.... O @ O @ @ @ ø
. Objectivc Structu¡€d C¡inical Exa¡nirstion (OSCE) ..,..,...,..,,.....@ (Ð O (Ð O @ ø
¡ Sandudizcd or¡l examination .,........,..,..,.........,..,........,.............. O O O @ @ @ ø
. Dircct obscrvation by:

i Pcérs (dudng seminârs & rounds) .........,....,.,........................... O @ @ @ @ @ ø
. An€nding staf!..,..... ............................,@ O O @ @ @ øi Nurses....,.....................,..,..,...., ,...oøo@o@@

' P¡o8ram Dirccto¡ @o@@@ø
. Oúler, pleâse spcciry:

CsrMEDs 2000 in Anêslhcsiology S!rvcy PsBc 17
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Please rank (l lowest to 7 highest) the following seven roles of CanMEDS 2000 project
according to their importance from your own day-to-day practice ofanesthesia. Use each rank
only once.

CanMEDS 2000 in Ancsthøiology Survcy Ps8¿ 18
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Please provide the following general information to help us corelate data.

l. Have you had a chance to review CanMEDS 2000 project roles previously?

OYes ONo

2. Have you been involved in clrafting new training objectives to meet the CanMEDS 2000
goals?

O Yes ONo

3. Are there any other questions that you might consider adding to this Survey?

4. Do you have any other issues that you would like to add?

The space below is provided for you to write any additional thoughts or ideas thât you may hâve.

CTnMEDS 2000 in Ancslhcs¡ology Survcy Psgc 19
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Attending Staff & Fellows: (Resìdents please proceed to page 22)

Gend€r: OF OM

Age: Years

MD from: O Canada

OUSA
O Europe

O Other þlease speciff

Year of MD¡ 19_
Anesthesia training: Completed taining _ O Board Eligible

Certification year_

Anesthesia trainlng completed In:
O Canada

O USA
O Europe
O Other þlease specifr

Years in Anesthesia practíce (total):_ y€aÌs

Other degree(s) and work e:perlences (medical and non-medical):
O Pleæe specifr_

Pr¡mary current location of practice:
O Community Hospital
O Tertiary Care Hospital
O Retired

O Other, please speci$

Subspeclalfy/special lnterest practice: (Please check all applícable)
O Cardiac
O Chronic pain
OICU
O Neuro-Anesthesia
O Obstetic A¡esthesia
O Pediatric Anesthesia
O RegionaUAcute pain
O Others, please speci$

CânMEDS 2000 in An.sthcsiology Sulcy Psgc 20
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Professional roles/ positions: (Please check all applicable)
¡ Clinical practlc€ ofanesthesia

O Cunent
O Past

r Teaching
O Cu¡rent Area O Under-graduale

O Post-graduate

O Past Area O Under-graduate
O Post-graduate

Education committee membership:
O CuÍent
O Past

O Only during residency

Research:
OCu¡¡ent Atea O Clinícal

O Basic Sciences

O Pasl Area O Clinical
O Basic Sciences

Ädmlnistrationr (At which level)
O Depa¡tment

O Culrent O Past Total DlrIâtion _______-_Jears
O Hospital

O Curent O Past Total Duration _-______¡lears
O Medical School

O Cu¡¡ent O Past Total Duration _____________years

O University
O Cunent O Past Total Duration __-___Jears

O Provincial
OCunent OPast Total Duration _Jears

O National
O Cunent O Past Total Duration _years

Other professional roles/posltions/interestsl (Please list alQ

O Please speci$

Thank you very much for shæing your thoughts and ideas in contibution to this project
Again, your participation is greatly apprecíated.
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Residents:

Gender: O F OM

Âge: Years

Medical School: O Canada

O USA
O Europe

O Other þlease speciS

Year of MD:

Other Degree(s) and work erperlences (medícal and other):
O Pleæe speciS

PGY: O I OZ 03 04 Os

Subspecialty Interesti O Yes (Please specifr area

ONo

Fuhue career practice plan, in addition to clinical anestl¡esia (check all applicable)
I have a special interest in:

Teachíng
O Under-gaduate medical education
O Post-graduate medical education
O Both

Research
O Basic sciences

O Clinical Research

O Both

Admin i s lru l¡ otl/pta c! i ce m an agen e n t
O Yes
ONo

O r h er profes s i on al int eres ls
O Please speciS_

Thank you very much for sharing your thoughts and ideas in contribution to this project.
Again, your participation is greatly appreciated.
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Appendix
Copy ofùc prc.noticc lcncr,

Dear Ancsthesia Dcpa¡tmcnt Mcmbcr,

A fcw days from now you will rcccivc in your hospital mailbox I Èquest to fill out a qucstioMaire for an important
project being conductcd by thô Univcrsity of Ma¡litoba Dep¡rtncrt ofAaesthesia Residcncy Training Prognm. Thc
survçy lcprcscnts ¡¡n cssÊntial pa¡l ofmy Mastcr ofEducation d.$cc, from this Univc¡sity.

Thc project is concemed ,.vith the newly inkoduced C¡nMEDS 2000 projrct's objectives, which are being applied to
all ofthe Royal Collcge Specialistr Training Progtams across Canada. Our projcct is cntitled úrc "CøñMEDS 2000
PROJECT OBJECIII,ES N ANESIHESIOLOGy: STAFF &. RESIDENîS PERSPECî(VES." l.ri wliting to you in
advance to intoducc ùc projcct to you and also because previous resca¡ch hat shown that m¿ny people prefer to
brow ahead of tíme that tley \vi¡l be contscted.

Thc Ca.nMEDS 2000 projcct, itscli, was initiated by üc RCPSC ¡n thc ca¡ly 1990s in ¡csporre to increæing ard
changing soci€t¡l €xpectôtions from the mcdical profession. Thc proj.ct's i¡itial stcp was to fornulato a list ofroles
rhat all fu ¡e specialistr cedified by thc Collcge would be expected !o fulfill upon ccnification ard lo maintsin
throughout lhci¡ profcssional ca¡ccrs, Tîesc rolcs arc Ifor t]re specialist lo havê thc minimum competcnce in cach of
th¿sc seven areasl a collaborato¡, s communicator, a health advocate, a rnâragÊr, a med¡cal cxpcrt, a profcssionat,
a¡d a schola¡. Afrcr Fcbru{y 2002, ùc on-sitc 8rcreditation surveys ofaU RCPSC Tr¿ining P¡ogÎ¿¡ns will be

æsessed according to thc ncw Ca¡MEDS 2000 project's objcctivc-s.

In 1996, the Collegc Gcncral Council approved thc gcncral objcctivcs fo¡ sll of úc Faining programs, and in
Septcmber 2000, the Spccialry Comjn¡ncc on Â¡esthesia of lhc Royal Collcgc appmved the spcciðlty-spccilic
objectivcs, which arc cll¡¡.ntly lscd by our proglam. By 2003,lhcsc objectives will rcpresent the bæis for the Final
in Tr¡ining Evaluat¡ng Rcports (FITER) for thc college exam candidatcs.

lt is nol yct krown how besl to inleg-al€ thesc new compclencics into t¡c actual p¡act¡ce, t¡aining, a¡d cvÀluation
with¡n thc conrcxt ofanesthesiology. Thus, it is 8n aim ofl¡is study to survey all of thc Anest¡esi¡ Depa¡ttnent
mcmbers (residents and stafl) regarding the relativc imponance ofeach oftj¡ese roles, both from thc practice of
anesthcsía, in general, and from cach individual's practicc profilc poinþof.vicw. ,,lso, this proj.ct proposes to .licit
th. Drpartmrnt Mcmbcrs' opinions on what are thc bcst approachcs to bc prcpared lo essumc lhcsc rol.s, thc best
ways to leåch these roles to others a¡ìd, subsequcntly, tåe most suiiablc means ofcv¡luating the attainmenl ofcåch
of tiesc competenc¡es.

Tha¡k you foryourtime a¡d consideration. ¡! is only with you¡hclp and coopcr¿tion in taking pa¡t in üris study lhat
this research projcct can be succcssful.

Sincerely,

Abdulaziz Boker,
Anesthes¡a Fellow
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UNrvnns rrv
OT MANITOBA

Principal InvestigÀtor contact ¡nformation:

Abdulaziz Boker, MBBS, FRCPC
Research Fellow, Alesthesia Department
& Graduate (Master ofEducation) Sudent, The University of Manitoba
Pager (204) 955- 4904
Or
E-mail:

Please ¡etum the completed questionnai¡e to the UTS office in the self-add¡essed, stamped

envelope provided, or alternatively, tfuough the inter-depart¡ental mailhg system.

Please retum completed surveys to:

Linda Rzeszutek
University Teaching Sewices
The University of Manitoba

220 Sinnott Bldg., 70 Dysart Road
Wimipeg, MB R3T 2N2

This portion will bc rcmovcd by Univcrsity Teaching Scwíccs' Oflicc, bcforc r€h¡míng the complêtcd
quqsrion¡airc to the principal investigator. As outlined ín thc cover lcncr, this stcp will help bcst dirccl the

follow.up mailing for rcplaccmcnt question¡aires, æ wcll æ formanaging thc dr¿w for thc gift cenificates
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Follow up Letter with the Second Mailing
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Gntrc for High.r Edu(¡t¡on
fuscrrch rnd Dcvclopmcnt
220 Sinnott Building
70 Dyr¿rt Ro¡d
winnip.g, M¡nitob¡
c¡n¡då RJT 2N2

T.l.phon. (20{} 474.7025

F¿x(204) 174-7607

ur3@umanitob¡.c¡

December 10, 2001

Particlpânt Name

Department of A¡esthesia

Participant Addrcss
tl/innipeg, lvfB Postal Code

Dear Participant Name,

IamæsistingDr.AbdulazizBoker,A¡esthesiaFellow,inastudy¡e8ârdingtheapplicationofthecanMEDs.
ãóoo projrcis ou¡.ctives to the Royâl college Anesthesiology Residency Training Program, universiry of

V*iåUã. Although we havc had a very goJd r.n . rate, we would like to include your responses. As of

i'ti¿.ylr i"ir, I hãve not received youi.uIv"y package' we ask you to take 20-30 minutes to share your

exp.ri.oces and opioions regucling the CuTMEDS 2000 project competetrcies'

I have e¡closed a rePlacement coPy and ask that you do one of the following:

tj õont¡n* to li åut the originit copy o¡the iunel, if you hav€ not had a cbance to complete it, and mail

the completed irwey in the enclosed stamped self-addressed envelope; or

ij- äìii^ ,n¡, reptåcement copy ol rh, iu*"y, if the original is not available, a¡d mail it in rhe cnclosed

,áåpr¿ *ff_.¿¿irrsed enveloje.lMail only one sru.,ey, otherwise rhe¡e willnot be enough postage); ar

1i'irr¿ tor* on unanswered'surtqt in the enclosed stamped self-addfessed envelope, ifyou do not wish to

be involved in the study. (Again, only one survey please)'

The survey form is coded for two ¡easons: first, ro facilitate the process ofhanding out a replacement packagc

""i i..onä, as a token of appreciation for resiondenrs, the coåes will be used in a draw for tkee $ 100 gift

certificates Êom the Univeßiry of Manitoba Bäok Store. After mail collection on Friday, January 04, 2002 
'

Iw¡lldIawtfueenamesforthegifÌcertificatesanddataanaylsiswillbegin'Nosurveysw¡llbeaccePtedafter
this datc. Thank you for you¡ pârticiPation and good luck in the draw!

Sincerely Yours,

Linda Rzcszutek

Program Administr¿tor, UTS

rvsw.um¡n¡lob¡,(¡/ul¡
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Studv Participants' Other degrees

Degrees
Attendins Staff

Tertiarv Non-Tertiarv Residents

No response 23 15 8

Science Degree (BSc) l0 2 I0
BSc(Med) 3 3 4

Fellowship Trøining 8

Family Medicine 4 2 I
Emergency Medicine 4

Nursíng Degree 3

BA22
Degree In Pharmacy 2

Other Anesthesia Degrees | 2 I
PhDll
DMD 1

DAB 1

ACBOM 1

Certífication in Adult Education I
B.E.S i

IH ospíta I A d mi n i st ra tion

DRCOG 1

General Surgery I
LLB 1

DCH 1

MB Bch 1

B.A.O. 1

Total 64* 30** 24
* 12 participants listed 2 degrees, and two listed 3 degrees
** Six participants listed 2 degrees, and one participant list 4 degrees
Four participants listed 2 degrees


